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Quick Sales and Small Profits Victorious.
Wc study the wants ot the people
i-tis1iin« I HE BE -T HADE. THE
FASHIONABLE CUT CLOTHING
confine ourselves to any particular

WILLIAM SPELLMAN,
JAMES MALONE,
IJJCONNELL.
DANL. McINTOSH,
M. F. DAVIS.
J. L.

be procured ol Floor Committee and
Clnb.oct23dtd

M. L. A.

CITYJHALL.
Third Lecture In the

John B.

27th,

Lecture at 7J o clock.
8130.
30 eta.

•

Tuesday Ft veiling. It -v 2d, THOMAS
OKCHtltTBt CUItCBBT.
oc22dtd

PERRY

&

Variety Troupe.

PRODUCE,
9 Moulton Street, head of Long Wharf
HE.
MAYHEW O. BOSS.

SaF“Agent8 for Chipman & Ayer’s “Surprise
feast.” the best yeast in the world
T sV IT.
mvl7dtf

Songs.

G. 4. CLARK, Id.

JOHN GIBSON,
The best Jig Dancer in the coun

74

the Wire.

GEO. AUSTIN,
W. H.

with

rounds of applause

everywhere.

WALTER PHILLIP,
Basso, and the Large Chorus.

Wili j>

tie-? In

a

oc26d2t

open.

MAINE.

Androscoggin

WTBB dc ARIVOl.I*
Proprietors
Car. af Cangreu and Exchange Street

Third and Positively Last Week
of the Unparalleled Success, entitled

‘TWO ORPHANS!’
Pronounced by the entire (press) OF PoBTLAND.to
EVERT SCENE ENTIRELY NEW !

Special Notice for the Matinees.
Owing to the length of the piece the Two Orphan
Matinee will commence on Wednesday and Saturday
afternoons at 9 o’clock precisely
Boi office open for the sale of seats daily from 9
a m. to 9 p. m.
In active preparation—The Irish Drama of the
Colleen Hawn.
se2dtf

Army & Navy Course.
"HALL,

CITY

Thursday Evening, Oct. 28, 1875.

BROKERS.

Commission & Fox-warding Merchants
and

other Charters,
in

reliable

108 W4LNUT STREET,

PIPING.
PORTLAND

Engineers, Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.
MANUFACTURERS

OF

KARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
Turbine

Water

ucrricHSi

Wheel.

nwisiiug

Engines, and Blattehard’s
Patent Boiler.

INJECTOR

RUE’S

PORTLAND,
ITOR SALS—One New
«ower, hnilt to order.

MAINE.

Stationary Engine, 60 dom

C.

P.

BABCOCK.

MAKER

MANUFACTURER OF

Caroline Rlchings-Bernard

Watch and Chronometer markers’ Tools,
mathematical. Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus Ac.,

ENGLISH OPERA COMPMY

5ft Market Street, Printers Exchange,

The Bose of Tyrol.
The Compiny comprises the following well-known
artists:

Mrs. Caroline Blchings Bernard,
Mrs. Henri Drayto i.
Hr. Pierre Bernard,
Hr. John J. Benitz.

n

well-organised CHORUS

cents, for sale at Wm. E.
Thornes’ under Music Hall, Stockbridge’s, and atjlhe

Evening tickets

75

J. W. RAYMOND’S

gu

OjL

RUDDLE
STREET,
(Boyd Block,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.

1-2

CHAS. H. HOWE & SON.

Civil Engineers and Architects,
176 Middle Street.
ROlfD BLOCK.
dtf

m.v22

EDUCATIONAL.
E1TA G.
of

Teacher

Dancing Academy,

Private

ARMY AMD WAVY HALL,.
Will commence Hntarday, Oct. 30lh. Juvenile class at 2* o’clock. Terms $4 00 per scholar.
Also a Private Evening Clan on Tuesday
Terms $10 per
for Adults.
Evening. Nov
couple, or $6 tor Gents and $4.00 for Ladies for the
oc26tf
season.

MUSIC HALL,
Friday and Saturday, Oct, 29 & 30,
—

ALSO

PLEASANT

XOKKIDuEWOCK, IVAINE.
For

Circular Address KI. F, Eaton, Prill.

augl9-t.f

A COMBINATION OF ARTISTS
Universally acknowledged Excellent beyond comparison.

First-Class Stars.

30

a
Superior Triple Quartette,
novel and unique Minstrel Entertain-

Comprising

ment.

The Best Comedian,
The Finest

Orchestra,

THE CHAMPION SONG & DANCE ARTISTES.
This Monster Company in a new and original Pro-

popular
hlrlerqcie opera.
immediate
the
personal superThe whole under
vision of G. SWAINE BUCKLEY.

gramme-concluding

with

An Entile Change

a

of

Bill

Saturday.

Admission35and 50 cents; Reserved Seats 75 cts,
jyTicket* for sale at Music Hall Wednesday.
For particu an see Programmes.
G. A. SAWIN, Gen’l Agent.
H. 8. SAWIN Ass

Azen

oct25MTWFB

For Sale.
Dng o, re 1i,33t> tons, coppered. Well
found in sails, ringing, chains, anchors dec. Coulu be sent to sea immediately. For further Information apply
MlStf
to J. S WINSLOW ft Co.

CO.,

bran act of the L.egi«lature
of Maine 1873,

—

Beethoven Hall—Boston
The Largest and Most Complete Minstrel Company
in the World, embracing

BONDHOLDERS

The

Shining River.

For nigh and Grammar Schools.
HliiH
SCHOiL CHOIR.
The former is by H. S. & W. 0. Perkins, and sells
for 35 cents per copy in Boards, and $30 per 100. Issued only a few weeks since, but the publishers are
showered with commendatory letters, and its praises

THE

are sounded everywhere.
It will prove a “Shining
Riveb” of beauty and melody in hundreds of homes
and sabbath schools.
The latter is just out. and is a hook which no Teacher can fail to admire and introduce.
It will be a decided element in the musical advance cf the time.
Sells tor $1 0 or $9.00 per dozen.

NOW JRJffiAJDY.
collection of most beautiful Hymns and
Tunes for Praise Meetings, Prayer Meetings, Camp
Meetings, etc etc., entitled IjIYINO WAnew

PRICE
30

por praise {Heeling*.

BY

LIVING WATERS

D-F'

For Prayer meetings.

HODGES.

Cents.

FOB THE

Fire-proof

Burglar-proof

97 Exchange Street. Portland.
DIRECTORS AND SHAREHOLDERS:
John Mussey, H. J. Libby, F. K. Swan, Jacob McH. brown, William
Lellan, William E. Gould,
G. Davis, William Hammond, W. H. Anderson,
Frank Noyes, L. D. M. Sweat, A. W. Coombs, Pr rtland; Abner Coburn, Skowhegan; Anton P. Morrill,
Readiield; Joseph Dane, Kennebunk.

Philip

L. D. iTIo SWEAT. President
W. COOHJBM, secretary,
g3r*For circulars or information addre
A. W. COOMBS, Secretary, Portland.
dtf
JneH
A.

is

NOTICEduly

subscriber has
upon himself the
estate of

that the
hereby given
and taken

been
appointed
trust of Administrator of

the
ENOCH C. MOODY, late of Portland,
in the
County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having deestate ol said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all jiersons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
«

*1
^
r, a
Portland, Oct. 19, 1875.

K* moody, Adm’r.
oct2udlaw3wW*

PHI* AUELPH1A.
Packet Schooner Margie,
Capt. MeFadden. For freight apply to

PFW*

NIChkhSON,

W*. 198 Commercial 8„ert.
03t

THE

TAI1BOX,

Office—Cor. of middle & Exchange Htreelt)
Portland, maine.
octOdtf

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHaS. H. DxTSON & CO., 711 Broadway. N. Y.
ocl9
d&w2w

$300

Reward $300
oftered for the arrest of

Jonathan Watson, O. WE. Plummer and Thomas WEcCarthy,
who escaped from the Jail in Portland,
of September 16th.

on

the night

at time of escape.
Thomas McCarthy age about 40, 5 feet 10
inches high, hair light brown, mixed with grey,
clean shaved. Had on light pints dark frock coat,
soft black hat, at time ot escape.
The above reward will be paid for the arrest ot the

sepl8dtf

WM. L. PENNELL, Sheriff.

JAJHC8
Formerly

of

L.

WILLEY

ihe firm of Jones & Willey,

Fashionable Boot and Shoe Maker
No. 16
OPPOSITE

Temple Street,
ADAMS

HOUSE.

resumed business 98 above, and is
bis old customers, and would be

has

many new ones.
Mr. Willey pays personal attention to the manufacture of Ladies’ and Cent!* men’s Vine
Boots and Shoes, and at prices LOWER than any
other maker tor the same quality of workman ship.
Repairing done in tlse neatest manner at

satisfactory prices

Ju2dtf

Invested in Stock Privileges in Wall St,
leads to many ihouwands of dollars profits.
Comprehensive explanatory circulars, containing
detailed statements and quotation prices of all stocks
dealt in at the

New York Stock

Exchange,

mailed free to those desii ing to speculate. Address
ALEX. FROTHINGHAM & CO.,
Bankers and Brokers,
Opp. N. Y. Stock Exchange 12 Wall St. N. Y
ma2G
deodly

DEVOE’S

-BrilliantOIL,

SAFE. ECONOMICAL. BEST. FOR SALE BY
ALL GROCERS. SAFE. ECONOMICAL. BEST.
For sale by
CHAH. Mct.AI7CiHI.IlY Or CO.,
aulCeod&wGm
Portland.

Child for Adoption.
bright, healthy boy eight months old
will to given to some good family who may be
able and willing to give him a good home. Apply to
octl2atf
Overseas ot Boor, StandiBb, Me,

AS.VfABT.

—

1

THIRD—The balance, two-thirds (§), is given
in a First Mortgage 30-Year Bond, with Coupons,
payable at the option of the Company in cash or
scrip, said scrip fundable for the first six years into a
First Mortgage Income Bond, which Bond is entitled
to all income to the amount of the Coupon attached,
after
paying interest on the First Mortgage Bonds.
Under this plan, the Company will bo able to meet

obligationspromptly.

As everybody else has been having their say, we have concladed
to say a little for
that the

ing

ourselves,

know-

Or A. S
has almost expended itself and
our Rooster will breathe the pure
air once more.

Gas and High Prices
is

played out. We have been buy-

ing large
to-day we
our

amounts for

are

cash,

and

able to show upon

counters the

LARGEST, CHEAPEST & BEST
stock of

lhj

wi

new

turn,

on

iuc

icai auu

|ici-

property of the above named bankrupt, consisting of new steam saw mill, stores, blacksmith
and carpenter shop and tools; 28 dwelling houses.,
wharf and landing; 1 large stern wheel steamer
9 lighters; platform scales: office and bouse furniture ; 6 tons old iron; 110 T rails; 6 tongue switches;
6 open sockets; 6 frogs; 1 large safe; 1 watchman’s
clock; 14 jack screws; 2 slab cars; l wagon; 2 mule
carts; 2 double and 1 single harness; 1 mud drum:
6 pairs iron car wheels; pile driver: 7 skids; 1 yawl
boat; II lumber trucks; 1 grist mill; 5old iron boilers; 3old engines; cetween 30,000 and 40,000 pine
logs in the booms and stream; about 10,000 acres of
pine land in the counties of Escambia and Santa
Rosa, Florida: an undivided halt interest in
all timber on 4,500 acres in the county of Escambia, Florida: 45,466 57-100 acres of pine land in the
county of Escambia, Alabama; an undivided half
interest in 7, 688 acreB pine land in said county of
Escambia, Alabama; 1 store at Whiting, Alabama,
Mill, houses, etc., situated at Molino, 23 miles north
of Pensacola, on Pensacsla and Louisville Railroad,
whose tracks run into the mill yard. The attention
of capitalists and lumbermen is invited to this sale,
which is peremptory, and embraces ail the property,
real and personal, of the Pensacola Lumber Company. Terms—ten per cent, cash on dayoi sale;
40 per cent, within 30 days; 50 per cent. In six equal
promissory notes, with endorser, bearing interest at
7 per cent, and payable in 3, 6, 9,12, 15, and 18
months from the day of sale, secured by mortgage.
For full inventory, description and particulars, apply
to the undersigned, at bis office, No. 56 Wall street,
New York, or to Adna C. Cann, Esq., Molino. Florida.
C. EDGAR SMITH, Assignee,
William R. Darling, 56 Wall Street, New York.
Solicitor for Assignee,
61 Pine Street. New York.
se25dtnov5

sonal

Fireproof Roofing Paint.
The best and cheapest Snow Ar Davit Patent
Mate Aooflng Paint for Shingle. Tin and Iron
Roofs, also for cheap outside work, sold by the gallon
or

applied by

J.

N.

McCOY

&

co.,

Spring St., Portland,
ROOFERS AND PAINTERS

Jy2*

dtr
is

the subscriber has
hereby given,
been duly appointed Executor ol the Will of
NOTICE
that

DAVID PERKINS, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and ha.
taken upon himself that- trust as the law directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate of said
deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and
all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to
make payment to
DAVID PAGE PERKINS, Executoroct‘i0jlaw3wW*
Portland, Oct. 19,1875.

Ashes for Sale.
of Ashes for sale by
A FEW more carloads BERLIN
MILLS CO.,

Porttana Oct. 23,18T3,

Benin Wharf,
oct25atI

in Maine, regardless the base assertions of others to the contrary.
Others have bought early and paid
high prices, but we have waited
until late and are able to sel>
OVERCOATS from $1.00 to $5.00
less than can be bought in Portland. We have 10 styles of ELYSIANS from the cheapest to best
Also Blue,
imported article.
Brown and Black Beavers, Chinchillas, Worsted Kerseys, and
others. Our ULSTERS beat the

world.
A!I prudent
iHccuAtutcj

ing of

LABORERS
uuy

meir

and

tuvin-

ns.

Come in

WORKINGMEN,

and it

will do you good to see the long
row of little tin pails of a Satur-

day eve, and set yours down, too.
You only need to come once to find
out who your Benefactor is.
LADIES ! Bring in your BOYS
and we will fit them to a first class
suit. If you cannot come send
them in, and if the goods and
prices are not satisfactory they
may he returned.
Buy your FURNISHING GOODS
of us. All hinds of SHIRTS and
DRAWERS CHEAP.
Buy all of your CLOTHING,

equal

to

custom

made,

at the

CHEAPEST and LARGEST RETAIL STORE in Maine.

J. ltnrleigh &Co.
189 Middle St.,
TheWorld’s Clothiers.
ocie

<nr

In the Presbyterian Synod of Illinois the
of Prof. Swing has been for the present
disposed of by the adoption of a mild resolution declaratory of the “manifest irregularity” of the continued identification of
Prof. Swing with the Fourth Church as its
pastor, but stating that the Synod has foreborne to take any action in view of the expectation that the pastoral relation will be
dissolved on the 1st of January, 1876.

case

The Centennial Art Committee have decided that the display of fine arts shall te
made to cover the entire century, and not
merely show the present status of American
art.

J lit Model City.
There are many ideal cities. In the middle
S'ges men had quite a rage for building them.
Material was cheap, aud not a few competent
architects were to be found, chiefly among the
Italian poets. Ariosto did a great deal of
work of this sort. Very good work it was,
too, standing the test of lime as few material
towns can. Albracca perhans redounds more
to his credit than any other of his
attempts.
Unfortunately for his reputation as an architect, his achievements in that direction are
quite thrown in the shade by his fame as a
landscape gardener. Of late years the practice of building cloud cities has fallen iuto
disuse, perhaps because people are so busy
putting up houses of stone and wood.
Within a few weeks, however, a revival
has been started in this pleasant branch of
architecture. The man who ushers in the
renaissance is Dr. Eenjamfn Richardson, a
Fellow of the Royal Society, and the place
at which he be^an his mission was
Brighton.
Before the Social Science Congress in session
there he reala paper entitled “A Model City
IO

gucu

111 LUC

JJUU*

don Times of October 12. In it the author
states that he believes men can build a
city
which will give any stated mortality, from
fifty, or any number more, to five, or perhaps
some number less, in the 1,000
annually. He
has therefore projected a city—on paper ot
course—that shall show the lowest mortality.
The name of this city is Hygeia. Fortunately for the founder land is cheap in Cockayne,
and so the density of population is placed at

twenty-five persons to an acre. The whole
population is 100,030, living in 20,00 houses,
built on 4,000 acres of land. Fortunately
again the deductions of Halthus have no
force in towns built on Spanish estate, and so
this matterjof population is easily regulated.
In Hygeia no house is higher than sixty feet,

and each house is built ou arches of solid
brickwork.
The acreage allows room for
three wide main streels which ruu from east
to west.
Beneath each of these is a railway
along which heavy traffic is carried on. The
streets from north to south which cross the
main thoroughfares at right aDgles, aud the
minor streets, which run parallel, are all wide
and, owing to the lowness of the houses, are
thoroughly ventilated, and in the day are
niicu witQ
suQsaiue.
They aro bordered
with trees. A't the interspaces between the
backs of houses are gardens. The streets
are paved with wood set in
asphalt. Churches,
hospitals, theatres, wateliouses, other public
buildings, stables &c. stand alone, also surrounded by garden space. There are no gutters, for the drainage is accomplished through
the sut-ways.
The houses of the idea' city are s( rangely
fashioned. The material is brick, glazed and
quite impermeable to water. The bricks are
perforated transversely, and at the end of
each there is a wedge opening, into which
no mortar is inserted, and
by which all the
opSnings are allowed to communicate with
each other. The walls are thus honeycombed, so that there is in them a constant
body of common air let in by side openings

that

they

are

lighted

to

perfection,

and no

from cooking is ever disseminated
through the house. Hot and cold water is
found in every room. The living rooms are
floored in oak, over which no carpet is
ever laid.
The house is served by dumbwaiters. Twelve hundred cubic feet of space
are allowed for each
sleeper, and from the
sleeping apartments all unnecessary articles
of furniture and dress are
rigorously excluded.
As the Utopian treasury is always full to
overflowing, the city is “gotten up regardless.”
All the resources of science ate biought to
bear in the matters of ventilation, sewerage,

laundries, hospitals, almhouses, gas service,
cemeteries, slaughter houses, water and gas
works. Into details of these the present article does not peimit ns to enter. Under the
fanciful guise of an ideal city Dr. Eichardson
presents many tiuth3, many considerations
of a moral and sanitary nature, which are
worthy of the attentive consideration of
health boards, of architects, and of citizens
generally. In the main his suggestions are
eminently practical.
But in filling his dish our philosopher upsets it. He throws doubt upon the possibility of his ideal city by twd monstrous improbabilities. In Hygeia men neither drink
nor smoke.
The cigar and the sherry cobbler

are

unknown.

The smell of the empty

whiskey tumbler never pollutes the air,
no pipe bowl is ever seen with the rich

ASSIGNEES

in iud

We do not read anonymous letters and
communications. The name and address of the writer are in
alt cases indispensable, not
necessarily tor publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
W e cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.

smell

amonnt

waj,

itli

from the fire grates of the house. The bricks
for the inner walls are glazed iu different
colors, so that j^ter-alornment is unnecessary. The chimneys are so connected by
central shafts that the free carbon is discharged colorless into the open air. The
roofs are nearly flat, covered either with
asphalt or tile, and by the aid of flowers are
made like the gardens of Babylon. The
kitchens are immediately beueath the roofs,

plan

Its

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
a Card certificate
countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
journal.

so

As I have been commissioned to laybefare you a
for reorganizing the New Jersey Midland Railway Co allow me to call your attention to several
mportant points in said plan.
The •• IR **T and principal point for your consideration is that the “purchasing Company” guarantees to every Bondholder all rights and security that
is "ow covered by the present mortgages.
§ECON D.—It contracts to make one-third (J) of
your security a marketable one, by giving a Bond,
with Coupons, payable semi-annually from date,
which must make it equal in value to the price originally p.id; so that this one-third will be equivalent
to tbe price that you are now getting for the whole

OCT. 27, 1875

in the outer wall, which air can be
changed
at pleasure, and if required can be heated

—

sale in bankrupt.
C Y of the real and personal property ot the
PENSACOLA LUMBER COMPANY, Bankrupt.
To be sold as an entirety. By order of the U. S
District Court, the undersigned will sell at public
auction, by Adrian H. Muller & Son, Auctioneers,
on Friday, the 5th
day of November next, at 12
o’clock noon, at the Exchange Salesroom, ill Broad-

Price.

IT8-

and

OF

Watson’s aue 54, 5 feet 10 inches high, bine eyes,
dark hair turning grey, full grey beard ro mustache,
Had on grey
light complexion, and corpulent.
pants, dark coat, checked vest, light checkered low
uat, at time of escape.
Orestes m. Plnmmcr age 25, 5 feet i inches
high, cross eyed, dark hair, light conplexion, slight
mustache. Had on light pants, dark coat and cap

lightful work.
Specimen copies of Living Waters, Shining River.
or Hiqh School Choir, sent, post-paid, for Retail

—

VAULTS,

—

DESCRIPTION. Ac.

Now give new life to the singing in your congregation by introducing a few hundred copies ot this de-

Safe-keeping of Valuables and the Rental
of Safes,
—IS

€

New Jersey Midland Railway Co,

FOURTH —The Purchasing Company propose
to pay off all prior liens now standing ahead of the
First Mortgage Bonds, and receive in payment for
such advances, the First Mortgage Income Bonus.
Tbe new Company feel justified in doing this, in consideration of the advantages to be derived by putting
the two
Corporations into one Company.
FIFTH—Unpaid Coupons are converted into a
First Mortgage Income Bond, and all junior securities and claims are secured by the purchasing Company as to their priorities.
If these points are clearly set forth and understood, it would seem to be for the best interest of every bondholder—to place his security in an improved
and marketable shape at once, and by so doing remove the Company from its present uncertainties
and cbe Courts.
All persons desirous of joining in said plan, or any
information concerning it, will be forwarded the documents, by sending their post-office address to
A. L. HATCH, Commissioner,
<19 William St., New York City,
P. O. BOX, 1065.
New York Sept. 10th, 1675.
oct4deod&wlm40

Willey
ready to serve
pleased to meet

PORTLAND S1FE DEPOSIT
—

V.

i

For Sabbath Schools.

Mr.

From

a

STREET.

—AT—

Chartered

Burlesque Opera Troupe,

producing

Piano.

oct22_dtf
Eaton Family School For Boy?,

BUCKLEY’S SERENADE RS,

30

and

THE

THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY

ASD

Voice

—

SATURDAY MATINEE AT 9.

—

BURNHAM,

For Terms inquire at
OS

CO.,

TO THE

Plans, Details, Superintendence, etc., for every dedec28tf
ception of building.

door.
Doors open at
Course tickets

8.30, Opera begins at 8 o’clock.
admitting to the entire course ot
eight entertainments, consisting of five splendid concerts, two lectures and a reading, only $2.00 each,
for sale at the usual places. Reserved seats for the
Can be had at Wm. E. Thornes’
course $1.50 each.
oct23d5t
under Music Hall.

dly

CHARLES H. KIMBALL,
ARCHITECT

MB. FRANK HEWITT, Pianiut.
Aasiited by

PORTLAND, ME.

ISO

land Company of Boston.
Energetic and reliable men wanted to
represent this Company in Maine. Address

Money Refunded.

or

FISK &

TER*.

JOBBER,

&

THE

Will present the charming opera,

ment to total assets in 1874 was. 1.31
cent.
tor all Life Companies
in Massdchusetts in
1874. 3.81
cent.
The conclusion to which careful Investigation and
unbiased judgment will lead one i<, that there is
nothing desirable in Life Insurance, which may not
be secured by a Policy Holder in the old New Eng-

Average expenses
doing business

GIYES PERFECT SATISFACTION!

A

ap1 if_

MODEL

cheapest.
New England Co.’s expenses of manage-

both fit and please.

Exchanged

It is evident, the Company that absorbs tbc least
running expenses, can iumish Life insurance the

0Ctl2

MACHINE WORKS

FOR

we can

that the entire principal, and

233 Middle Street, Portland, Me.

ap21dtf

(GENTS

object,

age no

seen

WATER

AND

I'jirvaiurs.

or

C. D. B.

STREET,

FEDERAL

(icon’s

$31,483,483 $31,483,583
Thus it will be

over $3,000,000 of interest has been saved to the Members of this Company, after having paid all the expenses of conducting the business.
Or, in otter
words, the Company’s payments to, and present investments for, its Policy-Holders, amount to $3,231,458 more than it has received in premiums.

GEN ERATION.

R1SIN"G

One Price and Garments

W. €. CLARK

GAS

Policy-Holders. 13,581,118

Total premium receipts from organization to JaD. 1, 1875... .$28,252,125
Total interest received. 3,261,458

School Suits from $6.00 to 8.00.
Dress ouitsfrom $8.00 to 10.00.
No store iu Maine shows halt the assortment we do. We have nice
Overcoats, with and without capes, from $3.50 to 15 00. Also a splendid line of Children’s Ulsters.
The cold weather is upon us.
Provide yourselves with good, substantial. well made clothing at prices LOWER than can be bought of
any other dealer.

dty

103

DRIVERS

Play Suits for $1.00, $1.50, $5.00 and $0.00.

PHILADELPHIA.
feb8
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THE

FOR

Company

Has Done for its Policy-Holder*.

CLOTHING

CHILDREN'S

CO.,

213 eomnEKClAL STREET.

FIRST ENTERTAINMENT

1875

Total amount paid to Policy-Holders from
organization to Jan. 1,1875.$17,902,165
Total amount ol present investments for

and Oxford Conni<le9eodtf

\u UR ECO &

SHIP

Insurance

We have a good heavy Overcoat for $7.00, another lor $9.00, and still
another for $11.00. They are all warm and comtortable. Onr Ulsters
are THE BO-S for rough, stormy weather.
They can’t be beat bid*
We sell
d>ng defiance alike to either COLD, RAIN, SNOW or HAIL.
them from $11.00 to $18.00.

5 Doors East of Temple 8t.«

PORTLAND MUSEUM

dlmoodllm&w6w

1835 WHAT THE

FARMERsTaND

FOR

Size

~!i.

Admission, 35, 50 and 75 cent?.
now

PORTLAND.

few

in

Petroleum,
Negotiated. Fieight Engagements made

CLINTON,

CORRESPONDENT,

Office 166 Fore Street,

lulling,)

for all parts of the world.
Tlarioe Insurance effected
Offices;

The Great Tenor.

Ticket office

rf

es.

Grain

C. F.

WTIUNGER,

JOHN

We lmvc an EXTRA IMPORTED ELYESIAN BEAVER OVERCOAT,
lined with silk, bound with the finest diamond, twilled binding, and
equal to any $65.00 custom coat WE SELL THEM FOB $35.00. ABE
WE NoT THEN THE ANNIHILATOBS OF HIGH PRICES t

STREET,

tin Canal Bank

PORTLAND.

PERCIYAL J. RUST,
Received

St.

Brown

_<ltf

spec*

The Boston Favorite.

Ballad singer.

of

88 MIDDLE

RAYMOND,

DAYS

$13.00, $14.00, $17.00, $20,00, and $22.00.

D.

S. C. ANDREWS,
Counsellor at Law,

f

in the country, and in his
laities.

PAID 1ST THIRTY
AFTER PROOF.

J. D. JONESrPresident.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President.
W. H. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres’
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary,

STRFET

Office Honrs 2 to 1 P. M.
a!6

CRIRISKI,
man

FREE
Opposite head

y.

losses

FOB

Wholesale Dealers In

EBEX N. FERRY.

The renowned Soprano and Burlesque Queen of

pany.

at-

COUNIRV

PORTLAND,

HARRY PIERSON,

Policy holdetf in this Company obtain perfect security, costing less than to insure in any other Com-

BEST BARGAINS OF THE NINETEENTH fflTM

GENERAL

passage.

Policy Holders on
Premiums terminating in 1874,

Can be found on our counters. Only think ol it. an entire Suit for $8.00,
t better one tor $10.00, a good Business Suit tor $12.00 and $15.00.
splendid Dress Suit- from $18.00 to $25.00, and Pantaloons from $2.00
to $7 OO. Why pay Custom tailors FA NCY PRICES tor clothing, when
yon can save at least FORTY PER CENT by trading with ns. Have
yon seen onr

FOSS,

or

Dividend to

Political Influence.

always pleased to have yon call, and we guarantee polite
tention whether you wish to purchase or not.

1

the year

$16,003,584.74

Elegant English Elysian Overcoats

Commission Merchants,

—

and

Funniest end

are

BUSINESS CARDS.

Minstrel

On

We

Gough, Esq.,

Doors open at 6j o’clock.
Crarae Ticket.,
livening Ticket.,

THE

AND

by

Subject—1“ BL UN OEBS.”

BOSTON,

Great

course

or

—

AQQPTQ

tit all Creation, Regardless of

Religious Views

Wednesday Evening, Oct. 27 th.

OF

by

aud endeavor to till them by fur"
LATEST STYLES, and the mns1
We don’
to be found on EARTH.
kind or make, but keep

Men’s, Boys’ & Children’s Clothing
To

ON

Cargoes, Freights & Vessels

COMMITTEE.

JOHN MUSGRAVE,
EDWARD McSHANE.
M. O’BRIEN,
JOHN KENNEDY,
J. R. CARLTON,

SLADE’S

THEATRE COMPANY

INSURE AGAINST

—

Ticket,

Royal

OF NEW YORK.

II”

Prices KnockedOutof Time. Marine Risks Only

members ot the

W cdnesday,Oct.

Mutual Insurance Company

BENEFACTORS,

WEDNESDAY MORNING,
v.

ATLANTIC

CO.,

“IMPREGNABLE

less $1.50.
Advertisemer.ts inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in
every part
of the State) f»r $1.00 per square for first
insertion,
and 50 cents per square tor each
subsequent
nsertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING Co

ENTERTAINMENTS!

WORLD’S

THE

r

Palais

Marine Insurance I

Cease I!!

a

Kates op Advertising ; One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “souare.”
•
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75cents per week
aft* r; three insertions, or less. $1.00; continuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, thiee insertions, or less, 75
cents; one
veek, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third addi ional.
Under head of “Amusements.” and “Auction
Sales.”$2.00 per square per ween; three inseitions

music

&

FIS JL

ance

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
» published
every Thursday Morning at $2.50
y-iar, if paid in advance, at $2.00 a year.

Never

Wonders

Will

Exchange St., Portland.
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and
dis-

coloration caused bv the iuices of the creat
plant. It is much to be feared that men are
too bad to ever become denizens of Dr. Richardson’s Kennaquhair.
Few of us could
pass au examination which would entitle us
to naturalization papers.
If our reformer

really

desires to

give to

his

airy nothing

a

lo-

cal habitation and a name he will do better
to compromise like those other great and
good reformers,the leaders of the Democracy,
and remand the questions of wine and tobacco “to the different congressional districts.”
The frame of mind in which Gov. Hendricks continues to agonize upon the currency question is indicated by the financial plank
which his organ, the Indianapolis Sentinel,
puts forward as the financial plank for the
Democratic platform in 1870, It declares for
“such prudent reconstruction of financial interests as, with the least possible burden to
the people, shall ultimate in emancipating
the country from the domination of the money power, and ultimately relieve the nation
from the debt of extravagance and corruption
that now overhangs it.”
After that, who
can doubt but that Hendricks is for inflation,
for specie resumption, and for which?
The Loudon Times notices as a significant
fact the recent importation and sale of American calicoes in the English market, a Manchester firm having received an invoice of
those goods which are acknowledged to be of
much belter quality than those of Euglish
manufacture. Manchester has heretofore had
no competitor in this line, and the introduction of foreign-made cotton goods with profit
has always been considered among the im
possibilities. In fact, the shippiug of American calico3 to Manchester seems quite as
unexpected as would be the “carrying of coals
to Newcastle.”
Nation predicts that Moody and
not succeed in America. The secret of their success in England, it
thinks, is
to be found in the fact that their novel
style
of preaching satisfied the
English appetite
for American oddities, which is just now
quite strong, and to which Joaquin M'der
owed his favorable recept’en abroad.
The

Sankey will

A New Hampshire jury balloted ,'Guiltey,” “Giltey,” and “Gilty.” Sha'I our
intelligent jury-system, the bulwark of freedom and insanity, go to the dogs ? Never 1
Current Notes.
wonder the Cincinnati Enquirer
keeps up the cry for “more money.” It hrs
the best of reasons for it.
During the campaign a gentleman of Chillicothe accepted a
bet of #1,000 which a member of the
Enquirer Com pauy offered on
Allen, and he is now
in Cincinnati
looking after the money. When
he went to the bank where it had been
deposited, he was informed that notice had been
given to refuse payment.
He threatens to
sue for it.
Meautime the Enquirer will
doubtless yell for soft money more vigorously
than ever.
There are signs of animosity between the
friends of Gov. Hendricks and
Congressman
Kerr iu Iudiana. The former thinks his prospect for the presidency would be injured by
Mr. Kerr’s election to the
speakership, and is
sa.d to be making strong efforts to prevent
the Indian delegation from giving the latter a
united support. The Governor’s friends say
that while he went into Ohio and labored
manfully for the cause Mr. Kerr was sojourning in Colorado for the benefit or his health,
and what they consider worst of
all, Mr. Kerr
hrft made no attempt to disguise his pleasure
at the Ohio defeat. The Cincinnati
Enquirer
is standing off and crying s’t’
boy to the Hendricks’ faction.
It is

no

Judire Rohort. W. TTuolia. rtf VTlpnini.

v.□

written a long letter on tbe financial question,
in which he says: “‘Until lately I had
supposed that both the South and North had
enough of inflation to make them avoid it for
many generations. At the South it overthrew
all onr banks, insurance companies, and
money corporations, and destroyed all our
stocks of every kind. In this and oi her ways
it cost us the loss of more capital than the
at olition of slavery iUelf. All our securities,
representing the surplus wealth of the richest
people per capita in the world, which were
the accumulation of long years of property,
passed into the form of Confederate money
and became worthless. It brought us, before
the end, to a state of barter, which, in respect
to finance, is a sta.e of barbarism, and thus it
became almost literally true that a Richmond
housekeeper, going to market in the morning,
could take his money in a b: sket and bring
home what he purchased in his pocket.”
Gen. Cary has been discovered. A reporter of the Cincinnati Enquirer has hunted
him up, taken the raw oysters from his eyes,
and sounded the great man on the subject of
his defeat. The religious question was what
defeated the ticket, he thinks.
He ran behind his ticket because the brewers and saloon keepei3 did not like his temperance
principles. As for the future of the party
anl of himself he talks beautifully: “The future of the party is full of promise and of
hope. The war against the National bank
monopoly will not cease until it is overthrown
and the issue of the currency is restored to
the Government. The cup of ray personal
ambition will be filled when the impoverished
masses understand the causes of their mis
fortunes, and apply the remedy through the
ballot-box. They know little of me who suppose that personal or sord'd considerations
influence my political action. My abandonment ot the Republican party in. the zenith
of its power, and my adherence to the Democratic party in the poverty of its influence,
ought to vindicate the integrity of my motives. Though the Democratic party “should
slay me’ a hundred times, yet will I trust in
it because of my earnest conviction that udon its success depends tbe perpetuity of free
government.”
“And,” he should have
added, “the only hope I have of ever getting
an office.”
The General is also deeply
grieved at the conduct of the “Tilden school
of Democrats.”
Railroad Construction.

Probably in most parts of the world the
period of very rapid construction of railroads of
the type now prevailing is passed away. Civil
ized countries are now pretty well supplied
with great traffic routes. There seems good
reason to think, however, that very light and
cheap railroads may take the place of ordinary
highways t > a great extent. If made so that
the freight cars of the heavy roads can pass
them (as they have been sometimes, and
always can be), and limited to the very low
speeds at which alone a very thin traffic can be
over

economically conducted, they might

very well
moderatj period rival in extent tbe
principal lines; but of heavy railroads intended
for fast pas.onger trains, the world has probably bnilt many more within the past fifty than
it will in the e 'ming fifty years. This is a
great advantage. A large proportion of the
accumulated capital of the world has been of
late invested in this costly machine for facilitating exchanges. So far as it is now supplied
with railroads, tbe accumulating capital is left
free for other useful purpo.es. Aud the energy
and talent heretofore largely expended ia their
construction, we may ex[ act hereafter to bs
direc*)d largely to improving them aud working them more effectively and economically.
Special applications of railroads, such as theii
use for city and subnrbau traffic, may receive
more attention, and it is rea. mable to suppose
that we will be able to reap gtea* it and greater
advantages from this comparatively newinstru
within

a

Magazine Notices
The October numbei of the Forth American
Review contains five essays besides the articles
in the department of critical notices. The first
essay is

by Simon Newcomb, who discusses the
Method and Province of Political
Economy.
He defines the science of political
economy as
"the study of the mode of operation of tboee
causes which effect the
production, distribution
and consumption of wealth, in so far as
they
act through human volition," and considers
this limitation indispensably
necessary to the
definition. He thinks political economy should
be considered and studied as an abstract science
and that the more general speculations of sociality will not afford much help to an understanding of it. The essay is a fine example of
close and compact reasoning. It is followed by
a long and instructive
paper by Professor J. D.
Whitney on Geological Surveys. This paper
is supplementary to the one by the same writer
in the last number on Geographical Surveys. T.
S. Perry contributes an article entitled The Two
Amperes,Andre-Maria and Jeao-Jaeques. This
is followed by a review of General Sherman’s
Memoirs, by F. W. Palfrey, written with ap
preciation and candor. The last of the essays
is concerning the state of the hgher educa'ioo
in this country. Charles Kendall Adams is
tbe writer, and it ic based upon the f>c's

brought to light

in Mr. Ten Brooks’s work ou
The critical notices fill 70 pages, and are, as usual, of excellent quality.

American State universities.

A handsomely printed brochure of forty
pages comes from the printing press of Stephen
Berry, and is entitled “The Oatmeal Crusaders,
or a Nine Day’s Wander, round
up, and down

Mount Washington, being a Serio-comic
Poem.” The author is Mr. Henry Carpenter,
an alumnus of Brasenese College, Oxford University, an English gentlemau who Las been
passing the summer in this country, and who
has had the excellent taste to sojourn mu;h of
the time in the beautiful village of Fryeburg.

There he organized an expedition to Mt. Wash
ingtOD, and The Oatmeal Crusaders is a metrical history of the jauut. While not so full of
adventure as the wanderings of the Greek Kng
after Troy fel1, the history of the nine day’s
frolic is sufficiently interesting to repay perusal. The verse is easy and Bowing, and Mr.
Carpenter’s stores of learning and bis scholarly taste have been freely called iuto requisition
in matters of imagery and illustration.
The
annotation is always instructive and not iofrequently very entertaining. Of coarse the lines
are of more immediate interest to those acquainted with the exploring party than to the
general reader; but all will Had them very
readable.

Wi'le Awake for November is ou hand, fair'y
radiant with its profusion of pictures. A no
ticeable feature of this new Bostou juvenile, is
its many fine, full-page engravings. Mrs. 8
M. B. Piatt, the most popular among 'he
women poets of the Atlantic Monthly, furnishes the opening poem. The Sad Surry of a
Little Girl. Prof. Cheney, one of our archeologists, in An Afternoon with an Indian

Princess, gives reminiscences of a visit with a
venerable Iroqaois Sachem and bis daughter,
who was a friend of WasbiogtoB an I of sev ral
of the Presidents. Tbere is a cap til li-tit*
story of animal life, by the editor, Mrs

Opossum and her Daughters. Miss Fa mas
also furnishes one of the serials, The Cooking
Club, a story which is refreshiugly original
and wholesome. The boys get their full share
in The Black Prince and the Gray, aud in
Tom's Opinion, the English ser.al, which is
conclnded

in this

Japanese Papers

Russia and Khokand.
[From the Pall Mall Gazette.]
The Russian papers seem already to contemthe annexation of Khokand by Russia.
“Whatever may have been said” says the St.
Petersburg Gazette, “in the English Parliament about Russiau progress in Central Asia,
the resistless power of events forces upon us a
new expedition similar to that against Khiva,
which will naturally be terminated with equal
success.
Tbe misfortune is that, with such
neighbors as We have in Central Asia, it is
positively impossible to decide where we are
to stop, however willing we may be to do so.

plate

The frontiers are not clearly traced, foreign
territories are knowingly ravaged by plunderers, commerce and manufactures are equally
attacked, and treaties are not fulfilled. Then
come acts of violence, political
revolutions,
religious and tribal fanaticism, so that one
arrives unwillingly at tbe sad conclusion that
there is only ono way of making peace in
Central Asia—by brute rorce. Terror and
violence are the pillars of our rule in Central
Asia; but they will open tbe way to European
civilization. Such a policy will bring over to
even tbose races
our side
which are now
hostile to ns.
Tbe Russians have
tbe faculty of attracting and absorbing foreign
nationalities—tbose at least
whi«h stand
on
a lower degree of
culture than themselves—for they love
peace, and are free
from proselytism and religions animosity.”
Tho Goloss adds a hope that the aim of
the Russian expedition to Khokand will not be
merely punishment. “Experience teaches how
little effect such punishments produce. The
Khokanders have been' punished more than
once, but they have oBly become peaceful and
orderly when some of their incessantly disturbed provinces were united with our territoadm ury. and peace was assured by a Russiau
istratiou—not by tbe good-will of a half-savage
Khan. Both Taschkend aDd Khodjend, and
other parts of the present Turkestan district,
formerly belonged to Khokand, aud gradually
were brought by tbe force of events under our
rule. Disorder is now only to be found in the
professedly independent and comparatively

small portions of tbe ancient Khanate.”

The

interesting

also cooclud'-d. The
serial Young Rick, by Miss Ea-tman, is a
faithful transcript of child life; it has the wit
and brightness we expect from the author of

Striking

for

Right, a $1000 prize story.
articles, hy Mrs. E. U Carter,
(Elsie Gorham), Dr. Tourjee, Geo. Mardo a'd,
Auntie Einuie, Salome Adam Siwiu, Mrs.
Edmonds, Mrs. E. S. Forman, and cbarmiug
poems by Mary E. Bradley, Clara Doty Bates >
the

mere are other

Margaret Eytinge &c., together with one, a
dainty conceit, Why the Roses Fade, by the
editor, whose department, The Magic Carpet,
is as entertaining as a story
D. Lotbrop &
Co., Boston.
The Postal Guide is one of tbe most sensible
and useful of our official document*. It coo
tains almost if not quite, all that anybody can
want to know about the mails.
Is “suggestions to the public" if heeded would save an
endless amount of trouble in regard to letters
that go astray now through the neg igeuce of
their senders. There are full accounts of the
organization of the department, lists of tbe
agents, a complete roll of the post offices of
the United States, all the information needed
about postal rates, registration, money orders,
foreign postage and so on. Tbe last number,
October 1873, which is just out, has also an

exceedingly

valuable new feature in a plan by
Dr. J. M. Toner of Washington, D. C., to
designate where to fiDd any county in a state.
A plain square symbol attached to the county
indicates
that it occupies a central
position in tbe state; by the name of each
other county is this same square with a short
pointer attached, marking its direction from
the center. The idea is ingenious and very
nseful, and is worth the attention of geographers and gazetteer makers.
The Postal Guide
name

is indispensable to business houses and is one
of those books that everybody needs once in a
while, and especially when in a hnrry It is
issued quarterly by Hurd and Houghton of tbe
Riverside
Press, Cambridge. Mass, from
sheets prepared officially in Washington and
be had for $1.50 a year or 50 cents a
number, by applying to the publishers or to

can

postmasters.

ment.

Thsro are come who are disheartened at the
evident great imperfections in railroad transportation as it exis’s, especially when they see,
as often happens, that recognised reforms are
not introduced. But these imperfections are
naturally tj be expec* d in a comparatively
new art, especially since hitherto most attention
has necessarily been paid to the construction
of roads and rolling stock. To an earnest railroad man they should rather be an incitement
to make his test efforts.
He has an opportunity not merely to da what he has been taught
to do, hut to do better than be has been taught
ADd if
—to make visible progress in bis art.
be finds that it is not enough to find a better
to
have
it
in
order
adopted—that
routine,
way
carelessness,stupidity, selfishness and venality
stand in the way of progress—why, he must
remember that tne.-.e also are obstacles to be
overcome no less than mechanical difficulties
or complications in conducting business; that,
indeed, these are the great obstacles to all reform, especially in great administrative bodies,
corporate or governmental, and that he must
learn to overcome them. A stupid superior is
certainly a much more disheartening obstacle
than a defective material; but It is nevertheless
a duty to do one’s best in spite of either.—Raffroad Gazette.

number.
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Neyys and Other Items.
The son-in-law of the late James Brooks has
sued the estate for twenty-eight Credit Mobilier
bonds.
In Mississippi tbe supply of labor is far short
**■»»_>
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crop will be loot But Mississippi is a long way
off for tbe tramps.
A supposed sea serpent, which lately came
with head aud tail erect before a northeaster
into Jacksonville, Fla., was killed, and proved
to be a rattlesnake.
Mrs. Robeson, the wife of tbe Secretary of
tbe Navy, while visiting Baltimore last week
lost a camel’s-bair shawl valued atone thousand dollars, bv leaving it in a hired carriage.
Tbe boundary line in the far northwest ia being marked by cast iron pillars, eight feet bigb,
set in tbe ground four feet, at a distance of a
mile from each other. The English and American governments set tbe posts alternately.

Davis,

the Toronto abortionist, who, with his
be hanged in December, threatens,
unless his sentence is commuted, to publish a
full list of his patrons and all particulars as to
his diabolical business.

wife, is

to

During

the recent excursion of Texas editors
intelligent compositor at Chicago alluded to
oue ot their Dumber, whose paper is called the
Marlin Moving Ball, as the conductor of the
Mooing Ball.
At tbe recent reunion of soldiers at Indianan

apolis

one

notice was

of tbe veterans who attracted much
Thomas H. Howard of Clarksville

Johnson county, Ind., who was a drummer
boy in tbe war of 1812, and who bad nine sons
in tbe war of the Rebellion.
A recent

discovery

in

telegraphing has

been

experimented upon in Belgium lately. One
operator sent simultaneously to Ostend and
Antwerp, from Brussels the same despatch at
the rate of 600 words a minute. From Ostend
to Brussels a despatch was sent at tbe rate of
1092 words

a

minute.

President Grant told Gen. Sherman that before reading his book be was greatly prejudiced

against

it from what be bad heard.

When he

procured tbe book be sat down to read it, pencil in band, intending to mark any passages
To his surprise,
which he disapproved of.
when he had finished the perusal of the work,
he found that he bad not used tbe pencil once.
He expresses himself much pleased with the
work.
Old Winston was a negro preacher in
Virgin,
ia, and his ideas of theology and human nature
were often very original
A gentleman thus
accosted the old gentleman one
Sunday: “Winston, I understand you believe every woman
has seven devils.
How cau you prove it?”
“Well, sab, did you never read tbe Bible how
seven

debbles

were

castont’er Mary Magalin?"

“Oh, yes! I’ve

read that.” “Did you ebtsr
hear of ’em bein' cast out of any oder woman
Bah?” “No, I never did.” “Well, den, all de

odder* got ’em yet.”

•
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The German Bishops and

Disastrous Conflagration in Vir-

MATTERS IN MAINE.

the

Govern-

to the

Rome, Oct, 26.—It is stated that some German bishops recently asked advice of the Vati-

ginia City.

to what line of conauct they should
pursue so as to terminate their conflict with
the German government.
Cardinal Audonetti
consequently sent a circular to all the German
bishops asking for their opinion^ concerning
means of arriving at an understanding between
the government and the episcopacy.
M. Rouher’s Organ Prosecuted.
London, Oct. 2!)—6 a. m.—The Daily News
this morning has a special telegram from Paris
announcing that the government is prosecuting the Echo D’Ajaccao, Rouher’s official organ for stating that the constitution is au uncertain reigme established by a group of persons without authority.
Parliament Further Prorogued.
London, Oct. 26.—The Official Gazette announces that Parliament has been furthe prorogued to the 15th of December. It will then
probably be prorogued to the latter part of
February, the usual time for the opening of the
session.
The Paunma War.
New Yoke, Oct 26.—PaDama papers of the
16th inst., stato that the national troops under
Gen. Camargo arrived there ou the night of the
11th inst., and demanded the surrender of the
city by President Arosemena.
This beiug retused, Gen. Camargo caused
Arosemena to be arrested.
The barracks of
the state military were occupied by the national troops and Panama was in their hands
A new provisional government was formed
by Camargo with Rafael Aizpau a3 President.
No blood was shed.
The natioual troops were seat originally from
Bogota to protect the Isthmus railroad. The
state troops were away, and the arrest of President Arosemena and the state officials, were
only made as a guarantee that bis troops sbail
raise a revolution in Chiriqui.
The Goveraor of Nicaraugua Rilled.
Greytown, Nicaraugua, was attacked by a
baud of robbers on the lOih inst., and the GovThere was quite a panic. No
ernor killed.
particulars have been received.
Farcign Notes.
Cardinal McCloskey is expected in England,
and the Catholics are preparing a grand reception.
No further fatalities from
the English
floods are reported.
Sutton won the Cambridgeshire stakes yes-

Press.]

Business of the Governor’s Connell.
Augusta, Oct. 26,—The Council confirmed
the nomination of J. D. Pulsifer reporter of
decisions|by a vote of 5 to 2.
The Gorham Seminary land claim was fav-

orably decided today. The land—3162 acres—
is located on a tract in Franklin county.
Official returns show a tie in the Sedgwick,
Hanoock county, representative district—261
each. Wyer G. Sargent, Republican, has bean
reported elected heretofore.
Several pardon cases were heard, but none
granted.

for

Josiah S. Hobbs was qualified
brarian fer another term.
The Governor will

the

as

Mechanic Falls, Oct. 26.—A young man
named Clair of Benton, had a leg broken by
the falliQg of a temporary row of high seats at
a minstrel exhibition at Gorham House Hall.

Others narrowly escaped injury.
Collision at Ilea.
Gloucester, Mass., Oct. 26.—The schooner
Ocean, Capt. Watt, bound from Boston for
Calais, Me., with a general cargo, was run into
off Gloucester harbor, about twelve o’clock last
night, by the schooner John proctor of Boston.
The

Oeean was towed here, haviog
main sail completely destroyed and main gaff
broken. She also bad a large hole stove in her
a new

■tern, and

otherwise damaged.
County medical Association.

was

Kennebec

Gabdineb, Oct. 26.—The Kennebec County
Medical Associotion held a special meeting in
Dr. Crooker of Augusta,
this city today,
President, Dr. Hawes of Hallowell, Secretary.
Dinner was served at the Johnson House by

invitation of Dr. Hildreth of this city.
JUallCio

ui

i^cuciai

nu«

iuwicov

i»vivs

Sion occupied the time throughout the meet-

log.

Bocklaaal.
Mail Bobbery
Kockland, Oct. 26.—Ibe mail for Dix Island, consisting of a large package of letters
at

and newspapers, was taken from the postoffice
here at about half-past 7 last evening by Mr.
David Geyer, to be carried in his wagon to
Ash Point, and thence sent across to the Island. Mr. Geyer stopped at Cobb, Wight &
few doors from the postoffice
On his arrival he
and then left for home.
found that the mail, which was in a bag such
M is used for newspaper mail, bad been taken

Norton’s store,

a

from his wagon.
At a late hour in the evening, a brown paper
parcel containing 42 letters of the missing mail
was fouLd by a young man on a sidewalk in
this city and returned to the postoffice this

morning.
letters had been opened, but
probably the thief has obtained no money.
There is no postoffice at Dix Island, but the
mail cames to this city and is sent for by a
private messenger. Efforts will at once be
Nine

of the

made to detect the culprit.
The Bocklaad Fire Inquest.
in the case of the incendiary fire
last Wednesday night finished its investigations this afternoon and rendered a verdict
that the fire was set by Dexter Haines, and
that other parties were knowing to the facts.
A warrant will be issued against Gaines either
for arson or for burning with intent to procure
The

inquest

insurance.
_

NEW

HAMPSH1BE.

THE LANGMAID MURDER,
Ins Paget* be Indicted—H*re Evidence.
Cohcoed, Oct. 26 —Attorney General Clark
and Solicitor Flanders have been in consultation with the detectives this forenoon.
The
Attorney General has summoned the grand
jury to meet at 11 o’clock on Thursday mornlag next, when the evidence against La Page
will be laid before them. The Attorney General expresses confidence that he will be indicted for the Pembroke murder.
Among the persons brought to this city on
Monday afternoon to identify La Page was
Miss Gattie M. Gault of Pembroke, who states
that between 8 and 9 o’clock on the morning of
the murder, she was standing at the door of
»ud xcuiuru&c

ucaucuiji
man

wucrc

huo

akicuueu

a
passed by and turned down
the load on which the murder was committed.
He carried an axe on his shoulder.
The academy is about five minutes walk from tbe scene
of tbe murder. It was nearly 9 o’clock when
he passed by. Sbe iumediately identified La
Page as tbe mao when sbe saw him in jail.
A Mrs. Watson of Pembroke, also identified
La Page on Monday as the man who chased
her in the woods with a club, on the Sunday
previous to tbe murder.

school,when

TION DESTROYED.

10,000 PEOPLE HOMELESS.
A LOSS

NEW TORE.
A Corner in Lard

New York, Oot. 26.—A notable feature of

trade on the lower floor of the produce exchange to-day, was tbe corner in lard, directed
against the October shorts which was brought
about by tbe bears in an attempt to corner.
Tbe market for October contracts opened at
14 2-16, and rapidly ran up to 14 1-2. Considerable sales were made. The fight between the
opposing factions is for the most part confined
to New York, and prices advanced here to-dav
while at Chicago they were depressed. To
show how bad tbe shorts are being squeezed
for this month, it may be stated that November conrracts were oflered to-day at 13 3-8,while
only 131-4 was bid.

THE INDIANS.

OF

MILLIONS.

San Francisco, Oct. 26.—A great fire is uow
raging in Virginia City, Nevada. It broke out
Six or seven blocks, inearly this morning.
cluding tbe telegraph office and railroad depot
are

Thanksgiving

for

National ThanksSv
Adjourned to November loth.
[To the Associated Press.
Accident at mechanic Falls.

day designated

same

giving.

appoiut

State Li-

ENTIRE BUSINESS POR-

THE

already burned.

SECOND DESPATCH

10 A. M.—A later

despatch

from Virginia
the office ot tbe consolidated Virginia Mining Company here, says,
“Virginia City, north of Taylor street, is all
Our mills and works are all gone.
burned.
The fire is still raging. Fire engines are usethere
less
being no water.”

City just received

at

THIRD DESPATCH.

11 A. M —A later despatch from Virginia
CityS says the California mill is destroyed and
the fire is still spreading. The Catholic church
and other buildings will be blown up for the
The Ophir
purpose of staying the flames.
works and the Bank of California buildings are
business
whole
The
burned.
portion of the
town is destroyed and the Catholic church is
now

burning.

FOURTH DESPATCH.

11.50 A. M.—The Virginia City fire is now
under control. The fire has apparently burned
itself out. All the citv north of South street is
destroyed. The burned section includes the
principal business part of the place.
FIFTH DESPATCH.

P. M.—Owing to the destruction of the telegraph office and the press of private despatches
over tbe lines it has been difficult to obtain any
connected information concerning tbe Virginia
City fire. The following, however, is undoubt-

far as it goes. Tbe fire broke
in a dwelling on a street near
Taylor street, on the southwestern limit of the
business and thickly settled portion of the city.
It spread rapidly, extending eastward towards
the ravine in which are situated tbe works and
mills and several prominent mines, and reach
ing as far as F street northward. Tbe flames
crossed Union and Sutton streets, covering a
space of ten blocks, comprising in tbe words of
one despatch, “almost every decent building in
the town.” As the fire worked up C street the
offices of the Territorial Enterprise and Chronicle were destroyed.
Piper’s opera house was
next in flames, and it became evident that the
railroad depot and the hoisting works of tbe

edly correct as
out at daylight

consonaareu

Virginia were
water supply was
little use, so recourse was
buildings. It was too late,

in

uanger.

terday.

Guibord is to be buried

tion has been received from Indian Agent Gibson of the Osages, that there is
great danger
of a conflict between the two factions of Osage
Indians on account of the dissatisfaction of the
followers of Joe Powrenoposhi with the management of agent Gibson in establishing a
store with the Indian’s money.
Gibson procured a large stock of goods against thejwisbes
of the Indians and proposes to rnn it to the
exclusion of traders. Gibson has telegraphed
to Gen. Pope at Loven for troops to protect
him, and bloodshed and war may be looked for
at any time.
_

Crime* and Casualties,
farmer, convicted at Joliet, 111, of
the murder of his wife, has been sentenced to

Jacobs,

a

be hnng.
A New York watchman shot

burglar

a

Monday night.

dead

Roberts fit Plaisted’s dye house at Jefferson,
N. H., was burned Sunday night,with ten tons
of starch. Loss heavy.
John Wilson, a Swede, was run over on the
B, fit M. railroad at Wakefield Monday evening
and killed. John Andersen was badly injur-

Mary Lambier, aged nine, was killed in
Woonsocket, yesterday, while playing on some

timbers.
The Valley Cotton Mill in Stafford, Conn.,
Bai hn*nnJ kfnnilnn
a
T
C'OA AAA
/.nr.

Colorado to Became a Slate.
26.—An election for members to a convention to form a constitntion and
atate government, has just taken place in Colorado.
It may not be generally known that
auch constitution as may be adopted by the
people at an election in July next, is to be dniy
certified by the President of the United Stales,
whereupon it is made his duty by law to issue
a proclamation declaring the state admitted
into the Union on an equal footing with original states, without any further action whatever
On the part of Congress.
Accordingly Colorado will take part in the
next Presidential
election, and have three electoral votes.

Washington, Oct.

IHETEOBOIiOOIC AI.
PROBABILITIES FOB THE NEXT

TWENTY-FOUB

HOURS.

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal )
Officer, Washington. D. C.,
>
October 27, (1A.M.))
For New England,
gfid the Middle states low barometer, slightly
lower temperature, southwest to northwest
winds with clondy weather and rain, clearing
In the former in the forenoon. Cautionary signals continue on the Atlantic coast from Cape

May to Eastport.

of the Mtatne of Stonewall
Jackson.
Richmond,Oct. 26.—The formal inauguration
of the statue of Stonewall Jackson by Foley,
presented by a Dumber of English gentlemen,
took place to-day. The imposing pageant and
interesting oeromonies combined to made the
grandest demonstration ever witnessed in this

Inauguration

city.
Oregon Democratic

8an Francisco, Oct 26.—Advices from
Portland, Oregon, say the election for a Conbrought out a very light vote. LaDe,
mocrat, is probably elected by 1200 majority.

Kissman

In the U. 8. Circuit Court at Philadelphia
Judge McKenDon affirmed the decree of the
District Court in refusing to allow the syndicate
to prove against the estate of Jay Cooke & Co.

claims amonntiDg to $200,000, on the ground
that the syndicate is indebted to the bankrupt
estate iu a sum that reduced their claim to

*146,000.
Rev. Cyrus

D. Foss, D D., waFyesterday inaugurated President of Wesleyan University,
MiddletoD, Conn.

on

tbe*18-h of

No-

Prince Frederick William unveiled the Baron
Stein monument yesterday. There was much
ceremony.
The screw sloop of war Albatross has been
ordered to Panama to protect British interests
there.
The Brisish Admiral in the Mediterranean
has been instructed to take action upou the attack on English merchantmen by Spanish

pirates.
The Servian Skuptchina, by a vote of 61
against 42, has decided against war with Turkey.
The Prince of Wales returned to Suez from
Cairo yesterday and sailed for India.

xne

inadequate and

the engines of
bad to blowing up
bowever, and in a
few minutes the depot and the hoisting works
were in flames. The latter were recently completed at an expense of several hundred thousand dollars, and were the finest on the Cornstock lode.
Continuing to the north and east
the partially completed mill of the California
mine and the consolidated Virginia mine were
soon in flames, which spread still further north
to the Ophir hoisting works, destroying them
also, which is about the limit of the destruction in that direction, the fire djing out for
want of fuel.
From Taylor street, near which the fire originated, it spread southward against the winds,
destroying the branch office of the Bank of
California, Wells. Fargo & Co’s express office
and everything else in its line. At this point
the Gould & Curry works were in imminent
danger, but fortunately were saved. In short,
nearly the entire business portion is in ashes.
The hotels, churches, county buildings, newspaper, telegraph and express offices are all
swept away. Over 10,000 persons were made
homeless.
The wind is piercing, and much
suffering is experienced before temporary shelter can be proxided.
It is impossible at present to conjecture the
amount of the loss.
The destruction of the
mills and hoisting works above referred to will
a
entail
loss
of
a million dollars withprobably
in a radius of a few huudred feet. Fortunately the shaft of both the Ophir and consolidated
Virginia were bulkhead, and the fire was kept
out of the mines.
The other man says that possibly their lass
may be less than at first supposed. The building was of light frame and may have burned
without destroying the machinery.
Loss on
the buildings and merchandise in the city must
be very heavy, although covered to a great extent by insurance.
It is not known to what extent the mills and hoisting works were insured
except in the case of the Ophir, where the loss
is placed trom $150,000 to $200,000, with an insurance of $60,000.
In this city the news created the greatest excitement, owing to the contradictory nature of
the private despatches received.
California
street was full of the wildest rumors aud the
tel graph and newspaper offices were besieged
by people anxiously seeking intelligence. As
might have been expected stocks at once felt
the effect of the disaster.
A large portion of the insurance is in foreign
companies who are well able to bear the losses.
The local companies claim that none of them
will go under, and now the general impression
is that while the conflagration is uoquestioua
bly a serious disaster its effect on the final i nterests of the coast of California will be but
limited and temporary.
Oo the street afterward the stoek rallied and the feeling in business circles was greatly improved.
The agent of Wells, Fargo & Co. at Virginia
has telegraphed for aid for the people rendered
homeless and destitute by the conflagration.
A circular has been telegraphed by Wells,
Fargo & Co. of this city to their agents in the
principal towns on the coast, directing them to
send contributions of clothing and other necessaries to the Virginia agent free of charge. The
agent here has telegraphed $1000 to Virginiaon
account of Wells, Fargo & Co. The San
Francisco board of brokers subscribed $6000.
The fire has now burnt out. All danger is*

The American ship Great Western has artived at Valparaiso leaking.
MINOR

TELEGRAMS.
Moses D. George, formerly one of the most
prominent business men of Nashville, Mass.,
died Monday night.
The following horses have been entered for
the great four miles and repeat running race,
to come oil at San Francisco November 13th,
for a purse of $30,000 given by the Pacific
Jockey Club: Wild Idle, Grimstead, Katie
Pease, Springbok, Rutherford, Revenue Jr.,
Fannie Hall and Hock Hocking Chinee.
The repirt that Morris Tasker & Co. of
Philadelphia have suspended is unfounded.
The President yesterday received the new
Chilian minister and afterwards the new min
ister from Austria.
The usual address of courtesy was made.

Philadelphias 8,
Chicagos 2.

Athletics 4.

Hartfords 9,

The Missouri Pacific stockholders committee’s report shows a deficiency in the net earnings to meet the interest on the funded debt,
rentals, taxes, etc to Feb. 1 t of $602,595 The
committee recommend that the leases of the
several branches be cancelled or modified.
Jonas lioudvean, a jouDg man employed in
the Holyoke maehine shop foundry at Springfield, Mass., was very severely iojured yester-

day.

Chas. Fasslone and John McCuen were arrested in Providence yesterday, on suspicion of
being the masked burglars who robbed Dwight
Tyler of Jewett City, Conn., last week. They
were examined and committed to jail in Providence.
FINANCIAL AND COUnERCIAL.
Portland Wholesale markets.
Tuesday, October 26.—The corn market is very
firm and shows no change in prices. The supply is
rather small with an active demand. Flour is active
and the sales have been large during the last few
days. Pork and lard is active with no change to
note. Potatoes ofler freely at from 50 @ 55c.
Foreign Exports.
HAVANA. Schr Eva May—3683 shooks and heads,
box shooks, 8825 hoops, 166 bbls potatoes.
YARMOUTH, NS. Br Schr Hibernia—300 bbls of
flour, 150 bush meal.
ST JJOHN, NB. Br Schr M L St Ferre—1000 bbls
1000

flour,

225

bags

bran.

Daily Domestic Receipts.
The following were receiots by the Grand Trunk
Railroad—Norton & Chapman 1200 bbls flour, David Keazer 300 do, Messrs Milliken 3U0 do,D W Coolidge 100 do, King & Gilman 400 bbls bbls flour and
249 sacks coarse middlings, Dominion Bank 100 bbls
flour, J B Fiske 100 do, Paris & Flouring 100 do, J
S Crockett 100 do, Ontaiio Bank 110 bbls peas, G W
True 13 cars coin, K A Blanchard 100 bbls oatmeal,
Powers & Melvin 6 cars corn, S W Thaxter 11 cars
corn, Waldron & True 3 cars corn, I C Hardy 1 car
corn, Kensell & Tabor 5 do com and 1 do oats and
187 sacks bran, C H True 35 bbls beef, J M Bunker 1
car com, D F Littlefield 421 bbls apples, Isaac
Berry
5 cars potatoes, Hayden & Soule 145 bbls apples,
Shaw, H. & Carney 15 bbls beef, J S Crockett 2 cars

ended.

The Business Portion of Austin, Miss.,
Destroyed by Fire.
Memphis, Oct. 26.—Private telegrams from
Helena state that the greater portion of the
business part of Austin, Miss., was burned today. No particulars.
Flour Mills Burned.
Aurora, 111., Oct. 26.—The Black Hawk
mills were burned this morning
Loss $35,000.
Insurance unknown.
Jameson & Hoard, leslose
about
in
sees,
$9000
fixtures, flour, etc.
Insurance $3000.

apples.

By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G W
Tue & Co.

Roston Stock.
the Brokers’ Board, Oct, 26.
LSales
$3000 Eastern Railroad 7s. 1892
641
$5,000 Eastern Railroad 7’s, 1883. 64?
20 Eastern Railroad. 16
20.do. 17
at

15

.do.16}
31.ao. 16}
Second Call.
20 Eastern Railroad. 16}
20.do.
16}

MARINE NEWS,
Trouble Brewing among the Osage*.
St. Loots, Oct. 26.—A despatch to the Republican from Garnett,Kan.. says: “Informa-

.....sou

Mutiny

on

board the

n,seaworthy Vessel

and

Steamship

New York Stock and Money Market.
New York. October 26—Evening.—Money, alter
loaning at 3 @ 5 pei cent, on call, closed at 2$ per
cent.; most of the business was at 4 per cent. Foreign
Exchange closed quiet and firm at 479$ for 60 days
and 484 for demand.
Exports of produce for the week $3.983,536,against
$4,743,516 tor the corresponding week In 1874.
Gold opened at 115$ and closed at 115}, the extremes of the day. The rates paid for
borrowing
were 1 64 and 1 32 per cent, per diem and 2
@ 3 per

Incompetent

Officers.
New York, Oct. 25.—A number of passengers arrived here yesterday on the steamship
Dakotah, who originally started on the steamship Montana, of the Williams and Guion line.
The Montana, so the passengers state, is poorly
constructed to encounter a heavy sea, but nevertheless was driven at full speed against such
seas in order to beat the steamers of other
lines which left Liverpool for New York at the
same time. The water swept the decks continually, nntil the forward deck was broken by
the seas; but the captain continued at full
speed, although remonstrated with by the passengers. The saloons and state-rooms were
flooded with water, aud the lower compaitThe baggage was smashed
ments were filled.
into an indescribable mass of stuff. The pumps
were hardly available, being choked, and it
was generally believed there was no hope for
the ship.
The crew, fireman and engineers began to
comprehend the daugerous situation, and finally informed the captain that they would not
work unless the vessel was turned back. The
captain then ordered the fires down and let tbe
ship roll in the trough of the sea for over half
The crew threatened to take the longa day.
boat and leave the ship, whereupon the passengers held a meeting and sent tbe following note
to the captain:
‘‘Sir,—We beg leave to submit to you the following considerations. First, the crew of the
Montana refuse to do duty. Second, the vessel
has 18 feet of water In her hold. Third, the
drinking water has become contaminated and
its use is deleterious. Fourth, we are only 300
miles from Queenstown. In view of these
considerations, while earnestly expressing our
confidence in yourself and your officers, we ask
you to return at once to Queenstown.”
Tbe captain replied to tbe committee that be
felt inclined to give the crew anetber chance to
resume their duty, but if they still refused, he
should feel it incumbent ou him to return to
Liverpool or Queenstown. An hour or so
elapsed, and the men being still determined
not to proceed, tbe steamer was at last beaded
back.
The Montana arrived in the Mersey Wednesday morning, but still, even at her dock, was
compelled to keep her pumps going. An examination showed that the iron plates which
covered the forward deck were broken by the
seas, as though they had been matchwood. On
her arrival in port the passengers became anxious about their baggage, which was found all
mixed, smashed and tijating around in the
hold. It was only by the most persistent fishing that any articles could be recovered. On
application to tbe company for compensation,
the only answer was that they could do nothing
beyond forwarding the passengers to New York
in the Dakota!).
It is the general impression that tbe vessel
was driven at too great a speed in a
heavy sea,
in order to accomplish a quick passage; that
the captain and officers bad not sufficient command over tbe crew; that during the four hours
of Friday night, when the storm was ragiug at
its worst, tbe fourih officer, whose watch it
was, was asleep in the wheel-house instead of
attending to bis duty; that the crew had no
confidence in their officers, and that the Montana is unseaworlby. Great hardship was experienced by the passengers losing theirtobagthe
gage, as many were weli-to-do emigrants
United States,having good quantities of houseas
well
as
were
lost,
hold effects, all of which
all of the baggage of the cabin passengers. Besides the damage by water, the jewelry and
dresses were undoubtedly plundered by thieves.
The company absolutely refuses to make any
restitution.
The schooner A. It. Adoll of Halifax, for
Prince Edwards Island, is a total wreck near
Ganso. Crew saved.

ins

100.do.. 60 16?
100.do. 16?
25.do.
16}
10.do.
16$

Montana.
An V

Sheep—receipts 700 head; the market

is

demand and firm at 3 00 @ 4 50.

in good
*

ment.

can as

[Special Despatch

poor to choice 7 25 @ 7 80; common to good
75; Mixed 7 00 @ 7 25; Philadelphia 7 90 @

cent, per annum; loans were almost made flat. The
clearings at the Gold Exchange Bank were $33,694,000.
The Assistant Treasurer paid out $248,000 on
account of interest and $10,000 in redemption of
bonds. The Customs receipts to-day were $342,000.
Governments were firm and in good demand. State
bonds dull except lor District of Columbia 3-65’s,
which declined from 73$ @ 72$. Railroad bonds firm,
the largest bsinness was in Union Pacific land grants,
which sold at 98; Sinking lunds advanced to 89:firsts
to 102$.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881, coup.122}
United States 5-20’s 1864, coup.118}

United States 5-20’s, 1865, old..... 119$
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new.- .118}

5-20’s,

United States

I

1867
1868

do...1208

United States 5-20’s,
do.120$
States new 5’s. ...
United States 10-40 coupon.116}
Currency 6’s ex.’.123$
The iollowmg are the closing quotations
ot
Stocks:
Western Unicrt Telegraph Co—ex div.768
Pacific Mail....40?
N Y Central and Hudson R.consolidated, ex-dv. .104$
United

Domestic Markets.
New York, October 26—Evening.—Flour receipts
is little change in prices; sales 23,there
10,297 bbls;
500 bbls; Superfine Western State at 5 00 @ 530;
extra Western and State 5 35 @ 5 70; choice at 5 75
@ 6 75; White Wheat Western extra at 6 25 @ 7 30;
Fancy White Wheat Western at 7 35 @ 8 10; extra
Oliiolat 5 50 @ 7 50; extra St Louis at 5 75 @ 9 00; Patent Minnesota extra good to prime at 6 50 @7 10;
1
steamer Wm Stroud and towed into St Andrews.
choice to double extra at 7 45 @ 9 75, including 7100
bbls of shipping extra at 5 60 @ 5 75; 6000 bbls extra
Lfrom merchants’ exchange.]
mill flour at chiefly 6 40 @ 6 75, the market closing
Ar at Matanzas23d. brig Hyperion, Clark, Portland
steady with a moderate inquiry for shipping grades;
Ar at Mobile 25th inst, pcu Julia A W'ard, from
Southern flour at 5 50 @ 9 00. Rye flour is steady at
4 25 @ 5 50: fancy lots 5 50 @ 5 60. Corrtmeal at 3 30
W iscasset.
bush; the market is
Cld at Philadelphia 2Gtli, brig Macbias, Portland.
@ 4 10. Wheat—receipts 181,413 more
for
exAr at Baltimore 26tb, scb George & Emily, Hill,
a little more stead^with rather
doing
port ; sales of 243,000 bosh; 103 @ 1 06 for rejected
Philadelphia.
Ar at New York 26th, scb Seguiu, Whitmore, from
Spring; 1 08 @ 116 tor No 3 Chicago Spring; 1 14 ®
1 25 for No 3 Milwaukee, latter for fancy; 1 23 @ 1 25
Jacksonville.
for No 2 Chicago; 1 24 @ 1 25 tor No 2 Northwestern;
1 30 @ 1 31 for No 2 Milwaukee; 1 36 @ 1 37 for No 1
MEMO It AND A.
1 23 @ 1 45
Spring; 1 22 @ 1 41 Winter Red 1Western;
Sch Emma K Smallep, McFadden. at New York
for do Amber Western; 130 @ 514 tor White Westrom Turks Island, reports, while lying at anchor Intern. Rye is quiet at 80 @ 85c fur Western; 88 @ 90c
side Sandy Hook, was run into by schr Maria Elizafor State. Barley is rather more active; sales 4c,000
beth and had bulwarks stove, head gear carried away,
busli Canada West at 113 @ 1 20|: 1100 bash No 3
aud other damage done.
Western at 65c; 2500 bush inferior No 2 Chicago at
Corn—re65c. Barley Malt quiet and unchanged.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
ceipts 53,465 bush; the market is in good request for
SAN FRANCISCO—A r 24th, ship St Charles. Smalexport and home use at 1 @ 2c advance; sales 194,New
York.
ley,
000 bush; 69 @ 71Jc for steamer Western Mixed; 71
GALVESTON—Ar 23d, sch Anuie Burr, Simpson,
@ 72ic tor sail do; 71 @ 734c lor high Mixed and Yel- Buenos
Ayres.
low Western; 71 @ 72c sail for Western Mixed in
Ar
heated
and
soft
Western
25th, barque Nellie May, Blair, New York.
for
71c
Mixed.
store; 68c @
NEW ORLEANS-Ar 23d. ships Forest Eagle,
1
lats—receipts 94,938 bash; the market is steady with
Hosmer, Havre; Virginia, Barker, Liverpool.
fair inquiry; sales 126,000 bush; 36 ® 48c for Mixed
SAVANNAH—Cld 23d, sch T H Livingstone, McWestern and Stare: including No2 Chicago; 46| @
45
Donald, New York.
for
56c
for
asked
Milwaukee;
48c bid; 49c
@
White
Ar 21st, scbs Ella, Dix, Charleston, to load lor New
Western and State. Hay is firm at 70c for shipping.
York; P Hazeltine, McDonald, New York.
Cottee—Rio dull and unchanged; cargoes quoted at
BRUNSWICK, GA—Ar 18th, brig Moraney, Redo
184 (3 21c gold;job lots 184 @ 21 Jc gold. Sugar steady
net. Key West; sch A E Hooner, Hooper, Charleswith a moderate demand; 7J @ 8c tor lair to good refining; 8Jc for prime; 430 buds Muscovado at 8c; 1500 ton.
PORT ROAAL, SC—Sid 25tb, sen Satilla, Rivers,
boxes Molasses do at 7J and 8Jc tor Centrifugal; refor Batb.
fined steady at 104c for standard A ;10J@l0|c for
WILMINGTON—Cld 23d. ecb Trott-Kiog, Bradpowdered and granulated; lljc crushed. Molasses
ford, Aux Cayes; Angola, Wooster, Cape Haytien.
dull and unchanged. Klee is quiet and unchanged
RICHMOND—Sid
at 6J @ 7Jc for Louisiana and Carolina; 64 @ 6Jc for
23d, sch Florence Mayo, Hall,
Rangoon. Petroleum more active and firmer; 2000 Boston.
NORFOLK—Ar
bbls crude at6|@6Jc; 3000 bbls refined at 133;
21st, sch Gertie E Merrow, Meader,
quoted at 13J @ 13|c leases at 174 @ 19c. Tallow dull Portland.
Ar
22d, barque Helen Sands, Bostord, Philadeland |lieavy at 94 @ 9Jc. Naval Stores—Rosin firm at
1 85 @ 1 90 for straiced. Turpentine is firm at 42c
phia.
ALEXANDRIA—Sid 22d, sch Sarah M Bird, for
forjSpirits. Pork is unsettled and heavy; sales 550 Matanzas.
bbls new mess job lots at 21 80 ffl 22 00; 1750 bbls for
B ALTIMORE—Ar 25th, Darquo W R Getin, Colseller October at 2170 @ 21 75, closing sellers at 2170;
seller balance of the year quoted at 20 00 @ 20 25.
lins, Gloucester, Mass.
At. nnnrantinn 9Kih hriff HatHa
Rain 'rim^irnn
Beet is quiet and and unsettled; Cut Meat, sWesteru
quiet; middles dull and heavy; 20 boxes city long M&tSDZ!lS*
PULLADELPHIA-Ar 23d, sch David B Doanc,
clear at 13|; Western long clear freely ottered at 134
to arrive. Lard unsettled; seller for October higher
Chandler, Darien.
Cld 23d, brig Stephen Bishop, Gilkey, Alicante; sch
later deliveries heavy; old prime steam on spot nominally; 2000 tes new do Fancy at 13J; 4000 do seller Mary B Harris, Crowley, Portsmouth.
Ar 24th, ship Old Dominion. Sewall New York.
October at 144 @ 144, closing at 144 bid; 750 tes balNEW YORK—Ar 24th,
ance of the year at 1211-16; seller November quoted I
brig Adelia Me Loon,
Urann, Cienfuegos 21 days; sclis Agnes, flodgdon,
at 13g. Whiskey quiet at 1 164Freights to Liverpool—market heavy and lower; Georgetown DC; Pierce, Lord, Norwich.
Ar20th, sch Annie P Chase, Poole, Jacksonville.
Cotton per rteam at 7-16d; do sail at 5-l6d; Corn per
at on YU of fil/1
Whoa nor ctiin
at G (ri\ Old
Cld 25tb, ship Winged Hunter, Panno, San Francisco;
schs Lizzie Lee. Stubbs, Cape Haytien; Lizzie
Chicago, October 26.—Flour is dull anil heavy. B Nichols, Fanning, Boston.
Wheat opened dull and closed active and firmer; No
PRO V1DENCE—Ar 25tb, schs Globe, Hayes, Ban1 Chicago Spring at 113;No 2 Chicago Spring at 110$
gop; Mail, Brookings. Pittston.
on the spot; 1 lOJseller October; 1 07$ seller NovemSid 24th, sch Mansfield, Achorn, New York.
ber; 1 07$ seller December; No 3 do at93|c; rejectWICKFORD—Ar 24th, sch Julia E Gamage, Robed at 80$ @ 81c. Corn irregular and fairly active
inson.
Bangor.
and higher; No 2 Mixed at 52J@52$cbid seller for
NEWPORT—Ar
24th, schs Challenee, Marshall,
October; 51 Jc seller November; 47$ @ 43c seller for Providence, to load fish
lor Round Pond; M F Pike,
all the year; rejected 50$@5lc. Oats in light deNew
York
for Calais.
Good,
mand and holders firm; No 2 at 33$ @ 33$c on spot;
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar
23d, Bcbs Sarah. Nor32 @ 321c seller for November; 31$ @ 32 seller all the
wood, Newport for Round Pond; Paragon, Darby,
year. Barley is quiet and firm at 85 @ 86c seller foi
New York; C E Moody, Arey, fm Thomaston for do;
October; 83$c seller November, Rye at 70c seller lor Kossuth,
Dodge, Saco ior do; Alaska, Thorndike,
October; 72c seller November. Pork in tair demand
Portland for do; Ida L Howard, Mosher, and Fannie
but lower; old at 20 63 @ 21 00; new 20 50 on spot;
A Bailey, Hutchinson, do tor Philadelphia; L A Or20 65 @ 20 70 seller for October ;19 25 seller November.
ut, Hart, Bangor for Bridgeport.
Lard panicky; it {8 difficult to give accurate quotaSid, schs Ella Pressey, Gen Hall, Dione, J M Kentions; nominally at 13 seller for October. Bulk
Ida L Howard, F A Bailey, Jed F Duren, Sam
nedy,
Mets—; shoulders.8$c; clear rib ll$c clear sides at
C E Moody, Kossuth, Paragon, and others.
Fish,
at
113.
I2$c. Whiskey
Ar 24th, schs Madagascar, Turner, Port Johnson
Freights higher; Wheat to Buffalo 5.
for Boston; Kioka, Look, South Amboy for Kittery;
Receii t^—14 000 bbls Hot r.20i,00U budi wheat, 141,Nellie Eaton, Townsend, Newport for Bristol; HL
000 ouah com, 120,000 bush oats, 10,000 bush barley,
Curtis, Mann, Bangor tor Norwalk; Gen Scott, Lunt,
11.000 bush of rye.
Calais for Providence; FC Holden, McLaughlin, do
Shipments—5,000 bbls.fiour, 55,000 bush wheat, 35- for Newark.
000 bush corn, 57,000 busn oat i, 8,000 Dush barlev,
BOSTON—Ar 25th, schs Roamer, Crowley, Eliza392 bush rye
bethport; Eugene, Leland. Weehawken; Sea Bird,
On the call of the Board in the afternoon—Wheat
Stanley, Tremont; Kosciusko, Dailey, from Camden;
was unchanged.
Corn higher at 53$c cash; 51$c for
Orizon, Otis, Bath
seller November. Oats unchanged.
Pork easy at
Cld 25th, brig Arthur Eggleso, Krase, Cape Verds.
20 62$ cash. Lard easier at 13 10 seller October.
Ar 23d, schs A Halford, Kane, fm Brunswick, Ga;
Toledo, October 26.—Flour is dull. Wheat dull Mattie Holmes, Young, do; F N Tower, Adams. 1m
and lower; No 3 White Wabash at 1 22; No 1 White
Jane. Haskell, Port Johnson; VulElizabethport;
Michigan at 123$; No 2 do at 116; extra at 135; can, Small, Pembroke; L Standisb, Wilder, do;
Amber Michigan on spot ottered at 118; seller for
Charlotte Jameson. Jameson, Round Pond.
November 118$; seller December at 1 22$; seller for
Cld 23d, sch Mark Pendleton, Pendleton, tor JackJanuary at 1 24; No 2 do at 1 04; No 2 Red Winter
sonville.
seller November at 121$; No 2 do at 107 @108;
SALEM—Ar 23d, schs G B
Ferguson,
rejected 91c. Corn is firmer and held higher; high Ellsworth for Rondont; Ocean Ferguson,
Ranger. Parker, do
Mixed on spot and seller October at 58c; do new 57c;
for Providence; Gov Coney, Ridley. Wiscasset tor
new all the year 47$c; low Mixed 57c; no grade at
do; California, Havener. Waldoboro.
56c; damaged 55c. Oats dull; No 2 at 36c; Michigan
Ar 24th, schs Crusoe, Bateman, Machias tor New
at 35$c; rejected 30$c.
York; N Berry, Winslow, Bangor for do.
Freights more doing; to Buflalo at 2$; to Oswego
NEWBUKYPORT—Ar 23d, sch Clara E Rogers,
5$; Ogdensburg 6$—all for Wheat.
Rogers, Elizabethport; Union, Reed,Port Johnson.
Rerainto—3011 hhls tlnnr: 40 Hull hush Wh«**t\ 33 000
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 25th, sch L D Wentworth,
bush Corn, 9,000 bush Oats.
Hoboken.
Gould,
Shipments—2000 bb;s flour, 24,000 bush Wheat, 9,000 bush Corn, 0,000 bush Oats.
FOREIUIV PORTS.
St Louis, October 26. -Flour is dull and little
At Sourabaya Sept 8, barque Jonathan Chase, Carvdoing. Wheat dull; No 2 Red Winter at 1 67$ @ l 73 er, from
New York, ar 20th.
cash; 1 57$ for seller November; No 3 do at 1 28 @
At Batavia Sept 8, ship Humboldt, Wiley, lrom
129. Corn is firmer for cash and lower for futures;
New York, ai Aue29th.
No 2 Mixed at 60 @ 61c cash;57$ @ 60 seller October;
Passed ADjier Aug
narque T F Whiton, Carver,
46$ @ 47c for seller Nov. Oats firmer; No 2 at 35$ @ Batavia for Padang; 26,
Sept 6, ship Corsica, Stetson,
35$ccash; 35$c seller October; 36c do November. Manila tor New York.
Barley is dull and lower to seil; choice to strictly
Ar at Gibraltar Sept 20, barque Ironsides, Tapley,
choice Northern 1 30 @ 1 35.
Rye is dull; No 2 at
Leghorn, (and sailed l6t inst tor New York.)
68 @ 69c. Whiskey is quiet and unchanged at 114.
Sid Sept 29, brig John Swan, Rnmball, (from New
Receipts—5,000 bbls flour, 16,000 bush wheat,12,000 York) tor Genoa.
bush corn, 12,000 bush oats, 19,000 bush barley, 3,000
Ar at Seville 23d inst, brig Sportsman, Blanchard,
bush rye, 0000 hogs, 000 cattle.
New York.
Sid tm Hamburg 23d inst, barque Limerick Lass,
Milwaukee,October 26.—Flour is firm. WheatNo 1 Milwaukee at 116$; do hard 1 24; No 2 do at
Peters, New York.
111 cash or seller October; do November at
Ar at Falmouth, J, 2d inst, ECh Hattie Haskell,
108$;
No 3 at 98c. Corn easier and in fair demand; No 2
Hewett, New York.
at 54$c. Oats unsettled and moderately active; No
Sid tm Cienfuegos 22d inst, barque E F Herriman,
1 at 35c; No 2 at 32$ @ 35c Barley is unsettled and
Whittier. Boston.
Ar at Havana 24th, brig George Gilchrist, Patten,
excited; No 2 Spring lor cash and seller October at
1 07; seller Nov at 99.
New York
Rye is easier; No 1 at 71c;
No 2 at 65e. Provisions quiet and weak; Mess Pork !
Sid 23d, brig Ernestine. Mantle, North of Hatteras.
20 75 cash. Lard, prime 13$ @ 13$.
Sla fm Mtanzaus 23d inst, sch Grace Webster,
Freights quiet and firmer; Wheat to Buffalo 5$; Gales. New Orleans.
to Oswego 8$.
Ar 22d, sch Henry Means, Smith, New York.
Sid fm Cardenas 22d, sch Nellie Star, Poland, for
Receipts—13.000 bbls flour, 219,000 bush wheat, 0,000 corn, 00,000 bush oats, 000 bush barley, 0000 bush
Charleston.
Ar 23d, brigs Emma L Hall, Perry, New York; S J
rye.
Shipments—11,000 bbls flour, 52,000 bush wheat, Strout, Higgins, do.
000 bush corn,0,000 bush oats, 0009 bush rye.
Ar at Halifax 23d, brig Hattie, Cates, Machias,
(and
cld tor Philadelphia.)
Detroit, October 26.—Flour is steady and unCld 23d, brig Elizabeth Ann, Moore, Pictou.
changed; City White Wheat 6 50; good choice State
Ar
at
Yarmouth, NS, 19th inst, sch A It McKenzie,
5 90 @6 25.
Wheat dull and shade lower; extra at
Swin, Portland.
1 33$; afo 1 White Michigan at 1 24$; No 2 White Fall
Ar at St John, NB, 23d, sch Ida J,
at 114; Amber Michigan at l 20.
Pye, Portland;
Corn neglected;
Carrie. Bonnel), do.
No 1 Mixed nominally at 66c. Oats dull and lower.
Oft Holy herd 9tb. Minnie M Watt, Watts, from
Mixed 36c. Barley is dull and heavy; State at 1 #0
Liverpool for Key West.
per cental.
Ar at Milford 10th, Miranda,
Mitchell, from Cardiff
Receipts—3000 bbls flour, 30.000 busb wheat, 1000
tor
St Thomas.
bush corn,5,000 bush oats.,1000 bush barley.
At Bristal Pill ltth, Gen
Shepley, Hutchins, for
Shipments-2000 bbls flour, 17,000 oush wheat,1000 New
York.
bush corn, 4,000 do oats, 1000 bush barley.
Sid tm Algoa Bay, CGH, Sept 6, Vesuvius, Ulmer,
Indianapolis, October 26.—Flour dull and un- Anjier.
changed—Fancy at 7 25 @ 8 00; new 6 25 @ 6 75; SuSid tm Bremen 9th inst, Storm
King, Boyd, New
perfiue 4 50 @ 5 00. Wheatfdull and unchanged. Corn
Orleans.
—Ear at 50c; Shelled at 51 @ 57c. Oats at 53 @
59;
rejected 35 @ 38c. Meata—supply exhausted. LardSPOKEN.
steam 13$ @ 14c; kettle 14 @ 14$c.
July 19, lat 9 45 S, Ion 34 W,
Charleston, October 26.-Cotton lower; Mid- from New York for Melbourne. barque Metis, Kent,
dling uplands at 13c.
Sept 20, E ot Gibraltar 60 miles,ship David Brown,
Savannah, October 20.-Cotton dull; Middling from Trapani for Gloucester, Mass.
Oct
uplands 12$c.
23, no lat, &c, sch Annie P Chase, from St ThoNew'Orleans, October 26,-Coiton is easier and mas via Jacksonville for New York.
in

upandsl4$c.

European JTJtarkcts.
London, October 26—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 94
9-16 for money and for account.
London, October 26—12.30 P. M.—American securities Erie 15.
Liverpool, October 26-12.30 P. M.—Cotton is
is flat; Middling up'ands at
7d; do Orleans at7$d:
sales 8,000 bales, including 10C0 for speculation and
export.
Relief to an extent not hitherto attained is experienced by those suffering from Bright’s disease,
kidney, bladder and glandular complaints, diabetes,
gravel, incontinence and retention of urine, female
irregularities, disturbed sleep, loss of appetite, general debility, melancholy and maladies of the urinogenital organs, by partaking of Hunt's Jlemedy,
which ensures a return to perfect health.
deod&wlw
married.
Peak’s Island, Oct. 25, by Rev. J. C. Perrv. Jos.
McGiflet and Miss Inge Hedman, both of Portland.
In Sebago, Oct. 6, Ivory F. McKenney and Maria
Shaw, both of Sebago.
In Boston, Oct. 12. by Rev. Chas Clark. William A.
At

--j ~

iuai v

v.v.mv.

ton.

y. c ujioi

ui

dud-

St Paul
Wabash

preferred.

.'.

1031

34$
62,l

5$

Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph.18
The following were the quotations lor Pacific Rail-

road securities:

Central Pacific bonds.
Union Pacific

do..

104$
102

Union Pacific land grants.98$
Sinking Funds. ,88}
Missouri Pacific. 9
Atlantic & Pacific, preferred. 4

of
pretty well flooded with
Cattle, the supply being the largest of the season,
nearly 800 head in excess ot last week; Beef Cattle
ranged lower on best grades—$c decline; live weight
and inferior grades fell off fully
Je; a fair trade for
good Cattle; sales ot choice at 10 00 @ 10 124; extra
at 9 00 @ 9 50; first
quality at 7 50 @ 8 50; second
quality at 6 00 @ 7 00; third quality at 5 0(1 @ 5 75.
Sheep and Lambs—Keceipts 0986 head. The supply
runs
and prices unchanged as far as could be
ascertained, claiming that they were paying 5 @ etc
U ib for Lambs, which were last week's
we
quote sales of Sheep in lots at 2 00 @ 275 each; extra
at 3 00 @ 5 flo; Spring Lambs at 5 @ 61 c $> tb.
market

figures;

Dry Goods Market.
New Yoke, October 26.—The Bulletin’s weekly

review ot

the New York

dry goods

market says:

Domestic commission houses were geuerallv quiet,
but some large sales prints, brown sheetings and
laney cassimeres effected at low prices; 2200 cases of
colored wool flannels were sold ai auction and realized very gooq prices. Cotton goods moved -low except Canton flannels, which met liberal sales. Manchester and Utica nonpareil bleached shirtings were
reduced to 14c; Appleton A. brown sheetings closed
out at 9c. Prints quiet; few heavy sales made.
Providence Print Cloths Market.
PbovioenCe, October 26 —The Printing cloths
market is quiet at previous
prices—at 41 @ 46c for 30
days for standard and extra 64 x 64.

Chicago Cattle Market.
CHICAGO, October 26.—Cattle—receipts 4000 head;
1000

head; the market is dull and weak
closing with a downward tendency; shipping at
4 00 @ 6 00; natives at 2 50 @ 2 75; through Texans
at 2 75 @ 4 75.
Hogs—receipts 11.000 head; shipments 4000 head;
the market is fairly active and firm and about lOo

shipments
and

BROS.,

Oct. 4th.

ot over

Scandinavian.Quebec.Liverpool... .Nov
Moravian

.Quebec.Liverpool_Nov

6
13
20

EASTMAN BROS.,
534 CONGRESS STREET,

Parlor

PORTLAND, ME.sndtf

Dress

Black Walnut and Fainted

and Consumption.

!

so

[FROM

CORRESPONDENT.1
LUBEC, Oct 21—Ar. brig San Carlos, Atherton,
Liverpool via Portland; sch Sophia Kranz, Dyer,
Portland.
Oct 22—Ar, sch Carl D Lothrop, McAUep, Hillsboro.
Sid, sch Paragon, Morang, New York.
Passed by, sch Fanny Flint, Warren, Hillsboro for
New York.

THE

GREAT SACRIFICE.
We won’t be undersold by any house in the State.

BOOK.”

“FOREST TAR

Eureka Bed

Lounge,

VERY LOW.

Parties Intending to purchase will
calling before they buy at

money by

save

BRO.S’,
d2m

ARK

Stubborn

C. WAY &. CO,, Proprietors,
Cor. myrtle and Cumberland Sts.

sntf

ma2

Woodbury & Moulton,

Bankers & Brokers,
67 EXCHANGE ST.,

in Bonds, Stocks, and
Personal and prompt at| tcntion given to any enquiries.
State, Municipal and Railroad
i Bonds bought and sold on commission.
First-class investments suitable
for Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on hand.
1
Highest market rate paid lor
Government
Bonds.
j
Coupons collected.

|

Newest and Most Desirable

Claims la sell all kinds of Fancy Goads
Cower Prices than nny home in Port
land. We qnotei
at

Ladies’ Merino Tests from
“
«
“
Gents’
4*
44
Children’s*4
Fleeced Hose, Ladies’,44
“
44
Balmoral
“
«
Knit Jackets,

38c np.
“

50
20
13
25
75

and

A

—

OF

Cloaking

same

n_

ir

vvugicss

oc2tt

—

SUCH AS—

SEAL SKI CLOTHS, 1STR111N
—

WOOL

AND

—

BEAVER

I« EVERY VERIETV.
public

are

requested la examine be-

fore

purchasing.

*

aim

n

n

mime

ou

S.

octlS

H. UOtthl.L.
sn9t

A great amount of suffering may be prevented
by the use of Dr. Morse’s Medicated Inhalations.
In Throat Disease it will give relief in a tew
minutes. It is a sure preventive of Diphtheritic, a
disease which has caused so much anguish and bereavement. It renders breathing easy.
It arrests
the progress of disease in the lungs, removes tubercles by absorption, prolongs life and keeps tbe patient comfortable in hopeless cases, and effects cures
in curable cases.
C. MORSE, M. D.,
au7»n '&w3m
73 Free St.. Portland Me.

COSTUMES 1

QUALITIES,
—

FALL

7 Shot Revolver and 100 Cartridges $5.
Repairing of all kinds.
T. B. DAVIS, Portland, Me.,
Cor. Federal and Temple Sts.
apr26sneodCm

APPLES.
NICE MICHIGAN APPLES,
the Orchard.

85 Commercial Street.

se25sn3in_
MILLINERY.
mm

customers, at

oct20

ino.

zb(

TO

FRENCH PATTERN BONNETS

—

h* h mwa,
Manufacturer'of

VARNISHES

M., 2

S.

to 5 P. M.

ARVEDSON,

133 1-3 Spring Street,
Ocl21

AGENT,
corner

PORTLAND.

Park,
sndlw

OUR

PERSONAL NOTICE.—Notice is hereby
given that all officers. Bailors and soldiers,
wounded, ruptured or injured in the late Rebellion,
however slightly, are entitled to a pension, and

thousands of pensioners are entitled to an increased
rate. Apply immediately through Dr. E. B. JACKSON, Late Surgeon U. S. Navy, No. 4 New Chambere St., New York.
oc28snly

SPERM, LARD,
BURNING, AND WOOL

OILS.
208

FORE

cure

NO. 31 FEDER1L STREET,
insure

STREET.

jnc2>d6m

$20,000
To Loan on First Class Mortgages
in Portland and Vicinity
in Sums to Suit,
Real Estate Securities, paying 8 to 10 per
interest free ot Taxes. Investments in Real
Estate in Portland and Vicinity, if judiciomly
made, are the best and safest modes of employing
capital. First class securities always on hand. Interest and principal collected without
charge. Guarantees perlect title and ample
security in all its
Real Estate Loans.
Real Estate Investments and Improvements made on commission
and on shares. Bankable
paper bought and sold.
cent,

G. R. I>1 VI V
Beal Estate and Loan Agency,
BROWN’S BLOCK.

I’peodly

Costumes and other Novelties.
B3F*We invite

an

inspection 41

Thursday,

our

stock

Oct.

7th.

H. F. GOLDEN,

Dr. E. Maxwell,
has discovered

HATS,

Feathers, Flowers, Laces, Cloaks,

Under the Prehle House.
oc«

dlw

remedy which is warraaled to
a speedy care of tho now prevalent Epizootic
a

CLOTHING.

Den’t wait aatil year bane i. sick bat
take it ia time.
octl8
dtf

WILLEY &

TYLER,

TAXIDERMIS18,
Temple Street Portland, Maine.

Having opened (he
NO. 13

new

and

MARKET

elegant

.tare

SQUARE,

Opposite Old City Rail,
am prepared
Blocks or

I

to

show

one

of the finest and heat

Bird., Aaimal., Beer Heads, Fi.be., Ac.
prepared, Staffed aad Beamed la arder.

MEN’S AND BOYS’

ARTIFICIAL EYES, LEAVES, &c,

CLOTHING AND FURNISHING GOODS

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
Hat Bird, aad Feathers

a

Specialty.

iy Fancy Pigeons and Fowl of the best Breeds on
hand in their season; also, Eggs for Setting
dtf

J“2

East ot New York, and with fair and square dealI hope to win the
patronage of all that will flivor
with a call.

ing
me

NO TROUBLE TO SHOW UOOD«.
Prices to suit the times and compare favorably
other houses.

with

REMOVAL,
NEW JEWELRY STORE.
o. n.

IjAmson,

Watch-Baker aad Jeweller,
has removed to his new and commodious store

NO.

B.

sept22

MIDDLE
STREET.
Nearly opposite toe ‘‘Falmouth.”

Where he will open for sale a fine stock of
Watches. Jewelry, Silrer Ware, Opera
Glasses, Clocks, Ac.

?.i&MIDDLE street,
$6000 to Let
ON

—

MATTOCKS & FOX,

MIDDLE

18$

The workmen employed are men of experience and
skilful as any in New Engladn, and all work is
warranted to give satisfaction.
Glass stens and tableware cut and eneraved to any
design of letter, uame or wreath in the best manner.
A variety of uew and original designs lor
Door,
Ship and Car lights, may be seen at my store or may
be had on application by mail.
Hr term, are a. low a. ran be .btaiaed
in the country.
are as

C. H. PARLEY
aP29

Exchange Street, Portland
dtf

L A M S 0

Anil other Qood Securities, by

a°Q Middle

Yacht “Kay” for Sale.
THE
at

above

a

Schooner, well found and fitted with
spars and rigging, is offered for sale

sails,
bargain.
new

Said yacht is well known as a fast and handsome
vessel, and would make an excellent pilot boat.
K. LEWIS & CO.,
Inquire of
140 Commercial St.
oct22eodtf

SEBAGO

DYE

NO. 13 PLUM

HOUSE,

STREET,

RE-OPENED.
Dyeing, Cleansing
«

nrc5a

“"d

and

Repairing
Bairs.

3. S.

at

(lire

HILLER, Rapt.
dtf

SHIP’S

now
or

Portland Mnnicipal 6’s.
Portland Aid of Railroad 6’s.

au

DOORS, WINDOWS,
CABINS, Ac.. Ac.

is
prepared to ftiralsh cut
THEunJereigned
glass, either white enameled in any quantity
and at the shortest notice.

4

SWA! & BARRMTT

d3m

CUT GLASS
FOB

STREET.

Bonds for Sale.

VAKOVSOW

No. 13 Market Square, opposite
Old City Hall.

301

First Class City Beal Estate J

MACHINERY,

ROUND

_l.tt

—

And Dealer in

IttHALVlIOV.

Congress

epizootTc

snd2w

To Grocers and Druggists.

St.

Save Tour Horses!

IVLIUUIO

The undersigned has nearly ready for occupants
two new Corner Stores,
Both are in excellent situation for the retail Grocery or Apothecary
business,
being in a thickly settled part of Boston 'on prominent avenues. Anyone wishing to start in a firstclass business will find this a good opening.
AdC. B. PEABODY,
dress,
Box 2669 Boston P. O.,
oct20sneod2w
Boston, Mass.

LET*

Why suffer from many diseases caused by impure
Blood, when they can be prevented and cured by the
Do not wait till Colds,
use of Vitalized Inhalation.
Coughs, Catarrh and Bronchitis have settled into
Consumption. Do not wait till Liver and Kidney
Complaints, Female Weaknesses, &c., &c,, are
estaolished in the System, but on their first appearance drive them out by the use of the Vitalized
Inhalation it removes all Eruptions and Pimples
It contains nothing but what is pure
from the fece
and wholesome as the air we breathe
Try one
month’s treatment, and you will be convinced ot its
good qualities. Call and try it. Hours from 10 to 12

A.

Ja9

16

CROCKETT,

sn2w

The corner store in Harlow’s block, junction of
East Market Squa-e and Kenduskeag Bridge, BanIt has been entirely remodelled and will be
gor
held one week tor rent to a lirst-class druggist; after
which, if not rented, it may be leased for other busiTo appreciate the stand it should be seen.
ness.
S. C. HARLOW,
Inquiaeof
oct21snlw
Bangor, Me.

VITALIZED

493

and for sale by

mentis

STOCK
—OF-

Charles Custis& Co.,

Warranted three Bushels to the Barrel

J. S.

now

—AMD—

Retail, and ammunition
of all kinds.

in

we are

our

$8.00 Each.

Pickerel, and smelt, Sporting and
Blasting Powder at Wholesale

E.A.MARRETT & CO.
TO

—AMD—

50 Cents Each

Breech and Mnznle Loading, Rifle*, Be*
to I vers, Pishing
Tackle for Trout,

Packed

—

MILLINERY

dtf

opening

Inhalation.

and

OF

%

N, B.—MR. YORK Is hereby authorized to collect
bills due the undersigned, which must he paid im-

I

OPENING I

FALL

We have the pleasure to inform you that

at the

AND

oct27_

GRAND

^EIKPS

Lowest possible Prices for Cash.

mediately.

ctr

Portland, Oct. 5th.

—

FITZGERALD,

Now is the time to purchase as the entire stock
| must be disposed of immediately.

—

Materials,

ocie

KESPECTFTJLLY,

GOODS

and will sell the

uw

PORTLAND.

all kinds sf

50 doz Children’s Handkerchiefs 5c each

Street, (up stairs,) Howe Sewing Machine Rooms.

—

*

“

JBSt RECEIVED

NO. 247 MIDDLE STREET,

|

Exchange St.,

“

PRICES LOWER THAN THE LOWEST!

YARMOUTH,

MISS !«• Q WORTH, would be pleased to

A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT

46

“

—FROM—

—

ALSO

Furniture,

fall and complete slock, and at

ALL

nuc

LOWEST EKICES.

maaufactarer. aad Dealer* la

*

R. R. YORK,
OF

uiuiiuiuoufiiiK

G. A. Whitney &Co.

YANKEE NOTIONS !

n_- o
vui.
vi

j

luciiiun lur

“

“
25 “
PeckhamsTarns,44
44
44
15 “
Shaker Hose,
Bullion Fringes, Titan Braid and
Buttons, Hoop Skirts, Corsets,

IRRlGHEFr

NEW

DRY

Styles,
AT the

vui

and producing arc such that we
can DEFY COMPETITION.
Our Stock is twice as large as
any dealer’s in the State.
Customers will have a splendid
Stock to select from.
All kinds ot Furniture made to
order at short notice.
It is for the interest ol every one
to call and see our stock ot goods
before purchasing.

hereby informs bis many friends and the public generally that he has taken the stock ol

Goods !

Offer lor lale a large assortment of the
above mentioned goods in the

with Book and Foot Rest may be
found at our store.
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Easy Chair

!

Things

FITZGERALD

Specie.

j

Best

WE ILLUSTRATE BV FIGURES t

THIRD DOOR FROM MIDDLE,
Dealers

Lounge

and the

pronounced by all at the State Fair to bo tbe best
Lounge of tbe kind yet.

READERS TAKE NOTICE.
Portland, Oct. 16,1875.
Messrs. C. Way & Co.—Your Compound »yrme ot a very bad cough.
cured
of
Lnngwort
up
1 find it to be the best cough medicine 1 ever used.
with
H.
C.
“Hudson,” Confectioner.
BLAKE,

Best Bed

We are Sole manufacturer* of the

satisfactory to the physician and the patient. The

found at the druggist's, will give you the best information on this subject.
octSsn9m

lar WHOLESALE PRICES.
All
of our own Furniture we will.
warrant as the best made in the
market.
»

GOING AT A

tbe vapors of Tar, by
of hot water, was recommend-

No method of treatment is found

selling it

Chamber Sets

Inbaling
use

j

i. j. Kiii k d,

MARINE NEWS,

Sch Capital, Farr, Boothbay.
Sch Arrival. Farnum, Boothbay.
CLEARED.
Sch Eva May, Andrews, Havana—Phiuney &
Jackson
Sch B F Lowell, Rice, Baltimore—J Nickerson.
Sch E H Furber, Atkins, New York—J Nickerson.
Sch Willie Martin, Davis. New York—Berlin Mills.
Sch Helen, (Br) Melanson, Yarmouth, MS—John
Porteous
Sch M L St Pierre, (Br) Haley, St John, NB—John
Porteous.
Sch J C Roker, Sawyer, Boston—Chas Sawyer.
SAILED—Brig Prairie Rose; schs Maggie Dalling,
Royal Arch; Laura E Messer, Etta A Stinipson. Wi;lie Martin, Bowdoin, and others, (most of which
were returning at sunset.)

MANl'FlCTl'RE.

OWN

ocll

ed sixty,years ago. By a recent invention the solution of “Forest Tar” has been produced for Catarrh

AND

The

& Co.

OCR

ol manufacture, we are

at retail lor much less ihan regu-

One of tbe greatest improvements in tbe practice
of medicine is treating diseases of tbe lungs by direct application.
burning or by tbe

a very large
arst class Furniture lor

Having bought

very

51 EXCHANGE STREET,

TAR.

FOREST

buy.

Suits

DEANE

SHAWLS,

....

Tuesday, Oct. 26.
ARRIVED.
Steamer City of Portland, Pike, St John, NB, via
Eastport for Boston.
Baraue J S Winslow, Tucker, Gloucester.
Sch L A Johnson, Mahlaian, Philadelphia—coal to
Jackson & Eaton.
Sch Elwood Doran, Jarvis, Phi adelphia—coal to
Jos H Poor & Bro.
Sch Maud, Robinson, Philadelphia—coal to Randall «&; McAllister.
Sch Esperanza, from Rockland—herring to E H
Chase.
Sch Susan, Bishop, Rockland—lime to C A B Morse

BROS.’,

51 EXCHANGE ST.

PRICES

GUNS

ttiniatnre Almanac
October 37.
Sunrises.6.27 I High water
10.15 AM
Sun sets.. .5.011 Moon rises.
4.45 AM

POST OF PORTLAND*

If yon are in want ol any kind
oi Furniture now is the time to
stock of

OF

different styles, selected with great
care from some of the best FOREIGN and DOMESTIC manufacturers. From our long experience
in this branch ot the trade we feel
confident we can give onr customers entire satisfaction.

’

Batavia.Boston.Liverpool.Oct 30
Quebec.Liverpool.Nov

—

MUCH LESS THAN THE COST

ONE HUNDRED

CLOAKS,

...

Polynesian..

AT

DEANE

We shall display the finest asever shown in Maine,

oc2

FURNITURE!

—

sortment

Please tell the people that you saw their
advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000.

was

steady

AT

EASTMAN

consisting

—

FURNITURE
—

Monday,

OF

—

Cloaks and Jackets
—

♦

The Tremendous Fall in Trices
—

OF

—

all

—

Water (own Tattle Market.
Watertown, Oct. 26—Cattle Market.—Receipts
head. The

3045

GRAND OPENING

NOTICES.

LA D I E S

MISCELLANEOUS.

Astonishing to All 1

185 Middle Street,

Glty of Dallas.New York. .Nassau, NP. .Nov 4
Claribcl.New York. Jamaica, Ac. Nov 6

preferred.50}

SPECIAL

DIED.
In this city, Oct. 21, J. A. Holland, aged 16 years 3
months. [New Brunswick papers please copy.
In Woolwich, Oct. 21, Mr. Elias B. Soule, aged 48
years 11 months.
SS^The funeral services of the late Sewal Littlefield will take place Thursday forenoon at 11 o’clk,
at his late residence, No 119 Congress street

1

i

oct27_

Chicago & Rock Island.,
St. Paul Railroad.

& North western

MISCELLANEOUS.

_

good inquiry; Midlung aplands 12|c.

Mobile, October26.—Cotton steady;Middling npands at 12$ @ 12$c.
New York, October 26.—Cotton is firm; Middling

Michigan Central.
61}
Union Pacific Stock..66$
Lake Shore.
606
Illinois Central, ex-div...
94
Chicago & Northwestern. 37}

Chicago

SPECIAL NOTICES.

m

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.
Name.
From
For
Vale.
City of Mexico.New York. .Hav&VCruz. .Oct 26
Abyssinia.New York. .Liverpool
.Oct 27
Alps......New York. Aspinwall Ac Oct 27
City of Vera Cruz. .New York .Havana.Oct 28
Frisia.New York Hamburg_ Oct 28
City of New York. .New York Aspinwall.Oct 30
Prussian.Quebec_ Liverpool. ...Oct 30
Villede Paris.New York .Havie.Oct 30
Celtic. New York Liverpool.Oct 30
City of Montreal.. .New York. .Liverpool.Oct 30
Victoria. New York. .Glasgow.Oct 30

Erie..
Erie preferred.35

Oct 23—Ar. sch Leonessa, from Windsor, NS, for
Richmond, Va.
Sid, sobs Geo Osborn. Strout. New York; Carl D
Lothrop, McAllep, Philadelphia : Sophia Kranz,
Dyer, Calais.
Oct 24—Sid, schs S E Nightingale, Hilliard, NYork;
Independence, Wilson, Grand Menan. NB.
Sch Leonessa, trom Windser, NS, for Richmond,
put in here 23d, in distress, having been run into
when near the Wolves, by scbr Mary Mattocks ot St
John, NB, carrying away jibboom, cutwater, head
stays, &c. Soon alter the collision the Maiy M filled
with water and was abandoned; the crew taking refuge on board the Leonessa. An attempt was made
to tow the wreck into West Quoddv. but it had to be
abandoned Nhe was afterwards picked up by the

N,

PORTRAIT

Photographer,
244 middle St.
Ni»*d Portrait, a Specialty;
*r «•»*««• from all bine. ot
smaller Picture., .neb a. Old Daguerre
otpye., Tia-typc. &c. Ac.
selSdtf

AJ,e

__

infeliceL
A splendid Dew novel by Aagu«ta Bran*,
author ot Beulah,—St. Elmo,—VcukH,—etc.
The
last and best book ever written by this popular author, and one ot the finest fictions in the English
language. Every one must read it. Sold every-

where.

«- W. CARLETON A CO., Publishers,
0ct20

NEW

tORK.

cod 1m

Job Printing of every description ml
ly executed at thi* OHce.

,
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THE PRESS

compliance

Washington, destroying

three of the earliest
rendering the research

record

books and
difficult and laborious.
I offer it for publication so that the omissions
of the recent centennial notices may be sup-

Advertise—*"** * d-*»«T.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Ladies’ Cloaks—E. A. Marrett & Co.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Bargains Never Offered Before—P. Latner.
A Card—E. P. Wilker Engine Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Abbott’s History of Maine.
Notice—Samuel Q. Lang.
Wanted—A Situation.
Pine Timber Wanted-Portland Star Match Co.
Annual Meeting—Martha Washington Society.
Something New—Schumacher Bros.
Freedom Notice—Josiah C. Ward.
House for Sale—24 Story.
Wanted—P. O’Donnell.

plied by the authentic record of the government.
Name ot P. M.
Retired.
Appointed.
Dea. Samuel Freeman_Oct. 5, 1775 June 30,180t
Thomas M. Prentiss.July 1, 1804 Feb. 19,1805
Joshua Wingate, Jr.,_Feb. 20, 1805
Aug. 8,1805
James Wingate.Aug, 9,1805
May 31,1815
Robert Ilsley.June 1,1815
1823
Mark Harris.
1823
1823
Dr. Nathimiel Low.Dec. 3,1823
Apr. 8,1829
Nathaniel Mitchell.Apr. 9, 1629
Dec. 7,1834
Thomas Todd.Dec. 8,1834 Sept. 10,1839
Nathaniel Mitchell.Sept. 11,1839
May 3,1841
Col. Sylvanus R. Lyman. .May 4,1841
Apr. 1,1845
Nathan L. Woodbury.Apr. 2, 1845
May 4,1819
Joshua Dunn.May 5,1819
Mar. 31,1853
Nathan L. Woodbury.Apr. 1,1853 Mar. 31,1857
Samuel Jordan.Apr. 1, 1857
Apr. 7,1861
Dec. 8,1865
Maj. Andrew T. Dole.Apr. 8,1861
Judge Woodbury Davis.. Dec. 9, 1865 Aug. 13,1871
Charles W. Goddard.Oct. 7,1871
DeacoD Freeman served through a number of
dispensations, his official life of nearly 29 years
lasting through the remnant of King George
the Third’s nominal rule over the United Col-

Coart.

KNIGHT PRESIDING.

JUDGE

Intoxication.

Fined $3.00 with

costs

Nellie O’Brien and Maggie O’Brien. Vagabonds.
Thirty days each.
Catherine Terry.
Assault and battery. Fined
$5.00 with costs.
Ellen Rooney and Mary Rooney. Assault and battery. Fined $5.30 with costs each. Paid.
Libby—Co. Atty.
Howard & Cleaves.
Hugh Doherty. Open shop on Lord’s day. Fined
$10.00 with costs. Appealed.
Patrick Sullivan. Open shop on Lord’s dav. Fined
$10.00 with costs. Paid.
Patrick Keating. Search ana seizure. Discharged.
John Welch.
Search and seizure. Fined $50
with costs. Appealed.
T IKKw_fn

A 44n

onies, through the Continental regime, through
the old Confederacy, through the administrations of Washington and Adams and until
near the close of Jefferson’s first term, when
he was removed on account of his political

opinions, being unwilling to sacrifice his Federal principles for office. His first account to

T_.1

Margaret Burke. Intoxication. Fined $5.00 with
costs. Paid.
James H. Larkin. Search and reizure. Fined $50
with costa. Appealed.
Howard & Cleaves.
James D. Moore and Rufus Waite. Search and
seizure. Fined $50 with costs each. Paid.
Brief J el tines.
The bonded warehouse on Railroad

Wharf

broken into Monday morning,or the night
previous, and a lot of tobacco, some fish and
other articles taken.
Raymond opens his private class in dancing
at Army and Navy Hall next Tuesday even-

was

ing.

The proprietors of Presnmpscot Park are repairing the track. It is to be the best track in
New England next season.
Business was dull at the police station last

night
assembly at A rmy and Navy Hall
evening was a very pleasant affair.
The

last

The sheriffs made a seizure at the Park
Honse yesterday, during the races.
Heuw fwr Aged Wemes.
The annual meeting of the subscribers to the
Home for Aged Women was held at the Home

Emery street, yesterday afternoon, and
following officers elected:

on

President—Mrs. J. T. Gilman.
Vice Presidents—Mrs. S. E. Sprirg,
Neal Dow.
Secretary—Miss Julia Greely.
Treasurer—Miss E Mountfort.

the

Mrs.

Managers—First

Parish—Mrs. Sa-n’l Small,
Mrs. Jacob McLellan.
Payson Memorial—Mrs. Daniel Flood.
First Baptist—Mrs. Moses Dodge, Miss Har
riet Radford.
Congress St Methodist—Mrs. J. J. Thomp■

son.

State Street—Mrs. Rensellaer Cram, Mrs. Joseph Walker, Mias Sarah Rice.
High Street—Mrs. Luther Dana, Mrs. Philip
H. Brown.

Free Street Baptist—Mrs. B. M. Hart, Mrs.
J. Waterhouse.
Chestnut Street—Mrs. M. G. Palmer.

Swedenborgian—Mrs. V. M. Rea.
Park Street—Mrs. J. H. Fletcher.
First Universalist—Mrs. Geo. S. Hunt, Mrs.
Wm. W. Virgin.
St. Luke’s—Mrs. George F. Sbepley, Mrs.
James E. Piindle
St. Lawrence—Mrs. H. H. Burgess.
Pine Street—Mrs. George Cushman.
St. Stephen’s—Mrs A A. Stront.
Su Pant’s—Mrs. Ayer,
The following reports

oepted:

presented and

were

managers’

ac

report.

With bat very little change our last report
answer for this year. We have the same

might

nonot*n 1

itaa/I

ViuaIfV,

Sa

----—

a

dance ip oar excellent matron, the same state
of
quiet, comfort, peace and happiness.
Our number (21) is also the same, for though
two hare been taken away, yet others have soon
filled tbe vacant places.
The one thing that
has changed is our debt, which, by tbe sale of
the old house and by donations has been reduced $4000, leaving now but $5500 to be provided
for. We bope that some plan may be devised
this afternoon for its further reduction if not
for its full payment.
No poeitinn in life is free from care and anxiety as managers of charitable institutions have
but too often cause to remember.
We have
not found ourselves exempted from the common lot but are glad to record that our
experience, on the whole, has been more pleasant
than painful.
The large number of persons
who visit the Home invariably speak in
approval, while our beneficiaries are warm in
their expressions of heartfelt gratitude for the
careful attention they receive.
We have been much gratified at the result of
tbe sale of “Homework.”
The little fair on
our anniversary was quite successful, and a
number of articles have been disposed of since.
The whole amount received from this source
daring tbe year is $128, a large sum considering
that this has been earned by ten only of the
number, the others being too old or too feeble
to assist.
There is a constant and increasing
demand for tbe mats as well as for knitting,
especialiyfor stockings and mittens for children.
The smaller articles are not so much
sought for, yet they sell well as specimens of
the old ladies’ work, and it is a great gratification to them to be able to do anything however
small, that will aid in their own support.
Though donations have not been quite as
numerous as in previous years, yet in value and
acceptability they are fully equal. For these
and all other favors received during the past
year, we desire to present our grateful acknowledgments.
By order of the Board,
J. Gbeely, Secretary.

Portland, Oct. 26,1875.

TBEASUBEB’S BEPOBT.
K. Mosmtfort, Treasurer, in account vith “The
Home for Aged Women," of Portland, from October SUt, 1874, to October 31st, 1875.
DEBTOB.

To balance from last year’s account—as follows:
Amount of stocks, bonds.
Sic. .$15,775 00
Cash on hand.. 1,025 95

Subscriptions....

805 50
931 34

Donations..

$16,800 95

1,000 oo
-$ 2,736 81
75 00
Life membership

En trace

700 00

$ 775 00
Bank dividend..
354 00
Interest on R.B.
551 89
bonds.
Interest on other
investments.
266 88
Bent of Home on
Elm street.
49 00
From sale of properon
Elm
street.
ty
3,500 00
From sale of bonds
(par $1500). 1,493 75
-$ 6,215 52
From all other sources.
668 25
...

00

CREDIT.

By

amount

paid lor family expenses.(2,029 79
For salary and
wages.

691 50

For interest on
debt.
To lessen debt.

564 10
4,000 00

( 2,721 29
-( 4,564

10

1,320

00

For bonds(par
*1500).
For incidentals.
Invested in stocks,
bonds. &c.(15,775 00
On deposit in idaine
Savings’ Bank. 1,009 00
Of cash on hand.. *.
1,542 71
__—-

173 46

(18,317

71

(27,096

56

Odd Fellows’ Hall.—Mr. I. P. Farringproposition to the Odd
to build a block on the
site of the Chadwick mansion if they will lease
the npper part for a term of years. The several lodges are considering the matter, and if
they decide to accept the proposition they will
appoint a committee to confer |with Mr. Farrington in regard to the new building. Two of
the lodges have voted to accept the proposition, and it is probable that the others will do
so.

A Handsome Cup.—The Bilver cup presented to Bowdoin College, and to be competed for
by the several rowing clubs of the college, is
now on ezhibition at Abner Lowell’s.
It is an
affair of solid silver, gold-lined, and is
ornamented with a pair of silver oars and a
Latin finish border, bearing anchors, tridents
and other designs. The cup is valued at (15,
and is certainly the finest thing of the kin d

elegant

as a

prize

in Maine.

Mail.—Mr. E.
Abbest fob Robbing
A, PhaleD, the route agent between Boston and
Bangor, war attested in Salem Monday afterIt is said that he
noon, for robbing the mails.
the

has been pilfering from ibc malls for some
time and when arrested 28 letters were found
this city,
on his i ers.n. He is well known in
and his downfall will be much regretted. He
Boswas held for trial in the sum of (5000 at
ton yesterday.

gave way to his brother
office for nearly ten years.
Mark Harris was appointed soon after the
death of Mr. Illsley sometime in 1823; he made
no official returns and it is not known whether
he declined the appointment or resigned it
before the end of the quarter. He was a merchant and uncle of Mr. James Harris, who has

long

so

and

faithfully

served the citizens in

this office.
Mr. Mitchell,

a hard-ware merchant, received a re-appointment from Gen. Jackson,
but was afterwards removed by the General
in favor of Mr. Todd, the editor of the Argus,
Hon. F O. J. Smith being Representative in
Congress from Cumberland county at the time.
But Mr. Mitchell, who was not only an elegant gentleman of the old school but a

skillful
very able man and
politician,
bided his time, and at the expiration of
Mr. Todd’s term, quietly took the office away
from him and held it nearly two years
longer when he was submerged with his
party in the great “tidal wave” of 1840,
which carried Col. Lyman into office as a Whig

by appointment from Gen. Harrison. But
such was the indefatigable energy and influence
of Mr. Mitchell that Col Lyman narrowly escaped an early removal by Tyler in favor of
Mr. Mitchell. I had the pleasure of meeting
Mr. Mitchell in this city some six yews ago; he
was then a finely preserved old gentleman, but
he died soon after at Boston, where he had
lived for many years, at a very advanced age.
When postmaster be lived in a three story
wooden house near the foot of Free street,
on the northwest
side.
Mr, Woodbury of

Deering

was removed by change of administration under Gen. Taylor in 1849. but, like
Mr. Mitchell, returned to serve out his second

term

the

was not a first class day for ont-door
At noon it was quite comfortable, but
before the horses were ready to start the sun
went under a cloud and the wind breezed up,
making it extremely unpleasant to "stand
around and wait.” There was a trotting and

successor, Judge Davis was re-appointed in
1869, and like Mr. lisley died in office.
Postmasters Wingate and Harris of whom
no mention was made in the centennial notices,
swell the number of Postmasters during the
C. W. G.
century to fifteen or sixteen.
Sale —Our citizens are to have an
opportunity to purchase a first class piano at
their own price this morning at salesroom No.
55 Exchange street. The lot comprises twenty
Piano

of the very best instruments which are forced
onto the market owing to bard times.
They
contain all the modern improvements and will
be sold without reserve. The pianos were ex-

hibited yesterday and

highly spoken

of
by those who examined them. The makers
are Pease & Go., Hardman, Yon Minden, of
New York, Jewett & Co., Hall & Sons, Batchelder, and Yose, of Boston. Through the kindness of Mr. Hicks, the manager of the sale, and
were

Miss Hunt, the accomplished pianist, those
who attended the art exhibition last evening
The instrument used
enjoyed a rich treat.
was one of Pease & Co.’s, and Miss Hunt
brought forth excellent music from it. She
will be in attendance at the sale today.
A

Novelty.—Improvements on nature are
in order in these days of science.
The latest
thing of the kind is the artificial leaf, “warranted as good as the original.’’ Messrs. Schumacher have obtained the sole right of the
novelty in this state, and now offir it for sale.
The leaves and vines certainly bear a striking
resemblance to the natural productions, and
are only to be distinguished by handling.
The
advantages they possess over the real article
are.that they are indestructible and are easily
cleansed. The leaves are of six varieties,
myrtle, oak, ivy, geranium, &c., and are of
The artigreen and the beautiful forest tints.
cles will doubtless have a great run, as they
very pretty. Those who desire chromos of
nature’s pictures will do well to call at Schumacher’s.
are

A Novel Poblication.—Mr. Roberts of this
city is soliciting subscriptions to the Trade
Recotd, a handsome quarto paper of six or

announced, and the former was
tp commence at half-past two o’clock, bat owing to an accident to Lady Mansfield’s sulky,
it was decided to have the running race first.
J. Frank Libby, Geo. F. Hitchings andW. W.
Harris acted as judges.
a

running

race

RUNNING RACE.

The running rice was for a purse of $50, and
three horses, Fly, Edith and Rocket, were entered. In the choice of positions Edith got the
inside, Rocket second, and Fly on the oataide.
First Heat—Rocket got the start at the word
go, closely followed by Editb, with Fly in the
rear, but ou the back stretch the latter made
up the gap and passed both of the others, but
on the upper end she halted badly
and cams
near throwing her rider.
She started again
and would have won the beat easily but for
another bad bait. The beat was won by Edith
in 2.27, Rocket second aud Fly third.
Secend Heat—Fly got a poor start but repeated the trick of the first beat and the driver
was obliged to dismount.
Edith won the heat
again easily in 2.28, Rocket! second and Fly
third.
The following is the
SUMMARY.

Pbescmpscot Park, Oct. 26.—Race for running
horses, lor purse of $50; best 2 in 3.
Owner, ns. br. m. Edith.1 l
Owner, ns. b. g. Rocket.2 2
Owner, ns. b. m. Ely.3 3
Time, 2.27, 2.28.
TROTTING RACE.

The track was in excellent condition for trot"
ting and if the weather had been more pleasthere would have been a
tendance. The trotting race
ant

V"VV.
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Miller
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crowd in atfor a purse of

large
was
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ihe horses

entered.
After some
delay they were assigued posi ions as follows:
Charles Miller first, Lady Mansfield second,
and B1 ickbird third.
First Heat—Miller got the start at the send
off, bnt on the back stretch Blackbird passed
him, and would have made the first half handsomely but for a bad break which put him back.
Lady Mansfield was struggling in the rear.
On the last half Blackbird regained the first
position and held it until be reached the home
stretch, when he fell back. Miller pushed to
front and won in 2.50 1-2,hotly pressed by Lady
Mansfield.
Second Heat—At the send off Blackbird took
the lead and it was thought that he would distance the field, but on the back stretch he
broke and Miller led for some time.
Lady
Mansfield spurted on the last quarter and won
the heat in 2.5X. Miller pressed her bard, and
Blackbird was some distance in the rear, owing
to a bad break.
Third Heat—The stentorian voice of the
judge sent ihe horses off flying at the fourth
or fifth attempt. The wonder was, to all spectators, that the horses kept the track or the
drivers their seats, so emphatic was the word
“Go.” Every watch in the judges’ stand stopexcept the one held oy the starter himself.
lackbird took the pole, holding the position
the
to
end of the heat. Time 2.55.
Mansfield
second, Miller third.
Fourth Heat—The shades of evening were
falling fast and ere the allotted time allowed
between heats bad elapsed, the spectators had
quite forsaken the grand stand. No sound was
heard save the gasp of the pool sailer.
The
horses came promptly to the call, and after
three ineffectual attempts, received the word.
Blackbird kept the lead throughout the heat,
winning easily in 2.55. Mansfield second, Miller third.
Fifth Heat—The voice of pool seller and the
whish of the fortune wheel were no longer
heard in the land. Fifteen minutes only were
allowed in which to prepare for the last heat
of the day. Again the horses came to the
score promptly, and soon received the word.
Blackbird again showed them the way, holding
the lead easily throughout. Time 2.55.
were

gid,

The

following

is the

SUMMARY.
PRESUMPSnnT PARK, fW
¥300; beat 3 in 5 to harness.
Owner, ns. blk. g Blackbird.3

Owner, ns. blk. m. Lady Mansfield.2
Owner, ns. s. g Charlie Miller.1
Time—2.50J, 2.51,2.55, 2.55, 2.55.

ropp

fnp

3 1 1
12 2
3 3 3

1
2

3

Hidden Treasures.
A gentleman resident in Cum''; rland Centre
was in this city yesterday,and states that a great
excitement exists in that place over the supposed discovery of hidden treasures. About
one mile from Cumberland Centre there has

existed fcr many years a large mound, some
twelve feet in height, and sugar-loaf shape,
which many people have thought might have
been created by the Indians. Others, however,
claim that a quarter of century would cover itj

existence,

that attention had never been
especially called to it until recently. It passed
without questioning, as any mound of land’
would that was located in a pasture, and more
especially when not far from the Maine Central track. So near, in fact, that any person’s
fdrm upon or near it, could be easily noted
from the railroad.
A week ago Monday night, Mr. Sweat, one
of the section hands on the Maine Central in
that locality, saw a couple of men standing
near this mound and pointing towards it.
He
had noticed them once or twice before but
of
the
occurrence.
The
next
thought nothing
morning some of the farmers passing by the
mound discovered that it had been disturbed.
Ends of burned matches were scattered around,
and the mound itself bad been dug into, the
shaft slanting upward from the ground for a
distance of five feet,^nd thence down five feet.
Tbe print of a chest or box was plainly discernable, in tbe hard, bl,ue clay, one and a half feet
wide h.v two and a naif feet long.
Mr. Sweat was asked to give a description
of tbe men, and that of one of them answered
perfectly to a well known character who formerly resided in the village, by the name of
E lihu Phillips. This Phillips was arrested, we
are told, about twenty years ago on a charge of
implication in a bank robbery in Boston, when
a large sum in specie and bills was taken.
At
that time Phillips agreed to point out to the
officers where the money was hidden, but when
they had accompanied him to a country village
in Massachusetts, be managed to give them the
slip. He was afterwards caught and sentenced
to some fifteen or twenty years in the Massa
chusetts State Prison, and his time is about out.
Some of the neighbors say tbat Phillips has
been seen in that locality within the past few
months, aud this fact added to Sweat’s description, convinces them tbat be had buried the
bank treasure in this mound and has now secured it. At all events, whether thsy are correct or not, or whether Mr. Phillips is an innocent or guilty man, it is certain this affair has
created a great sensation, and last Sunday
numbers visited the spot to gaze on the cavity
and tbe strange prints made in tbe clay.
Phillips is a tall, keen-eyed, muscular man,
of about seventy years of age.—Advertiser.

Maggie Mitchell.
There are some things above praise. Time
was that much could be said about them.
So
much in consequence las been said that little
or nothing remains to say.
Certain masterovrno VWU JOAiO iUl a OlUiliM
tuiamuf,
I
pieces in art or literature are quite above critito the Middle and Western states, and now iscism, and command so general recognition that
sue an Eastern states edition at the instance of
the mercantile agency of E. Bowel' & Co. The the vocabulary of praise has been long ago exhausted upon them, There is absolutely'nothpaper ought to be on file in every business office
ing new to be said. We can only write their
and doubtless would be often consulted for in.
names, followed by many admiration points.
formation that could not otherwise be

readily

Beal Estate Tbansfebs.—The following
are

the real estate transfers recorded in this

county yesterday:
Portland—Lot of land on Cotton street from
Leon M. Bowdoin 10 Elliot Bowdom.
Lots of land on Middle and Newbury streets
trom John B. and Thomas Cummings to Freeman G. Cummings.
Lots of land on Middle and Newbury streets
from John B. and Freeman G. Cummings to
Thomas Cummings.
Lots of land on Middle and Newbury streets
from Thomas and Freeman G. Cummings to
John B. Cummings.
An undivided half of a lot of land on Middle street from John B. Cummings to David

Mr. John G. Brady, for some years master
mechanic on the Portland & Bocbester Bailroad, has resigned that position to accept a better one on the Worcester & Nashua. Mr. Brady is master of his business and a thorough
gentleman, and while the P. & B. loses, the W.
& N. gains one of th best men in the business.
Portland Rowing Club.—The Portland
Bowing Club give tiieir first annual assembly
at Lancaster Hall this evening.
The committee who have the matter in charge are most of
them oarsmen of this city, aDd they promise to
give a nice party. Tickets can be had of the
committee and at the door. Cole will furnish
the music. He ha3 some entirely new for the
occasion.
The

_

Museum.—This afternoon positively

the last matinee performance of “The Two Orphans” will be given, and this evening the play
will in all probability have its last representation, as Mr. Bichards, the scenic artist, has recovered from his illness, an 1 the new scenery
for the “Colleen Bawn" is about finished.
to see the fiuest play
evet produced in Portland should be improved.

These last

Praise

or even

description of the Medicean Ve-

is at this day superfluous. The sarpassing
loveliness of the marble goddess has spread itself through the world.
It would be extravagant to rank the acting
ol Miss Maggie Mitchell high up among the
great masterpieces the memory of which can
never pass from out the minds of men.
Bat
that acting certainly is a marked ephemera]
nus

triumph,

and her name deservedly finds place
among the few really great actors who now engross attention. laudation and kindly but
just criticism have combined to bring her
prominently before the public, and there is
scarcely an actress in the country who stands
higher; certainly not one who is better known.
Of her there is nothing new to be said. “The
Pearl of Savoy” is one of her most finished, effective and popular characterizations. To it
only the highest praise can be given, and admiring critics have already monopolized every

conceivable phrase of eulogy. Nothing remains
but to write a responsive amen. The “Pearl”
is only less famous than its companion picture,

“Fanchon,”

and with many it is a greater fa-

vorite.

Of course Music Hall was filled last night by
cultured, appreciative and sympathetic audience.
Though the majority of those present
had probably seen the play many times, its
charm, or rather the charm ot Miss Mitchell’s
acting, had evidently suffered nothing by much
repetition. The support was fairly good, and
a

members of the company had a better opportunity to do themselves justice than in the
“Lorle,” given at the same place some little
time since. However, it can be said of Miss
Mitchell that she is, to parody Carlyle’s epithet
bestowed on the German prince, “above sup-

port.” People

go to
for the company.

see.her

and care but little

up and carried to a house near by where it was
discovered that his head was badly cut, and it
was feared that he would not recover.

Bailboad Men.—George F. Batchelder,
Wm. F. Berry and Trafton Hatch of the Eastern railroad were at the Falmouth yesterday.

a

interested in the matter of a
general reunion of the Maine regiments next
year a meeting was held at G. A. R. Hall last
eveniog. Representatives were present from

regimental organizations and

all the

nearly

Remarks
much enthusiasm was manifested.
were made by Gen. J. L. Chamberlain, Gen.
G. L. Beal, Gen. C. W. Roberts, and others,
after which it was voted to proceed to effect a
permanent organization and a committee of
three consisting of Gen. Cilley, Major Robie
and Col. T. A. Roberts were chosen to report
Committee after
the form of organization.
deliberation reported they had selected a
name, aod that the organization should be
known as “Association of Maine Soldiers.”
And in accordance with their report the name
was adopted and the following officers elected:

President—Gen. Joshua L Chamberlain.
Vice Presidents—One from each organization
as follows: 1st, 10th, 29th Infantry, Gen. ieo
L. Beal, Portland; 2d, Gen. C. W. Roberts,
Bangor; 3d, Col. Moses B. Laheman, Boston;
4th, Capt. A. D. Beas, Belfast; 5tb, Col. H.
R.
Millett, Gorham; 6tb, Gen. B. F.
Harris; 7th, Gen. T. W. Hyde, Bath;
8tb, Gen. Henry Boynton, Augusta; 9tb,
Col. Rishworth Rich, Boston; lltb, Gen. H. M.
Plaisted, Bangor; 12tbJGen. Geo. F. Shepley,
Portland: 13th, Gen. Henry Rust, Haverhill,
Mass ;|14tb, Col. Frank S. Nickerson, Boston;
15th, Col Isaac Dyer, Skowhegan; 15th, Gen.
C. W. Tiiden, Castine; 17th, Col. T. A Roberts, Portland; 18tb, Gen. R.B. Shepherd; 19tfa,
Gen. I. W. Starbird, Portland; 20th, Gen. Ellis Spear, Washington, D. C.; 21st. Capt. Joseph T. Woodward, Augusta; 22d, Col. S. G.
Jerrard, Bangor; 23d, Col W. W. VirgiD,
Portland; 24th, Col. Geo. M. Atwood, Bost®n;
25th, Gen. Francis Fessenden, Portland; 26tb,
Col. Nathaniel H. Hubbard, Winthrop; 27tb,
Col. M F. Wentworth, Kittery; 28th, Col.
Wm. E. Hadlock, Cranberry Isles; 30th, Col.
Thomas H Hubbard, New York; 31st 32d,
Gen. John M. Brown, Falmouth; 1st Cavalry,
Gen. J. P. Cilley, Rockland; 2d Cavalry, Col.
a.

mj.

upuiuu^,

uutasMUii,

xji^uii

Portland,

Adjutant and
erts. Portland.

Secretary—Lieut.

C. W. Rob-

Quartermaster—Major Charles Walker,Portland.
Paymaster and Treasurer—Major Fred Bobie,
Gorham.

Surgeon—Dr. S.

C

Query.
Mb. Editob:—If police officers arrest a man
for simple drunkenness, and in conveying him
to the station pass over another officer’s beat
and discover a fight in progress, with a crowd
ot lookers on, is it their duty to quell the disturbance and arrest the offenders or should
they proceed to the station with their prisoner
and let the disturbance go on?
Is it not the
duty of an officer to quell trouble wherever he
may find it, the Marshal to the contrary not-

withstanding?

*

aDl^ far,inE sails. Reissues, A. K
P. Bunum,
Gardiner, machines for making
wooden gutters for buildings.
In the court of commissioners of the Alaba

Gordon,

Portland.
Geo. W.

ma
claims, Friday, the following judgments
were made in favor of Maine
men; Frederick
Adams of Bangor, for loss of persoual p'operty
and wages by the destructiou of the Nora,$834:
Samuel Flye of Brooklin, for I033 of personal
property and wages by the destruction of the
Dunkirk, $362.07.

A Card.
The officers and members of the E. P. Walker Engine Co. of
Vinalhaven, take this method
of tendering their thanks to the officers and
members of Falmouth Engine Co. No. 4, together with the merchants of Portland, for
the reception, collation and kindness received
at their hands while
their city at the

visiting

late trial of
engines. With the general good
wishes and p'easact treatment of citizens the
affair could but be pleasant—even with oui ill
luck.
T. C. Creed,
H. M. Roberts,
W. O. Holmes.
For E. P. W alker Eugi ne Co.

Bargains Never Offered Before.—1000
yards of silk-web velvets selling at less than
half their actual value. Black at $2
25, $2 50,
$2.75, $3.25, $3.50, and the very best $4, actually worth $6. Colored velvets in all new fall
shades, nice quality, $2.25; splendid quality,
$3.25; very best, $4.38; selling elsewhore at
$6 50. Black and colored,gro3 grain and boiled
trimming silks retailing at wholesale prices.
Don’t delay as the goods are advancing and
colors

growing scarce. Call and examine at
P. Latnkr's, 539 Congress St.

First class

makers wanted at 9G ExP. O’Donnell.
ccl26 6t

coat

change street.

subsequently voted

to add an assistant
secretary and H. C. Houston was appointed.
Voted, that the Adjutant be authorized to
Incur such expenses, with the advice of the
executive committee, as may be necessary.
Voted, to add to tbe list of officers a chaplain, and Kev. Geo. C. Crawford was elected.

Something

New.

SCHUMACHER

BROS.

Have just received

of

Lyon’s Katharion

Voted, that the quartermaster, paymaster
adjutant be ex-officio members of the executive committee, and that the assistant secretary be secretary of the executive committee.
Voted, that when this meeting adjourn it adjourn to such time as the chairman of tbe executive committee may designate.
Voted, that tbe proceedings of this meeting
be published in the daily papers of the city,
with the request for papers throughout the
state to copy as far as possible.
Music Hall.—This evening the Palais
Boyal Theatre Company appear at Musio Hall.
This is a large variety troupe and they promise
to give a first class entertainment. The fact
that we have not had a minstrel troupe here
for some time ought to fill the house. Reserved seats can be had at

Decorating Rooms

—

5

October 26,1875.

STATE

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

A sacred concert was given in Lewiston Sunday evening for the benefit of the poor.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

A correspondent writes that Mr. Giles Loring of Yarmouth is to get out the frame of a
West Indiaman of about 400 tons this winter,
to be commanded by Cbas. B. Staples of the
brig Geo. Burnham and owned by parties in
Portland and Philadelphia.
KNOX COUNT Y.

The First

Baptist

church in St. George, after
expenditure of $1500 in remodeling and
beautifying their church, rededicated their
beautiful house of worship on Tuesday, Oct.
19th. Bev. G. P. Mathews preached the sermi n and Bev. C. M. Herring offered the dedicatory piayer. Bev. A. B. Crane and some
others took partin the services. The day was
beautiful, the assembly was lajge, and all the
parts were deeply impressive. Bev. J, Pollock
is the venerable and devoted pastor.
an

LINCOLN COUNTY.

Typhoid

tol.

“

do.

Pacific,

“

“

do.

Mountaineer.

“

“

Grocers
Drneerists.

fever prevails at Bound

Pond,

Bris-

and

JAY D. BA US VIEY,
AGENT.

dim

Consumption Can be Cubed.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup,
Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic,
Schenck's Mandrake Pills,
Are the only medicines that will cure Pulmonary

Consumption.
Frequently medicines that will stop a cough will
occasion the death of the patient; they lock up the
liver, stop the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
follows, and in fact, they clog the action of the very
organs that caused the cough.
Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia are the causes of
two-thirds ot the cases ot Consumption. Manyfpersons complain of a dull pain in the side, constipation, coated tongue, pain in the shoulderhlade, feelings of drowsiness and restlessness, the food lying
heavily on the stomach, accompauied with acidity
aDd belching up of wind.
These symptoms usually originate from a disordered condition of the stomach or a torpid liver.
Persons so affected, if they take one or two heavy
colds, and if the cough in these cases be suddenly
checked, will find the stomach and liver clogged, remaining torpid and inactive, and almost before they
are aware the lungs are a mass of sores, and ulcerated, the result ot which is death.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant
which does not contain opium or anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic dissolves the food, mixes with the gastric juices of the stomach, aids digestion, and creates a ravenous appetite.
When the bowels are costive, skin sallow, or the
symptoms otherwise ot a bilious tendency, Schenck’s
Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepared only by
J. H. Schenck & Son,
N. E. corner Sixth and Arch Sts., Phila.
And are for sale by all druggists and dealers.

FINE

The bears are very troublesome around Albany, not only killing sheep, but eating and destroying corn in the shock. Two of the “varmints” have been caught recently.
The hop crop at Bethel is abundant.
The Oxford Democrat says it is rumored that
an effort is about to be made to secure a continuous line of railroad from Portland to Dixfield
or Bumford, by way of Mechanic Falls.
FENOBSCOT COUNTY.

M. Plaisted died in
Philadelphia Sunday, of consumption. Deceased was a daughter of Chase P. Mason of
Watervtlle.
An attempt was made to enter the Maine
Central ticket office at Bangor Friday night,
tsuH

tuc

uuijctaiD
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Mr. Cbas. E. Hanson of East Corinth was
very Berionsly injured Friday. He was riding
on the pole of a cart, when the horses started,
and he was thrown over and, bis leg catching
between the pole and cart body, dragged several rods over a stony road. No bones were

broken.
The Commercial says that the E. & N. A.

promptly provided for the coupons on the
Bangor loan in aid of the Bangor & Piscataquis B B., falling due Oct. 1, 1875, and also
road
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—
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—

NELSON & GO.,
495 Congress Street,

ot better quality and at less price
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We offer in New Goods

as DOZ. MISSES MERINO TESTS
As

follows

t

15 Dozen Ladies’ very heavy
Fleeced Hose in while and unbleached at 50c per pair tally equal
•
to any ever sold Tor 75c.

effecting
Last Friday evening

the house and barn, together with the furniture, bedding, hay, grain
and potatoes, and about all the clothing belonging to John W. Boss of Bradford was destroyed
by fire. A house in the neighborhood, belonging to Alfred Downs, was burned a few nights
previous. No insurance on either house.
The Jameson Guards will give an exhibition
drill and ball atNorombega Hall for the benefit of the honorary members.
The Whig says the Crusader will be revived
as soon as a sufficient amount of money is
pledged by its friends to enable it run a year
without financial embarrassment.
Hon. Lewis Barker has been summoned to
Charleston, S, 0., where his brother, Mark, is
seriously ill.
Spelling matches have been revived in Penobscot county, and the East Eddington High
School and the Clifton young people have just
had a contest, the Cliftons carrying off the

prizes.

Mrs. Alvin Barden of Etna fell thirteen feet
last Saturday with a ladder in the barn, breaking both bones of the arm and injuring her
very seriously otherwise.
Dexter has just lost four of its oldest citizens:
Mrs. Sarah Houston, aged 83 years and 3
months; Mr. Wm. W. Hazeltiue, aged 82years
and 10 months; Mr. Justin Whitcomb, aged 72
years, and Benaiah Booker, oldest of all, aged
90, formerly a resident of Harmony.
There will be a town show of horses, cattle,
sheep, swine, poultry, etc., at Fairfield Center,
Oct. 30th, 1875, commencing at 10 o’clock.
Last Wednesday morning Mr. Geo. White of
Pittston, while at work for the Great Falls Ice
Co., was severely injured by a fall. He was at
work on the top of a derrick when the derrick
and Mr. W. was thrown with so much
to the ground as to fracture one of the
bones near the right eye and inflict internal
injuries severe enough to cause the vomiting of

fell,

violence

blood.

The Journal says that a hunter stated up in
Cornville an animal resembling a caribou or
half-grown moose, and pursued it tbrongh the

35 Dozen Ladies’ extra long and
nice quality Fleeced Hose at 43c
per pair, equal to any sold for 50c
elsewhere.
Small lot Hisses’ full-finished.extra Ionic fleeced Hose, all sizes, at
35c per pair,

OWEN

IN

THE

andjOeasonable

Prices.

Having removed

ABRAM’S LOAN OFFICE,

to

GO W ELL’S,

UNDER FALJlOl'TII HOTEL.
ocfcllisdtt

Vermont Copperas,
BEST FOR DYKINU,
best
well
THEDININPECTANT
Better than
known.
as

as

Cblo. Lime, cheaper and odorless.

HOWE

&

Use in solution.

UNDER THE U. H. HOTEL.

GENERAL AGENTS,
Nos. It, 12,13 India, and 52 Central Sts., Boston.

DYE WOODS,
oc25

INDIGO,

COCHI-

NEAL, AAILINES.
dly

MRS. ADA H. EMERSON,
Will receive

a

limited number of pupils upon the

RESIDENCE, 36 FREE ST.
References.
au!3

H. KOTZSOHMAR.
MB. J. W. TUFTS, Boston.
lseoddtl
MR.

THIS

—AT

desire to purchase two million
THEfeetundersigned
of smaii white pine
timber, in lots of any

,llw

IMPORTANT
x_

CATALOGUE SALE

—

—

OF FINK

—

Crackers. Round Pilal Bread, Soda, OysButler Crackers, Ac.. Ac. Also
E.oaf Bread, Ksreks Family Bread,

on

Cakes,

and

Pnstry

in nil Ikeir

Varieties.

All Goods Made from foe Best of Stock. MODERN

7~

N. B.—Brown Bread and Beans
Baked Satnrday nights at Bakery
on Anderson
Street, Same as

AS

Oil

usual.

Painting

Rice & Calderwoods
oct23

dtf

BY EMINENT

4genfS Wanted for every Town.
\

handsome octavo vol. illustrated.
Now ready One canvasser is taking
100 subscribers per week.
Every
family in the State should possess a
F°r territory and terms ad-

over

di?Ja

MAINE.

BEEF

1

B. B. RUSSELL, Publisher,
55 Cornhill, Boston.
w4w43

-AND—

PORK

▼

is hereby given that I have this day given
my son, HORACE P. WARD, his time to act
for himself. I shall claim none ot his
earnings or pay
any debts of his contracting from this date.
JOSIAH C. WARD.
Portland, Oct. 26, 1875.
oct27diw

NOTICE

STORY wooden house nearly new, 12 finished
Priori

ppllar nnri

drainnop

Snharrn

nintnr

gas; arranged for two families. For further Information inquire on the premises, No. 167 Newoct27dtf
bury street, Portland, Me.

Annual meeting
Annual Meeting of the Martha Washington
Society will be he.d at the house of Mrs. B. Littlefield, 38 Brown Street, on Thursday at.ernoon,
Oct. 28. at 2J o'clock.
oct27d2t
S. J. BEALE, Sec.

THE

Wanted.
CLASS coat makers wanted at 96

FIRST
change street,
0ct27d5t

PACKERS,

Ex-

American

have fitted up

?

as

lady.

BEEF IN CANS
And every possible provision has been made to ensure the utmost care and neatness In its preparations
!

Kemorrd and the wild
ifleat is equal to more than

DOUBLE ITS
—

QUANTITY

OF

Rooms,

New

Nos. 35, 3? & 39 Ex-

—

UNCOOKED

Our

—

and

aii none m

compact

AT

—

MEAT.

change Street,

Having unsurpassed facilities for slaughtering and
curing, and long experience in the provision trade,
we guarantee every can satisfactory.

ox

—

—

For Sale by all Grocers

an

references. Address,
oct27dlw*

Good

L, S., Box 993.

BY AUCTION

special department for cook-

Oct26tt.

housekeeper by

nurse or

u

ing and packing

P. O’DONNELL.

Wanted.
SITUATION

EVERY LADY OUGHTTO EXAMINE THEM
80 DOZEN

Housekeeping Goods
—AND—

DOMESTICS
OF

Auctioneers.

ocl2l

ter and

delivered during the ensuing year at their
Commercial St., or loaded on the cars of
any railroad leading into Portland.
oct27d3w
PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.

A

Tally Warranted.

exhibition TUESDAY, Oct.

on

Own Manufacture, and of Superior duality

wze, to be

E.

is

F- O. Bailey * Co.,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

room Id.

STREET.

sale wiil afford a good opportunity to
parties
desirous of purchasing a first-class Piano at a
very low price.
1 he stock comprises
many of the best makers in
the country, and contains all modern
Improvements
and the latest styles of rosewood
cases, some ot which
are beau ifully carved.
The sale is positive and without reserve.

(Scam.

Desire to inform their friends and the public
generally, that they are now prepared to furnish of their

WANTED

Q1

.’clack,

—

STORE AO. 55 EXCHANGE

R1KKRV

Formerly occupied by Wmardou,
m«n ft Co.,

Pine Timber

N O TIC E

at 10
AT

Nos. 8 and 10 Union Street.

°ct!2__(12wteod2m

ALL_KINDS!

AT

—

031-2 Cb 75 Ots.
These

LINEN GOODS, TABLE DAMASK, NAP-

Oct. 28th and 29th,

from a New York
BANKRUPT STOCK,
—

Woolen Goods, Cassimeres, Doeskins, Beaver
Cloths, Flannels, k

Thursday & Friday,

UDIESIERKIO PANTS & VESTS
50,
And

are

PRICES !

well worth from 15 to 20 Der cent,
we are asking for them.

NELSON

AT 3 AND 8 1*. 1. EACH DAI.

are

RUINOUS

more

These Paintings

than

H GOULD,

503 Congress Street.
d2w

KINS, DOYLIES AND TOWELS.

are

from the

celebrated Art Gallery of Denis

Gale, Esq., Philadelphia,
placing them before

and in

the citizens

oct20
All must

be sold at the

VERY LOWEST MARKET PRICES.

REDUCER
—

P. M. FROST,
Under

dtf

ocl9

W

PIPE,

From One-half Inch to Fourteen Inches diameter;
lengths from 16 to 20feet. Capable of SaMtaining a Pressure of l,OoO lbs. to the Square
Inch.
MANUFACTURED BY THE

in

Boiton, Mast.,

and

McKeesport, Penn.

Coated Inside and Outside with

an

I NDESTRUOTABLE ENAMEL
warranted.
Joints are connected by our Patent Sleeve Couplings, preventing all leakage.
Specimens can be seen and obtained on anplication

—

Wore enter, Springfield, Hartford, New
Haren, New
York, Philadelphia, and
Washington at a redaction.

Company’s Office,
Pemberton Square. Boston, and 78
wuiiain st., sew xorK.

%

BOA I

Jj3

dtl

JUST RECEIVED,
150 Bbls. Choice Michigan Apples,
100 “
York State Apples,
50 “
Cape Cod Cranberries,
250 Boxes State of Maine Cnee>e,
60 Boxes New York Cheese.
100 Tabs Yermont and York State Batter,

Of Portland and vicinity call at my new place ot
business,

and Cross

Streets,
Rooms OVER A. B. BUTLER’S,
Where I shall be happy to show them

Goods for Fall and Winter Wear,
and be more bappy to sell them.

W. €.

123

BROTHERS,

Commercial St.

Hall’s Rubber Store,
ocl4

dtf

MDERSOS8&DOW,

MERCOANT TAILOR,
244 Corner of Middle and Cross Streets.

GENERAL
Insurance

We

have received from

a

mill lot of very

fine

HORSE BLANKETS
With Orders to Close.
CALL AND SEE THEM

HORNE AND CARRIAGE MART,
PLUin STREET.

Agents,

can

No. 33 Exchange St.
WM. H. ANDERSON,
HORACE ANDERSON.
STERLING DOW.
(Late with Rolling, Loring & Adame )

The Whole Population ot Portland
be
fitted to the best Boots In tbe world
nicely

calling

at

230 MIDDLE STREET.
Large Joints, ingrowing nails,

CARGOES OF PURE

G. PALMER.

M»

FOR SALE,
Steam Engine and Boiler
riHUE ENGINE an upright of about six horse
A powei, and an Upright Tubular Boiler of about
louble the power of the engine. Apply to WILLIAM LoWEI.L, 36 Union street or \V. H PENNELL & CO,, 38 Unioi street.
jne28dtL

Navigation school.

NAVIGATION

School taught by Capt. Edward

Breen, at No. 87
apply to the same, or
change Street.

For terms
Franklin Street.
to C. H. Farley, No. 9 Ex-

sep22eodtt

Bailey

*

ap-

Co.,

Auctioneers.

SCOTT, Jr.,

B.
will

officiate

Salesman.

as

0C19cltd
ADnilUSTBATOBH MLB
OF

—

Household Furniture at Auction.
o’clock A Bl., at
SATURDAY, Oct. 30th.
ot F. O. Bailey & Co., 31,37 and 39
ON Salesrooms
assortment of
at 10

a

household

general

furniture.
JAMES M. SAFF’JRD,Administrator.
F O. BAILKV * C«„ tsclisssen.
Portland, Oct. 23, 1875.
oct2Sd6t

mill and Clothe* Pin Facat A action.

tory for Sale

A SSIG-NBJK’S

SALK.
Court of the United
Hampshire, in the
H. TOLMAN & CO., Bankrupts, in

District
IN BANKRUPTCY,
States, District of New
matter of K.

Bankruptcy.

Notice is hereby given that pursuant to an order oi
the District Court of the United States for the District ot New Hampshire, 1 shall sell
at public
auction, on the premises at Jackson Village, New
on WEDNESDAY, October 27th, at 11
A. M., the following described real and personal
estate of said
as unincumbered property
free from liens,incumbrances; via. Six acres of land
in Jackson, Carroll
with buildings thereon,
consisting of a two story Clothes Pin. Saw and Shingle
Mili.heated by steam, three dwelling bouses and barn.
The mill contains an 80 horse power engine ana
boiler bat little used and in
order. Clothes
Pin Machinery,Board Saw,Shingle Machine, Planer,
two Bolting Machines,Box Machine, Lath Machine,

Hampshire,

bankrupts,
County,

perfect

Pail Handle Machine, Turning Lathe, Copper Dry
Kettle, Belting and other Machinery, which will he
same time.
Also the right to maintain a
d.*m at the Outlet of Junior Luce, and raise the
same tour feet, and to maintain an aqueduct from
said Lake to said Factory and the dwelling houses.
Also another tract of land in said Jackson, known
as the Thomas Hill
ot; being lot number 4, in the
Grid ley location, heavily covered with hemlock,
and
hardwood
The above property is situaspruce
ted at Jackson Village, in a heavily wooded country,
in the immediate vicinity ot the Portland A
Ogdensburg Railroad. The buildings were built in 1873.and
the machinery is new and in good order.
No better
opportunity to engage in this business can be found.
ror further particulars inquire of the subcriber at

Conway,

N. H.

Oliver P. Meserve and Joshua Tricksy,at Jackson,
James D. Fessenden, Portland, Maine.

or

HIRAM C. ABBOTT,
E. H. Tolman St Co.

A. M. MORGAN.

N. O- CBAN.

„„
73
dee9

&
DOW,
MORGAN
Auctioneers and (.'omniission Merchants,
Maie.ro.oa No.

ICE,
Shipped hr
Kdtf

Portland Widows’ Wood Society.

bunions and corns
cases cured by

octlldeodCw

to F. 0.

AUCTION SALES’

ICE.

Fnrai.hed aad

by

furnished npon

sep22dtfAssignee of

Oct26-lf

dlw

oct25

particularly invited

sold at

dtf

ocl6

plication

Saw

men’s Heavy Rubber Boots, $3 75
Boys’ Heavy Rubber Roots, 3 35
Youths’ Heavy Rabber Boots, 3.00
Women’s Robber Boots,
1.50
misses Rabber Boots,
1.35
Children’s H ubiter Boots,
1.00
•
Women’s Overs,
SO
...
misses’ Overs,
40
...
Children’s Overs,
35

and

to attend the exhibition and sale.

Exchange Street,

oct22dlw

UNDER FAL110UTH HOTEL.

BECKETT,

are

—

Fine As*

a

morintent of.

Ladies

And lor 9ale by

BEAN

26th

Oct.

27th.

Catalogues

LOW PRICES !

WILL THE GENTLEMEN

WEDNESDAY,

ROLLINS, LOKINO & ADAMS,

WMF3m

244, Cor. Middle

they deserve.

TICKET*.

No. i'J Exchange Street, Portland.

at the

8

TO

confident

receive the attention

will

they

feel

we

On exhibition TUESDAY and

MAINE CENTRAL TICKETS
Lewiston,Augusta and Bangor less than regular fare

Specialty.

ITER

—

Portland & Rochester Tickets
—

A

TO

Portland

ot

via all the Bail and Steamboat Lines.

Hotel.

Falmouth

RATES

Boston, New York. Chicago, St.’ Louis,
San Francisco, and all points West,

especially provided tor, and in most
being properly fitted.

GOODWIN,

Csnaiencieg

Brety Plan*

JanUdtf

after much trouble and expense, succeeded
iu gei ting a lot of
REAL FRENCH LASTS
(with broad fall toe)
We are now taking a large number of measures for
Gentlemen’s
BOOTS AND GAITERS
of all kinds to oe made on the same. Every person
having once worn a French Boot or Shoe, knows the
ease and comfort to be taken in
wearing the same,
aud will wear no other. Work and Stock war*
raoted the best in the market, at

Wednesday Morning, Oet. 27,

the large and well appointed

STEAM

1M Federal Street,

&llOORE,
!

AUCTION

Th® Pianos will be

Rice & Calderwood,

CONGRESS STREET, CORNER BROWN.

FRHACfIJLASrs
Having,

AT

—

REMOVAL.

—

aul8

OWEN

ELEGANT

meet be asld

we can

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOIJNE.
d«£w4m36

VAIjUU

National Tube Works Co.,

SELL

LADIES’ FLEECED HOSE,
LADIES’ MERINO VESTS,
CHILDREN’S FANCY HOSE,
CHILDREN’S MERINO TESTS

A young man named Irving Washburn was
run over in Bangor, Tuesday evening, and se-

their purpose.

AT

I UE.

SEAMLESS,
I.an-Welded, Wrought Iron

FACT I

AND

un.l

862_

JSOKTO

Sizes 14,18 anil 20 at 25 cents Each.
Sizes 22,24, 26 an028 at 37 cents Each.

A drunken man was attacked by three young
men at Kenduskeag bridge Tuesday night, and
an attempt made to rob him after beating him
into submission.
Fortunately a gentleman
happened along and the scoundrels fled before

Best of Shape

Reefers

JDAljr

*m.a.

—

UNDISPUTED

the semi-annual iuterest due Bangor on the
note of said company for $65,218.10, agreeably
to the terms of the lease of the B. & P. B. B.
to the Con. E. & N. A. B. B.

verely injured.

dlw

WATER PIPE

oct23

man.

ST.

CLOTHING,

Jyi4ocleod3dq<&wlmsn

OXFORD COUNTY.

Geo. Bobertson, at work in the cabinet factory at Sooth Paris, split the tore finger of his
left hand from the end to the first joint,
with a circular saw last Thursday.
The shooting match at Fryeburg last Saturday resulted in a victory for Farrington’s
side, his side having 18,885 counts and Black’s
side 13,605.

—

and

Branch Office. 120 Water St.. New York,

NEW

—

House for Sale.

Tobacconists,

ad

CUSTOM GARMENTS

and a general assortment of
NEW AND SECOND HAND

FOR SALE BY

All

the citizens of Portland, that
make

Freedom Notice.

CHEAPEST AND BEST,

o. W. ALLIS.

Kegnlar sale of Furniture and General MercbaaSaturday at salesroom, 17# Fore etreet,
?„~®verT
commencing at 8 o’clock a. m.
Consignments solicited.
oc3dtf

Piano Fortes

Uradn, Color., and Mlylr.
having in onr employ a

can assure

Block,

Overcoats,

OF

Hfiache alter Smolong.

No Nervousness or

(omce IS Klctuge ■ tract.)

*• O. BAILEY.

desirable

First Class Cutter.
We

CIREBEEIUEB

do, London Brand, for pipe or cigarettes,
“

and

482 & 484 Congress St.,

HISTORY

Gold Dust,

nil

In

__

Celebrated Cigars, equal to imported,
do.

new

F. O. BAILEY * CO,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchant*
Salesroom 176 Fore Street,

WOOLENS !

—

CONGRESS

00

POPULAR

octl8

Bible Society of Maine.—The undersigned hereby acknowledges the receipt of $100
from Mr. D. P. Perking of this city, a legacy
“from Mrs. Margaret Perkirg, wife of the late
David Perking, to help distribute to others the
Holy Bible, which she loved when living here
on this earth.”
Wm, B. Hayden,
President Bible Society of Maine.

AT

Beeping

abbott’s

CALIFORNIA,

stock all the
Fabrics in

in

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN

last for years.
Yon Will Buy if You See It.
We have the whole Agency fur the
State, and sell it at
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

coy wife, CARRIE E. LANG, is Hying apart
from me without my
consent, and without any
justifiable cause, X shall pay no bills contracted by or
for her, and ail persons are notified not to
give her
credit on my account.
SAMUEL G. LANG
Portland, Oct. 26,1875.
oct27d2w*

OF

Tailoring

SPECIALTY.

Hanging Pictures,"

or

“Perfect

the box office this

morning.

Vines !

Factoiy

THE

A.

Constantly

prevents the hair from
falling out or turning gray, renews it growth,
and gives strength and vigor. It is delightfully
perfumed, and makes a splendid dressing. It
is the cheapest and most desirable Hair Tonic
ever produced. Used by the elite.
Price only
50 cents.
aprl6eod dawly

Triumph!”

Custom

They are something entirely new and for decorating Rooms and Pictures they are unsurpassed, and
they have the advantage that the leaves can be
cleaned, and are then as good as new, so that they
will

an

and

Orin Hawkes & Co.

USED FOR

Robber Coats $2.50.

Two cases Undervests 69 cts., worth $1.25,
at Leach’s, 184 Middle street.
oct22d6t

complete line

a

Artificial

Leach’s, 184 Middle street.
Pure Gam Rubber
Boots, which are warranted not to crack. Hall's
Rubber Store, nnder Falmouth Hotel.

AUCTION 8ALK8

CUSTOM DEPARTMEN.

Blankets, perfect, only $2.36 at

Voted, that the executive committee have
power to accept resignations and fill vacancies.
It was recommended by the Association that
encampment of three days be held next
summer near Portland, the whole matter to be
left to tbe discretion of the executive committee.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Please tell the people that ycu saw their
Advertisement in the
PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceed >100,000,

_

200 pairs

_

Portland.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

vau

octl4dtf

Assistant Surgeons—Dr.
Colby,
Waldoboro; Dr. A C. Hamlin, B-mgor.
Executive Committee—Gen. Geo. L. Beal,
Portland; Gen. Jobn M. Brown, Falmouth;
Major George M. Brown, Boston; Major W m.
H. Green, Portland; Col. Thom'as A. Roberts,
It was

Patents have been issued to Maine citizens
follows: E. Rowley, North Union, means

as

xxniurij

Association, Gen. James A. Hall, DamarisNavy, Capt. William E Dennison,

cotta;

SOMEBSKT COUNTY.

opportunities-

Serious Accident.—Mr. John M. McElvey
attempted to stop a pair of runaway horses on
Fore stieet, yesterday morning, and was
knocked down and run over. He was taken

IN GENERAL.

of all

meeting

The wife of Gen.

solid matter, being transcripts of
the indexes of the county and town records of
the New England States. We understand that
the publishers have enjoyed a large patronage

_

Id accordance with the published call for

villages of Cornville, Mercer and Smithfield,
beyond which latter place it was shot. It seems
singular that the animal should have
eought
towns for safety, instead of the

ths^quented

Election of Officer*.

and

eight pages,

obtained.

and

Yesterday

sports.

restoration of

the Democratic
parly to power under Gen. Pierce in 1853. The
precise time of Mr. Iisley’s death is not known.
Major Dole was re-appointed in April, 1865,
but resigned in December following in full
health aud died daring the ensuing year.
His
on

Personal*

ton has presented a
Fellows of this city,

offered

months, thereafter,
James, who held the

B. Bicker.

E. MOCNTFORT, Treasurer.

ever

|

the Federal Government was rendered February 16, 1790, amounting to $36.09. His successor
Mr. Preotiss, a schoolmaster, whom the ancient Chronicler calls “a most unfortunate office-seeker,” was Dot so expert in holdiog on
to office as in getting hold of it, for ho was superseded by Joshua Wingate, Jr. in less than
eight months, and Joshua Jr., within six

_

Legacy.

fees to
Home.

with a request

addressed by me to the Postmaster General,
the First Assistant Postmaster General,
Mr. Marshall, has just had the kindness to forward to this office a complete list of the postmasters of Portland since the organization of
the American postal service under Postmaster
General Franklin. The great fire of December, 1836 consumed the General Post Office at

CITY AND VICINITY

Mary Wheeler.

SOL-

Yesterday's Trotting nnd Running Races.
Organization

Mr. Editor.—In

May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of FesBros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews,
Wentworth. Moses, ». B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city.
At Biddeford, of Phillsbory.
At Saco, of L. HoJgdon,
At Waterville, of J. 8. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens&^Co^

.Ylwncipal

MAINE

OF

ASSOCIATION

DIERS.

senden

New

PKE8DHP800T PARK.

PORTLAND’S POSTMASTERS.

PRESS.

THE

Cheapest

Book Store in the World

119 EXCHANGE STREET,
100,000 Back, withaai regard la ceat.
Good Clack., Walche. aad Jewelry cheap.
Bepairiag aad Cleaaiag well daae aad
WarraaleJ.

ALBERT COLBY’S SONS,
PahlUhen aad Baekaellen.
rSU

Exchange »L
M. G. DOW.

Regular Sales of Furniture. Groceries anil Genera
Merchandise every SATURDAY, at Salesroom No.
IS Exchange street, commencing at 104 o’clock a. m.
Consignments solicited and prompt return, made.
Portland. May 15th
mylSJM

annual mueting.
Annual Meeting of the Portland Widows’
Wood Society for election of officers and for the
transaction of any other business that tuay come before it, will tie held at the office of the society
WEDNESDAY EVENING,October 27,at 7Jo’c!oek.
C. C. HAYES, Secretary
oct21dlw
Portland, Oct. 20, 1875.

IS

FOR
Immediate

SALE.

Possession Given.

Furniture of a flr.t-claee boarding bouse.
centrally located
The house is now Mil of
good permanent boarder.
The present occupant
who has kept the bouse for seven
years is obliged to
it up on account of ill-health.
Kent of the
pve
house reasonable. Inquire of JOHN C. PROCTER,
93 Exchange St.oct!5d3w

THE

ONE

For Sale.
Eight Horae Power Baxter

Steam

Engine.

SAWYER, WEBB dt CO.

0Ctl5__d2w

To Let,

A

SUIT of rooms without board.
47 Saaforth Strath

Apply

at

Ho,

myMdfet

_

POETRY.
New Neighbors.

Within the window’s scant recess,

As woman-like as marble is,
As woman-like as death might be—
A marble death condemned to make
A teint at life perpetually.

Wondering, I watch to pity her;

I go my restless ways;

Content, I think the untamed thoughts
Ot free and solitary days.
Until the mournful dusk begins

feet—

I C

cne

Sometimes tbe matter becomes encrusted in the
nasal passages and is removed only by prolonged effort. Iu the morning on rising the symptoms are
the worst. Violent blowing, hawking ami spitting
until the crusts are removed, at least partially, and
the throat is freed from the matter that has accum
ulated during the night. Finally the poisonous secretions attack the throat, bronchial tubes, lungs,
terminating in pulmonary consumption, accompanied by a most offensive breath and impaired eye-

wonder is it worth the while

To sit and sew irom hour to hour,
To sit and sew with eyes of black

pink geranium flower?
—Harpers Magazine for November.
a

sight and hearing.

WANTS.

ULCERATIVE

Wanted.

A

LIMITED number of pupils in

thoroughly

a

Catarrh.

and comprehensive course of instruction in accounts, embracing single and double entry
single to double entry, and
book-keeping,
commercial calculations. Lessons will be given three
ten
consecutive weeks.
week
for
each
evenings
Terms fifteen dollars for the course.
to
or
mail
Apply personally by

practical

changing

This is the destructive and terrible stage of the disease. The whole nasal passages, including the eyes
and ears, the tonsils, throat, bronchial tubes and

lungs become,

M. C. PATTEN,
oct26dtf145 Commercial Street.

SITU

ady

uAbuaugv

Wauled,
active, wide-awake young

an

BY tionableretail.
character,
Is

wholesale

of unexcepstore, either

man
in a

a situation
not alraid of work.
more

or

good

A

situation and steady employment
object than
high wages. Best of references given and satisfaction guaranteed. Address, EARNEST, P. O. Box
cct21dtf
2004.

PERMANENTLY

Wanted.

applied locally by

F

Wanted.

H.

and competent Nurse to take care
Best references

qualifications required. Apply
J. LIBBY, 603 Congress Square.

as

at

character

to

residence of
octlldtf

FOUND~

LOST AND

Dog Lost.
NEWFOUNDLAND DOG about seven mouths
old, chestnut color, with white breast, and anto the name of “Major.” Liberal reward will
bo paid to whosoever will return bim to NO 8 Cotoct26dlw
ton Street.

A

swers

Lost.
Park

22d,
Street,
morning,
and Music Hall,
Bed Coral Brooch. The
FBIDAY
32 PABK STREET.
finder will
return to
Oct.

between

insufflation and

constitutionally

by internal administration. Locally applied relief is
instantaneous. If soothes, heals and cleanses the
passages of every feeling of heaviness, obstruction,
dulness, or dizziness. Constitutionally administered
it renovates the blood, purifies it of the aeid poison
with which it is always charged in Catarrh, stimulates the stomach, liver, and kidneys, perfects digestion, makes new blood, and permits tne formation of
sound, healthy tissue, and finally obtains complete
control over the disease.
The remarkable curative
powers, when all other remedies utterly fail, of Sanfoud’s Radical Cure, are attested by thousands
who gratefully recommend it to fellow-suflerers.
No statement is made regarding it that cannot be
substantiated by the most respectable and reliable
references. It is a great and good medicine, and
worthy all confidence. Each package contains a
Treatise on Catarrh and Dr. Sanford’s Improved

Inhaling

Tube.

Sanford’s Radical Cure is sold by all Druggist.
Price, $1.00. Sent prepaid to any part of the United
States for $1.25.
WEEKS & POTTER, General

Agents, Boston.

Use SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER, the
Delicious Family Medicine.
oct23d2tS<SW

a

please

oct2S

dlw*

REAL ESTATE.

IF

PLEASANT and convenient upper tenement
in western part of city, near to Spring Street
cars. Gas and Sebago water. A small family without
children preferred. Possession given Nov. 1st. Address P. O. Box 1634.
oct22d2w*

A

To Let.
at

Inquire
the house,
HALF
oct22dtf
To be Let.

OOD brick House on Pleasant Street, between
U High and Park Streets—10 rooms, gas, Sebago
water and furnace. Rent $460.
Good brick house on Green Street, near CongressFive

furnace, gas and Sebago.
on Neal Street, near Congress—house

rooms

vmug

uwn

WM. H.

pwutcu

uuwiuc,

xuv>

UVIH

iu

oct2ldlw*

JERKIS, Real Estate Agent.

To

Let.

convenient
at 376 Cumberland Street.
FURNISHED
rooms

for housekeeping

oct23dtf.

Furnished House to Let.
FIRST-CLASS House, newly furnished, will
let for a term of years. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,

A

F. G,

Patterson’s

Estate

Beal

BULLETIN.
EUAN
TO
first class Real Estate Security, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, etc., on
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
MONEY

PATTERSONjdealer in Real Estate. Office3791
Congress street, Williams’ Block, between Myrtle
and Pearl Btreets.
_au28tt

G.

To Let.

ten rooms,

To Let
GENTEEL first floor tenement of six rooms, gas
and Sebago. House warmed by furnace. Located
part of the city. Apply to F. G. PAToc2Gtf
TERSON, Williams Block, Congress St.

A

in the western

I. ESTATE FOR SALE.—The
2J story bouse, No. 6 Bradford Street; containing 11 rooms, ga9 and Sebago; marble mantels in
both parlors; cemented cellar ; good furnac^ parlors
This property will be
and hall elegantly frescoed.
sold on liberal terms and at, a discount from cost.
Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer In Real Estate,
cctfidlm
Williams’ Block.

new

REA

Farm lor Sale

or

Exchange!!

Situated in Bartlett, N. H., on tbe
line of tbe P. & <). R. R., consisting
of 300 acres—100 acres intervale,
balance in
pasture and timber
lands. The buildings consist of a
one story bouse and barn 40x60. There are about
3000 cords of bard and soft wood. Will exchange
'or property in Portland—personal property or good
negotiable paper. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON,

Dealer In Real Estate, Williams Block, Second Block
seTdtf
East ot City Hall.

New Houses for Rent.

Office to Let.
suit of rooms
my store 230
Middle Street.
Good New Houses to rent
St. Suitable for Lawyers, Dentists
THEdiepleasant
Tailtwo
TWOAlso,
stores, suitable for drug, shoe
May be used singly
together.
of
Mid

on

or

ors.

or

To Let
GOOD RENTS In center of City; also small
rent on Munjoy Hill. Apply to
W. IV. CARR,
197 Newbury Stieet.
octlOdtf

2

AT the

Inquire
cct23

To Let,
pleasant suit of rooms,with bay window
let to a gentleman and wife without children,

NO.
STREET.
oct2dtt
1 MYRTLE

TO

ready. Inquire

CHADBOURN & KENDALL.

modern conveniences and is well Duilt.
the premises.
C. W. STKOUT.
dim*

FOR SALE.

LET.

SECOND

AVERY
to
at

on

octl5tf

STORY In THOMPSON BLOCK, 42
feet wide nearly 100 feet in depth, newly fitted
up with counting room and tables. The best lighted
room in the city.
Suitable for jobbing or manufacturing, or will be let ior either, with plenty of storover
flr »!«’». WholeSHEPREBD
age room,
Bale Fancy Goods Store, Nos. 121—123 Middle Street,
below the Poet Office. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON, No. 321 Emery street, on tbe Spring Street
horse car route.jan20d&wtf

or

Mew House lor Sale.
Nio. 97 New High St. This house contains all

Good First.Class Rents
Woodford’s Corner, ol5 and 6 rooms, to families without small children. T. H. MANS-

TO

new
now

other business,
0Ct25d2w

octlldeod4wM.G. PALMER.

AT
FIELD at Woodlord's Corner.

Wood and Timber Land, within six
Water Transporta-

miles ol Portland and near
VALUABLE
of

tion.

Inquire

JOHN C. PROCTER,
93 Exchange Street,

oct!5d3w

For Sale or to Let.
sold house No. 138 in the Hull Block,
we now offer for sale or lease
Block, and No. 1 Carroll
MATTOCKS & FOX,
Counsellors at Law, 183 Middle St.

Pine Street,
HAVING
house No. 142 in that
on

Street.

sep29dtf

Valuable Real Estate for
Sale in

Deering.

A two story double house and one
and a halt story store with about
35,000 feet of land at Morrill’s Corner.
For particulars inquire of

LET!

Boom In the Second Story ot the S
Printers’ Lxchange. with power it
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON A CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

DAVID

_

ng,

Sept. 11, 1875.

TORREY
selldtf.

REAL ESTATE
FOR_SALE

oc!2dtf

To Let.
and pleasant rooms to let, at 217 CnmberTAJTCE
J.1 land itreet, without board.
MRS. ALONZO BUTLER.
septdtl

with the

brick

lot of

dwelling house,
large
land connected therewith, situated at the
THE
of Free and South
and
numbered 27

cor-

Furnished House to be Let,
on
Very desirable. Inor Byron D. Verrill. at

State street.
SITUATED
quire of S.W. Robinson,
205 Middle
street.

ang23tt

To Let.
let, furnished
unfurnished, No.
Cotton St., seoond door from Free Street.
ROOMS
to

4

or

apr24

_dtf_

To Let.
February first the Stores and Chambers
on Union St., now occupied
by Caldwell &
Hodsdon, and Whitney & Thomas. Apply to
JalldtfST. JOHN SMITH.

ABOUT

To Let.
BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street,
THEcontaining
all tbe modern improvements. En-

quire

at

1nel6dtf

No. 10, CENTRAL WHARF.

TO BE LET\

now
streets,
South street.
Also the three-storied brick store. No. 183 Fore
street, now occupied by Joseph Coolidge.
Also the lot of laud on the northwest side of Fore
street, being (he lot between land owned by the
heirs of Isaac lllsey and brick store o^ned and occupied by Jerome B. Fickett.
Als^ the large lot ot land in the rear of the last
mentioned lot, and also in rear of tbe brick stores
Nos. 187,185 and 183 Fore street.
Also the wooden store with the lot on passage way
leading from Central wharf to Moulton street, being
tbe store and lot now occupied by Bryant & Burns,

ner

.rumo ana rn«‘CK iviaKers.
Also stores and lot on the

southeast side of Fore
Huntington and by J. H.

street, occupied by A.
Bond & Co.
Also the three-story brick dwelling bouse, occupied
by the ubscriber, No. 77 State street, with land and
stable, Ac. The lot is say 80 teet on State street,
and extends back say 150 leet.
Also four house lots on Anderson street, and two
house lots on Oxford street
All the above will be sold on favorable terms.
Two-thirds of purchase money can remain on mortgage at 7 per cent interest per annum.
Address the subscriber through Post-office

nesirable offires in tbe Merchants National
Bank building, recently occupied by Bank o!
Portland. Also offices in third story, with steam,
gas and water. Possession given July 1st. A pp*y at

THE

BOX

083 for information.

FBKD’K. FOX.

augl2

dtf

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK.

InlO___dtf

For Sale

BOARD.

or

to Let.
Stew-

buildings formerly occupied by
West Commercial St. An
THEart & Melcher,
The main
excellent chance to start
lot and

on

manufactory.
building is throe stories high, 60x75, with counting
A spacious
room and room for engine and boiler.
shed and good dry houses attached. The lot is nearMATTOCKS & FOX,
ly 300 feet square.
a

Rooms with Board.

PLEASANT
Spring

front

Street.

rooms

to

let with board at 63

oct26__dtf

MY 2£ stories, contains 12 finished

rooms

wth open

kitchen, woodhouse, etc., attached, good
cellar, Sebago water, large brick cistern, furnace, gas
throughout, healthy location, good sewerage, wide
lot and pleasantly situated with plenty of sunshine.
summer

DOVER EGG BEATER.
£

Will be sold at a bargain as I am about to remove to
another city.
CHARLES M. HAWKES.
Enquire of JOHN C. PROCTOR.
August 11th, 1875.
dtf
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acres

250
156

acres
acres
acres
acres
acres
acres
acres

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000 acres
1,000 acies
1,000 acres
692
737

acres
acres

1,000
1,000

acres
acres
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PLANT

S
s

&It“

Township CWBKP, Oxford County, 320 acres.
Township A, No 1, Oxford County, 320 acres.
Township No 7, Oxford County, 320 acres.
Mayfield, Somerset County. 320 acres.
Ripley, Somerset County, 320 acres.
Township No 1, R 2, W K R, Somerset County,
acres.

Township No 1,

3, W IC R, Somerset County,

R

acres.

Township No 2,

7, W K R, Somerset County, 320

R

acres.

Township No 3, R 7, W K R,

Somerset

County, 320

acres.

VI. Also the following lots ana sections of land
situate in Townships set apart and designated for
settlement, the same having been determined to be
untit for settlement, viz:
COUNTY OF AROOSTOOK.
TOWNSHIP NO. 11, RANGE 1, W. E. L. S.
Lots numoered 20, containing 9U.11 acres: No 23,
87.58 acres; Lot A 34, 93.52 acres; No 34, 95.80 acres;
No 46,111.04 acres; No 48, 201.40 acres; W £ No 49,
110 acres; No 58,200 acres; No 59, 219.50 acres; in
all, 1,214.95 acres.
TOWNSHIP C, RANGE 1, W. E. L. 8.
Lots numbered 5G, containing 170.26 acres; No 52,
190.48 acies; in all, 190.48 acres.
TOWNSHIP E, RANGE 1, W. E. L. S.
Lots numbered 1, Section 4, containing 156.31
No
acres;
1, Section 6, 158.64 acres; No 2, Section 6,
145.55 acres; No 3, Section 6,160.40 acres; No 4, Section 6, 148,48 acres; No 3, Section 11,16V23 acres;
No 2, Section 12, 220.59 acres; No l, Section 20,160
acres; No 3, Section 20, 163.28 acres; in all, 1,474.48

1,

W. E. L.

S.

’Lotsnumbered 1, containing 135.16 acres; No 2,
135 16 acres; No 3,155.86 acres: No 4, 155.86 acres;
No 5,159 37 acres; No 6,159 37 acres; No 7,159.38
acres; No 8,159.79 acres; No 25,135.16 acres; No 26,
135.17 acres; No 27, 155.86 acres; No 28,155 86 acres;
No 29, 159.38 acre-; No- 30,159.38 acres; No 31, 159 79
acres; No 32, 159.79 acres; No 45, 128.20 acres; No
46.128.20 acres; No 47, 143.66 acres; No 48, 143.67
acres; No 49,141.08 acres; No 50, 141.08 acres; No 51,
142.03 acres; No 52,142.03 acres; No 55, 128.20 acres;
No 56,128.20 acres: No 57, 143.67 acres; No 58,143.67
acres: No 59. 141.09 acres: No 60. 141.09 acres: No
61,142.03 acres; No 62, 142.03 acres; No 71,155.10
acres; No 72,155.10 acres; No 73,166.95acres; No 74,
166.95 acres; No 75,165.41 acres; No 76, 165.42 acres;
No 77, 169.02 acres; No 78,169.02 acres; No 79.168.12
acres; No 80, 168.13 acres; No 85, 155 11 acres; No
86, 155.11 acres; No 87 166.95 acres; No 88, 166 96
acres; No 89, 165.42 acres; No 90, 165.42 acres; No
91, 169.02 acres; No 92, 169.03 acres; No 93, 168.13
acres; No 94, 168.13 acres; No 95, 126 17 acres; No
96,130.32 acres; No 97, 126.35 acres; No 102,163.73
acres; No 103,163.23 acres; No 104, 163.23acres; No
105,165 68acres; No 106,165.68 acres: No 107, 165.98
acres; No 108, 165.98 acres; No 109. 125.60 acres; No
113,158.09 acres; No 117. 163.23 acres; No 120, 165.68
acres; No 121,165.98 acres; No 122,165.98 acres; No
129, 166 06 acres; No 135,165.80 acres; No 136, 165.80
acres; No 166, 221.13 acres; No 170,190.91 acres; No
180, 200 acres: in all, 11,573.79.
1, W. E. L. S.
Lots numbered 6, containing 149.72 acres; No 8,
148.57 acres; No 9, 53 68 acres; No 10, 149.75 acres;
No 11, 160,74 acres: No 12, 158.64 acres; No 13,160.30
acres; No 14, 114.71 acres; No 15,152.27acres; No 16,
160.80 acres; No 17,161 acres; No 18,163 acres; No.
22, 153.43 acres; No 23, 159.31 acres; No 24, 157.60
acres; No 25, 158 70 acres; No 31, 161.95 acres; No
32,167.66 acres; No 33, 166 57 acres; No 34, 165.43
acies; No 35, 164.75 acres; No 36, 164.40 acres; in all,
acres.

F, RANGE 2, W. E. L. S.
Section No 82, containing 450 acres.
TOWNSHIP H, RANGE 2, W. E. L. S.
Lot No 11, containing 176.54 acres.
EATON GRANT, RANGE 2, W.'E. L S.
Lot No 45, containing 188 acres.
TOWNSHIP I, RANGE 2, W. E. L. S.
Lots numbered 28, containing 127.44 acres; No
64, 149.58 acres; No 65, 156.57 acres; No 74, 140 acres;
No 119. 135.10 acres; No 121, 141.10 acres; No 145,
163.50 acres; No 148,161.12 acres; No 151,164.72acres;
No 154.165.75 acres: No 171,141.69 acres; No 172,
144.86 acres; No 173, 142.76 acres; No 174, 146.80 acres;
in

all, 2,361.89

acres.

L, RANGE 2, W. E. L. S.
Tract in Southwest part of this Township, containing 3,463 acres; Lots numbered 2, containing 159.98
acres; No 3,154*84 acres; No 15,141,33 acres; No 16,
150.68 acres; No 17,160.24 acres; No 18, 160.22 acres;
No 39,107.05 acres; No 41,119.63 acres; No 42, 149.89
acres; No 43,119.15 acres; No 44,132 acres; No 45,
119.70 acres; No 46, 132.28 acres; No 47, 119.61 acres;
No 48,131.01 acres; No 49,119.60 acres; No 50, 123.50
acres: No 51 108.56 acres; No 97. 147.77 acres; in all,
TOWNSHIP

6,030.02 acres.
TOWNSHIP M, RANGE

2,

W.

E. L.

8.

OF TOWNSHIP NO. 2, RANGE 3.
Lots numbered 15, containing 100 acres; No 16,
100 acres; No 22, 98 acres; No 23, 98.25 acres; No 24,
92.50 acres; No 25, 99 acres; No 26,99.50 acres; No 27,
99.50 acres; No 28,99 50 acres; No 29, 100 acres; No
34, 100 acres; No 35,160 acres; No 36,100 acres; No
51, 31,50 acres; No 64, 100 acres; No 65, 100 acres; No
66,100 acres; No 67,100 acres; No68,102.75 acres; No
72, 99 75 acres; No 73. 99.75 acres; No 74, 99.75 acres;
No 75. 99.75 acres; No 78,119 acres; No 79,119 acres;
No 80, 94 acres; No 83, 93.75 acies: No 112,100 acres:
No 113,100 acres; in all, 2,846.15 acres.
HALF

TOWNSHIP NO. 5, RANGE 3, W. E. L. S.
Lot No 3, containing 150.14 acres.
TOWNSHIP NO. 11, RANGE 3, W. E. L. S.
Lots numbered8, containing 202.63 acres; No 23,
149.71 arres; No 30,156.96 acres; No 31, 139.94 acres:
No 38, 190.69 acres; No 39, 110.75 acres; No 46, 206,94
acies; no 47, 104.73 acres; No 54, 213.69 acres; No 55,
105.76 acres: No 57, 238.70 acres; No 60, 162.91 acres;
No 62, 216.63 acres; No 63, 96.36 acres; No 70, 248.23
acres; No 71, 82 25 acres: No 78,170 44 acres; No 79,
122.10 acres; No 83. 167.16 acres; No 91, 168.72 acres;
No 92,166 93 acres; No 94, 91.59 acres; No 95, 251.53
acres; No 99,166.02 acres; No 100,166.09 acres; No
101, 163 64 acres; No 102, 107.24 acres; No 110, 91 94
acres; No 117 161 44 acres; No 118, 94.28 acres; No

3, W. E. L. 8.
Northeast £ Section No 49, containing 1/9 acres;
in
all
285
acres.
lot No53, 10b acres;
TOWNSHIP NO 13, RANGE 3, W. E. L. 8.
Lots numbered 11, containing 193.22 acres; No 22,
188.89 acres; No 25, 153.67 acres; No 33, 191.45 acres;
No 35, 154.43 acres; No 80,147.40 acres; No 81,144.14
acres; No86, 144 90 acres. No 4, Section 1, 156 09
No 3, Section 2, 162.39 acres; No 6, Section 2, 160.39
acres; in all, 1, 796.97 acres.
TOWNSHIP NO 14, RANGE 3, W. E. L. 8.
Lots numbered 23£, containing 109.45 acres; No 24£
102.09 acres; JSo 69, 159.78 acres; No 81, 79.81 acres;
No 89, 156.44 acres; No 95, 166.22 acres; No 100,173.
20 acres: No 107, 174.86 acres; No 112, 173.03 acres;
No 129, 94 69 acres; No 130, 191.79 acres; No 144, 212.
02 acres; in all, 1,793.38 acres.
TOWNSHIP NO 15, RANGE 3, W, E. L. S.
Lots numbered 13, containing 103.61 acres; No 26
116.78 acres; No 46, 116.96 acres; No 53, 89.53 acres;
No 54, 101.54 acres; No54£, 117.97 acres; No 63, 448.
23acres; No64, 309 28 acres: No 65, 188.13 acres;
No 66, 126.80 acres; No 98,110.94 acres; No 102, 118.
35 acres; No 108, 116.36 acres; No 108£, 101.25 acres;

all, 2,165.73

RANGE

acres.

W. E. L. 8.

TOWNSHIP NO 18, RANGE 3,
An undivided half of the following lots of land
viz: Lots numbered 25, containing 533 acres; No 26,
361.25 acres; No 50, 275.78 acres; S. part 70, 136.87
acres; No71, 217.40 acres; No 72, 215.56 acres; No
73, 174.50 acres; in all, 1,914.36.
SOUTHWEST PART OF TOWNSHIP NO
W.

E.

6,

RANGE

in all

ectl

4,

NO

3,

RANGE

W.

5, W.

FOR

V

STANDS 1
SALE BY

KENDALL & WHITNEY,
S3T“Sena for price list.

Portland.
octlld2w

J. N. McCOY A CO

tH

Mpring Street.

JOHN C.
Mtrcc t.

Stair Builders.
B. E. MB BY, No. 252 Fore
Cross Mt iu DcIhuo’n Mill.
G.L
HOOPER,
Ntrects.

J

A. MERRILL.

A.

WateVes. Jewelry, &c.
DCF FEE, Cor. Middle

W. & 11. H. Me

E. L.

E.

Southeast. £ Section 36, containing 167.63 acres;
Northeast £ Section 37, 167.08 acre ; South part ol
tlieSouthwesi £ Section 37, 127.08 acres; Northwest
£ Section 39. 166.35 acres; Southwest £ Section 39
166 36 acres; Northwest £ Section 46, 127.93 acres
West part of N. E. £ Section 46, 127.93acres; South
east £ Section 46, 167.93 acres; Southeast £ Section
50, 165.36 acres; in all, 1,423.65 acres.

O v THK TP UROPEAN PLAN.
Corner trying Place aud I6h Mlreet New

V ork
One Block from Union Square and Broadway.
The most central, and yet quietest location in the
city. Convenient to the great stores, theatres and
churches. Elevator and all modern improvements.
Easv access to all parts of the city by street cars aud

stages

sep27d&wly40

C. 33. FEKI5IN

WINTER
UWlAli

8*rop.

KKSORT.

HPTHL ftOMMau
XA fv P., Rahauinti.- Will open Nov 1
Steamer will leave New York Nov. 4 for Nassau direct. Steamers will leave Savannah Ga eveiy It)
days and make the trip in less than two days. The
femperatuie of Nassau last winter did not vary hut
40 f rom 72y, making it tlie most delightful climate iu
the world
For particulars, address JAMES L1Doct21tno5
GERGOOD, 758 Broadway. N Y.
VBUTOKIA

SUMMER RESORTS.

GOVERNOR.

K,

WENCS.

Proprietor

first-class Betel in every respect, ara view to the wants
the commercial and pleasure seeking

hereby given that the time allowed for
the voluntary pavment of taxes for 1875,
NOTICE
der
Discount of five
cent will
Saturis

un-

a
per
expire on
day, 30th insc,
H. W. HKRSEY, Treasurer and Collector.

October 23, 1875.oct25d6t

NOTICE.
Brackett Street
Bridge over the track of the Boston & Maine
Railroad wUl be closed to travel during the building
of a new bridge, compiencing October 5, 1875, until
urther notice.
R. M. RICHARDSON,

NOTICE

is

hereby given that

Streets, Sidewalks and

on

Bridges

Portland, Oct. 5, 1875.octSdtf

C3TV OF PORTLAND.
Treasurer’s Office,

|

ANN ELIZA YOUNG,
Brigham Young’s Rebellious Wife.
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This furnace is without exaggeration,
the most powerful heating furnace ever
made. I has the best Orate and Sifter
ever put in a furnace. The radiators are
made of heavy plated Iron and riveted
in the most thorough manner.

Warranted

Perfectly Q-as Tight.
aTTd

ECONOMY

DURABILITY

UNEQUALLED.

[TTf ‘The only complete Expose of all the SE<’KET* of IIHI(;il4M>S liutl.n ever
written
Born in Mormonism, AWN EI*IZA
now exposes to the world, AS NO OTHER
WO **AW CAW, the SECRETS, MIT*TERIESand CRIMES of the horrible system of
Polygamy, from the very beginning. Nearly *.£«*©
Illustrations beautify the work It is the best selling book published. 10,000 more men and women
can have employment and make from &£ to $1©
daily. AIjL. CIVE AGENTS a»e waiting for
Illustrated Circulars with LARGE TERMS.
Sent free. Do not delay, but addiess DU«liN,
GILMAN & C©„ Hartford, Ct,
oct!3Mw

chasing.

Nutter Bros. & Co.,

C ENTENNIAL
HISTORY
u.S.

DK.

full description and extra terms to Agents.
Nation
octl3t4w
Phila., Pa.

aLjPUBLisniXG_Co..

StaT
A
*| Agents for the best selling
in
Sw 61 BA T AIMh Prize Package
the
wi.u Id, It contains 15 sheets
If
Mini
|.|y||
■ ■
15
paper,
envelopes, golden Pen, Pen Holder, Pencil, patent Yard Measure, and a piece of Jewelry.
Single package with elegant Prize, postpaid, 25c.
Circular free. BRIDE & CO., 769 Broadway,‘N Y.
oct!3t4w
20
A fJFXTTSl
ACT

IRON

FURNACE.
This is the ONLY
Furnace that
is
made ENTIRELY
of Wrought Iron.
It is the ONLY
Furnace
without

1

dangerous

..

..

AND

VENTILATING

Co., Manufacturer!., Proprietors anil Wholesale and
Retail Dealers, 59 Blackstoue street, Boston, Mass.
Send for Circular.
All who require furnaces
and vicinity

WILL

Finn

this

season

in Portland

SALE

THIS FOR

AT

0. W. FULL A M’S,
97 Federal St.
Who is

authorized by

COMPLETE
with

us

to

Agents Wanted. Good chance for making
money, to parties who devote whole or part
of time in selling our Teas.
Liberal commissions Send for terms. P.O.Box 5643. »BEAT
A 'UK RICAN TEA CO., 31 A 33 Ve*ey
8t., NT. Y
oct26t4w

II

glTS

Home Magazine. “Tbe Household Magazine of America.” Two Serial Stories
in 1876
“EAGIift^4!l,IFFE,” by Mrs. Julia
C R.Dorr; and ‘tl IRIAN,” by T S, Arthur.
BVTTERICK’8 Newesr Patterns in every
number. Terms $2.50 per year; 3 copies for $6 50.
Splendid Book offers and Premiums. Specimen number 10 cents.
1.8 ARTHUR A SON, Philadelphia »»n,
oct26
d4wf

Iron

in

the

Blood.

TIIK PERUVIAN
SYRUP Vitalizes ami
Enriches the blood, Tones
up the System, Builds up
the Broken-down, Cures
Dtsocpsia, Debility.
Dropsy, Chills and
Feyers t lironi Hi.
irhorn, Nervous Affections, Boils, Hu.
tuors, D senses of the
Kirin**)* and Hlnu.
rier. Female
Co
plaints, Ac
Thousands Lave been changed by the use of this
remedy from wtak, sickly, suttering creatures, to
strong, healthy, happy men and womeu ; and iuvalids
cannot reasonably hesitate to give it a trial.
Caution.—Be sure you get the “PERUVIAN
SVRt P” (not Peruvian Bark.) t old by dealers

generally.
A 32-prge paraplet, containing

treatise on Iron
and other valuable papers, testia

medical agent
monials from distinguished physicians, clergyman
and others, will be sent free t.o any address. Si«:TH
W. FOWLE & SONS. Proprietors, 86 Harrison
Avenue. Boston
_ial8deod<v weowly
as a

Notice

requiring work dor please apply to
“Home” of W. C. A., No. 16 Spring St., plain
and family sewing, dress-mak’ng, copying, embrrtidottt&tf
ing an<f iancy-work u wools, <fcc., &c.

PERSONS

success

of the

augll

DR.

John, Digby,

Hi.

ARRANGEMENTS.

TRIPS

PER

WEEK

days.

same

Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annap
olis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac,
Amherst, Pictou, Frederickton, Charlottetown and
Summerside, P. E. I.
jy Freight received on days of sailing until 4

and SATURDAY.

Boston.
To all points of North aDd South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. H. Keith, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore «Sr Ohio
R. R., C. A. Chipley, Agent,
street,
Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named

219'Wasnington

|

Agents.

Passage $15.00. Excursion Tickets $25.
freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Wash
or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,

For

E. H.

no2dtf

AHEAD

On and after October 8th, 1«75,
Steamer Henrietta, Capt. G.
LoWELL, will leave Hnrpii'well Mondays and Fridays at 8
-..
..v.
a. m., touching at UhebeHtfiae,
Little Chebeague and Long Island
Returning, will leave
Portland Her, at 3 p. m touching at the above landings Will touch at Cousens* Island each way For
particulars inquire of Captain on board or STEPHEN
KICKER, Agent, 131 Commercial St.
raySdti

ing. Besides the regular course of Instruction there
will be daily familiar conversations and other oral
exercises requiring no home study, exclusively adapted and devoted to the purpose and convenience of
those desirous only of suitable opportunities to practise in order to acquire greater
and fluency in
speaking French, and to obtain any information desired iu case of doubt or difficulties concerning the
language, whether in point of grammar, pronunciation, colloquial usage, idiomatic peculiarities and

facility

TIia

mnro

rlifti/Miltioa

better.

all times, either for

HARPSWELL.

FOR

Permanent French Tuition*
Select classes with private lessons for ladies and
gentlemen of all ages, by Prof Masse, are now form-

suggested the

O T II E H N.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m connecting at stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant ami popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving iD New York
always in adva- ce of all other lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adan s’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little & Co.’s,49$ Exchange St.
D. S. BABCOCK,
L.W.FILKINS.
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President,
dtf
ocll *73

French and Latin Languages and Literature.

or

OF ALL

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

INSTRUCTOR IN THE

MAINE

ara

Subscribers
mouth,

STEAMSHIP

one

CO.

lady who

announces

Portland Company.

a new

Steamers fcleauora and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Franklin W’harf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M., and leave Pier 38 Fast River, New Yor‘-«, every MON DAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, ami both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with tine accommodations tor passengers making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers n ill touch at Vineyard Haven during the

Cranial

S

^

s

ll

O

?

a

THE

—

HOTEL,

GiiiYimpr

Room 4.

*

save

them from the

sell our NnreoHCopic Views. Cliromos,
Address,
stewiois 8»llt. and Vduen Tlirend
I). L. GUKRNSKY, Pub Concord, N. If.
t4w
cct26
FOR

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,
USE

Weds’ Carbolic

Tablets,
Ml.l’K BOXES.

PITT UP ONLY IN
% TKIVII I' <» -IRK RRIHKDV
For rale by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Ma

s.

_'Hwt

Vaults ClpunertORDBMS promptly attended to by caning
R. GIBSON,
at or addressing
588 Congress Street

All

<ltf

Yoston

R

—

I

shall

be
and

n

ttendance

the Portland office

thiitl
Wednesdays of th* first an
weeks of each month. Respectfully submitted to
the public.
Dr. SAMUEL. ED HARD*,
d6m
se2l
s

AND

Boston & Maine
RAILROAD.
FALL ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing October 11, 1*75.

Paiwnger Train*

will learr Portland far

BoMon at 6.15, 9.00 a. in., 3.10 p. m arriving
Ronton at 10.50 a. m., 1 45, 7.55 p. m.
Returning, leave Bomon at 8 30 a m., 12.30,
3.30 d. m., arriving at Portland at 1.15, 5.00,

8.15 p. m.
t For Idowell at 6.15, 9.00 a. m.t 3.10, p. m.
For Manchester and doocord and Coper
Hnilroad (via New Market Junction) at 6.15 a.
m., and 3 10 p m.; (via Lawrence) at 9.00 a. m.
For tiSreat Falls at 6 15, 9 00 a. m., 3.10, p m.
For Rochenter, Farmington and Alton
Bay at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10 p. nr.
For Scarborough B. nrh. Blue Point, Old
Orchnri Beach. 8aco, Btddefor* and
Kenneburk at 6.15. 9 00. a. m 3 10. 5.00 p. m.

Morning Trains will leave Krnnebnnk
for Portland at 7.20

a. m.

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland. Mt Pesert, Machias, East port, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
‘rains at Transfer Station.
AH trains stop at Exeter 10 minutes for refreshments at tirswlass dining rooms.
Parlor Cars on all through trains between
Portland and Boston.
J. T. FURBER, Gen’l Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen’l Ag’t, Por*'tand.
au5
dtf
steamers

__

_

EASTERN

RAILROAD.

On and after Monday, Oct 11th, 1875,
ENTH. FIRTHER NO I ICE,
TRAINS WII L LEAVE P0R1LANH FOB
Boston 2.00 (except Mondays).9 CO a. m.,3.10 p. m.t
arriving at 6.15 a m., 1.45 7 55 p. m„ in ample
time to connect with New York and Western trains,
Lynn, Sal* m. ftewburyport and Portsmouth at 2 00

(except Mondays),9.00

a.

m., 3.10 p.

m.

Gloucester and Rnckport at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
Rover at 9 a. m 3.10 p. m.
Woltbn o, Rochestt r and Great Falls at 9
a. m., 3.10
p. m.
QO,n
nrrwicw Juneiion,
*V' V'
North Berwick, Hells and Kennebnnk
at 9 a. ro., 3.10 p ro.
fliddeford' Saco, West Scarborough* Near*
borough and Cape Elizabeth at 9 a. m.,
3.10, 5.20 p. m

Homou at £.30 a. m., 12.30, 8.00 p. m., arriving in
Portland at 1.15,5.00 p. m., 12.15 (except Mondays)

m.

m.

EASTERN RAILROAD TRAINS
directly through to points on the Maine Central
Railroad without transfer, and make direct connec*
tion in Portland with all Steamboats and Railroads
diverging therefrom.
Cnllinun Parlor and Sleeping Car, are
run on all through trains.
Stops for refreshment*
made at the usual places,
oelldtfGEO BACHELDEB, SuDt.

Portland & Rochester K. R.
Arrangement

Meaiii'li'P Lino.

|

Leave each pert every Wed’s’y & Sit’d’y.

Ho Wharfage.
From Long Wharf,
From Pine Street

delphia, at 10 a.

Boston, 3 p.m
Wharf, Phila-

m.

Insurance oue half the rate ol
liliuy vessels
Freight tor the Aest by ihePeun R R.,and >outh
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAOE 7VA nOLLARb
s

For

Freight

jo2>ly

or

Passage apply

of Trains, commencing
Oct 11, 1875.

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND;
7.50 A. M. for K ©cheater, Nanhun and
Worcester conuects at Hoi heater with down
trains on Eastern and Boston & Maine Roads
at Nanhun w th Expms Trnin tor Lowell
and Boston, arriving iu Boston at 1 30 P M
connecting at %yc« Junction with Fxpre»»
Train for Fitchburg and Hooaac Tun
uel laine, and arriving at Worcester at 2.10 P
M.. ci unecrinz with traius South and West.
J
Krtc*l,‘l,lfr nml Hay
aa!* a^ ^oca^ ^tage connections.

32.P.i«T|

**

ifori

**•
N**w
*®'®.
broom Lar to H

iWawing

orR I'rpreM
©
center and Sleeping car from
orcmier to New York via Springfield all
rail connecting at "-rand 'trunk
Junction
(Portland) with Trains Tom Montreal and way
Lewiston and Auburn, and at
ratbrook Junction with trains oi Maine reutral K. R ironi Mangot, Rockland, and ail infermediate Station*, at Nn»hua f r I ©well am!
Boston, and at %4 orrester (Union Depot) with
Boston »V Albany Railroad for Spiingfielu.Aloany,
Harttord, New ilaver, and New York, arriving at
New York about 5.00 a m
A sleeping car is
reserved at Worcester f »r this tram.
(1.40
■u.l*aiu or €« rlmui.
Tickets s->ld and baggage checked to all important
w

—

rilHASIEilMIlit

<

Tuesda

Mon-

Freights taken at the lowest rates.
are requested to send tlielr
freight to the
as early as 4 P. M., on the
days they leave
For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. K., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22
ocldtf
Exchange Street.

physician,
open an
competent
office in Portland, No I Myrtle St., where all the
late
Dr.
ot
tho
J.
CLAWSON
geuuine remedies
KELLEY cau lie obtained.

To

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates 1
Canada, Detroit* Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Nt
Louis, Omaha
Saginaw, Hi Paul, wait Lake City,
Denver, Nan Francisco,
and all points in tbe
Northwest. West and «fouttiwe«t.
J. C. FURNIYAL, Agt.

To

oml

nnssnoo

Shippers

venders of

MARSHALL
will be in constant attendance at the above named
those
where
suffering with Pulmonary Conoffice,
sumption, Coughs, Bleeding at ibe Lungs, Scrofula,
Dyspepsia, Cancer, Diseases of the Liver, Heart.
Kidneys and Spleen, Eruptions <>t all Descripti *ns,
Dropsy, Tumors, Asthma, Female Complaint-*, Costiveness, Darrhcea, Fits, St. Vitus Dam e, Nervous
Prostration, Rheumatism, Iinpotency, Bronchitis,
Gout. Neuralgia, Hysterics, Apoplexy, or any other
disease, cau consult him free of eharge from 9
o’clock a. m. to 9 o’clock p m.
Cases which h vc been pronounced incurable by
other ph'siciaus are especially solicited Dr Kel'ey’s
Medicines have reached and ured hundreds ot just
such eases.
If aiaMeut suffering with any of the
above diseases ha« any reasonable amount of nervous strength remaining, he can be curn> with tbe»e
remedies. See certificates «»f remarkable cures in
ou' “Medical Advher.”

tlipir

on

Steamers
Portland.

a

13

mnnthfl

Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia,
treal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.

to
spurious
THAT
medicines I have induced DR S. MARSHALL,
to
and ejujerieuced

best of pay for agents.

,

—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA SN

York.

Notice to the Public.

O

a

a,

AT

Dr. French can produce certificates setting forth
her success in hundreds of critical cases.
octotf

E

AFD

ran

path in

Discovery of Electrical
Dinguo*is,

—

|? 8

74 EXCHANGE ST

•-real Pull, at 10.22 a. m.. 4.19 p. m.
Kenurbnnk at 12.10, 4.03 11.20 p.m.
•tiritleforil at 8.00 a. m., 12.30, 4.20, 11.38 p.
Waco at 8.05 a. m., 12 36, 4.25, 11.42 p. m.

ELIZABETH J. FRENCH,

73

I §

Offices.

Passenger

a. m.

consulted for a
FEW
DAYS

rgi \l*3

Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 2.20 and
5.40 p. m.
Accommodation from South Paris at 6.45.

TRAINS FOR PORTLAND LEATE

YORK.

NEW

dim

rp
r

m.

l.yun at 8.59 a. m., 12.58, 8 27 p. m.
Bnlrm at 9.12 a. m., 1 10, 8.40 p ni.
Port.mouth at 11 a. in.. 2.57,10.14 p.
Dover at 10.40 a. m.. 4.45 p. m.

may be

hj

ARRANGEMENT

On and alter Monday, June 21st, 1875,
Dains will run as follows:
Express train 6.30 a. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
Express train tor Island Pond, Montreal and Quebec at 7 a.m.
Express tram at 1.10 p. m for Auburn and Lewston
Mail train for Island Pond,
stopping at
all stations to island Pond,)* connecting witn night
mail train for Quebec, Moutreal and the West at
l. 30 p. m.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston at 5.10
p. m.
Accommodation for South Pans at G p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Quebec, Montreal and West at 8.30.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

TO

Electrical Therapeutics,

The

o

in tr unk.

•MgasggaL;

This is

MASSE, A. JH.,

litoratnro

LINE

FOIi NEW YORK,

sep20dtf

PROP.

ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence. R.

>TOYI\<iTO\

HOTEL,

tbe UNITED STATES

a

~

alteration
SUMMER

at

rngton,

on the
second week of each
month; next visit Nov. 8tb.
1 Room in
Boston, 37 Tremont
_'emple Place. Located in Boston since

PEL

bi

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

—

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane
Moselv.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places Id
the South, W. M. C'ark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,

Chiropodist,

to

ppO

Farmington *1.40 p. m.
The 112.35 a m. train for Bangor makes close connection with E. & N. A. Railway foi St. John and
H aliiax

!

On and after MONDAY. October 4th, the Steamers New Brunswick, Capt. E. B. Winchester, and
of Portland, Capt. S. H. Pike,
City
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot ol
State Street, every Monday and Thursday at 6.00 p.
m. for Eastport and St John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

KENISON,

octll

£.g
$

octU

TWO

and

MASSE, may be found at
f.oriug Short 9c Harmon’*, uutter Fab
mouth Hotel from It to i!l A. M.

,-w

oct2«

Calais

PROF.

2.0
BM

Augusta, Haliowell, Gardiner, Brunswick fl2.35,
{7.00 a m., *1.10 5 20 p. m
Rockland {7 00 a. m., *i.40 p. m.
Bath {7 00 a. m., *1 40, 5 20 p. m.
Lewiston {7.00 a. m.t 1.35,5.15 p. m.

Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a m.
Mail from Quebec, Moutreal anu the West at 2 p.

Windsor and Halifax.

FALL

Continues to visit Portland at

r-Q

*

Eastport,

dtt

Mr. George F. Morse, Treas.
Dr. Le Prohon, Portland.

(3 H

Monday October 253ii, 1§75*
Trains leave 9>ortlnml for Bangor, Waterville
Belfast and Dexter at M2.35 a. m., *1.40 p. in.
Skowhegan 1.40 p. m.

a. ro.

User.

Qh

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Richard H. Dana, Esq., Boston.
Epes Sargent, Esq., Boston.

ETF3
§ S

;

for

1

Rt Rev. \V. B. Stevens, D. D., Bishop of Pcnna,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Dr. S. B. Hunt, Editor of Newark Daily Adver

o«

land at 5 o’clock P. M.
Steamer “City of Richmond” connects with stages
at Rockland, and other landings, for neighboring
towns. Connect* at Rockland with the Knox <£
Lincoln R. R., at Beltast wfth B. & M. R. R., Banwith E. & N. A. and other Railroads.
’are to Rockland $1.00, Camden.$1.50
Bellas', Searenort and Sandy Point.... 2.00
Bucksport, Winterport, Hampden anu
Bangor. 2.50
CVRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’] Ag’t,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State St., Portland.
Portland, April 17th, 1875
dt

o’clock, p.m.

s a
o o
zn S3

►

J3T*Freight trains leave Portland daily at 11 40 a.
Returning leave Fabyan’s at 6 00 a. m.
♦J HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland. Oct. 23, 1875.
oct25dtf

m.

tPullman Sleeping Car'attached.
♦Parlor Car attached
{Mixed.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
oc25dtf
Portland, Octoler 25,1875.

oinffM, at IO o’clock.
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden. Belfast, Sears port, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport
and Hampden.
Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday mornings at 6 o’clock, touching at the above named landings, arriving in Port-

receipt of 3 cent postage

^o.

cj-

Pi0 ^
©

BANGOR.

&

FAKE REDUCED.

shows how

References.
Samuel H. Pennington, President of Newark
Academy.
Prof. H. Coppee, of Pennsylvania University.
Frank W Potter, Esq Newark Evening Courier.

CU

__linn

last Steamer, CITS OF Rim no* D.
Capt C. Kilby leave* Railroad Wharf every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday Eve-

Persons convalescing from Fevers, Diphtheria, Ac.,
will find this a t owerlul auxiliary.
Persons suffering from th* above complaints will
please call at the office, 3 Cnhoon Hlock* where
they can obtain a copy of tbe treatise on •ITS
ACTION AND RE*Ul TS.’* free
Where
dso may be seen a large number of testimonials from
residents of this city.
Office hours from 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 5 p. m

will be received at
quarter or year.

|

arrive*

The

Experience proves it to be a radical cure for the
following diseases:
Consumption, Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh, Humors, Eruptions, Piracies, Salt Rheum, Scrofula,
Liver Complaints, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Dropsy,
Femal? Complaints, -yspepsia, &c., Arc.

FALMOUTH
,1m

on

10TK

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

5•_W26t

pointed out

Please Cali and examine.

set1

sent

K

PORTLAND

of diet.
Sold in Boxes at Is. 1£d., 2s. 9d., 4s. Cd., 11s. and
22s. each.
Sold by the Proprietors, BEACH and BARNICOTT, at their Dispensaiy, Bridporf, England; and
by all respectable Medicine Vendors.
my

dolu>or>io^

B
g

©

each Furnace sold.

n.L

—

W

lt~T~M8

afflicted, it

m.,

m.

A. R. STUBBS. Agent,
THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
TUB “POOR JUAN’S FRIEND,”
mar24
dtf
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
Is
the public as an nn- i -I stock, and is
recommended
to
confidently for Wounds of
making the be?>t connections and quickfailing remedy
every description, for | Noitolk, Baltimore & Washington
est time of any route from Portland to the West
Ulcerated Sore Legs, even if of Twenty Years’ standrT“PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
8TEAn»HIP LINE
ng; Cuts, Burns, Scalds, Bruises, Chilblains, ScorAN1) SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
butic Eruptions, and Pimples in the Face, Sore and
leaving Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 1.20 p. ra.
Inflamed Eyes, Sore Heads, Sore Breasts, Piles, FisFour times a week.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
I
tula, «&c.
I Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examinaSold in Pots at Is. l$d., 2s. 9d., 11 s., and 22s. each.
First Class Steamship
Also his
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
JOHNS HOP KINS.
WM. CRANE.
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personpiluijE antiscrophitlje:,
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
al) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
From Boston direct every TUESDAY
one passenger for evtrv $500 additional valueConfirmed by sixty years’ experience to be for Scrofand SATURDAY.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
ula, Leprosy, and all skin diseases, one ot the best
AND
W. J. SPIPRK, Superintendent.
alterative Medicines for purifying the blood and asWM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
Portland, June 21,1875.
sisting nature in all her operations. They form a
jnel7dtf
and nIcCLELLAN.
mild and superior FAMILY APERIENT that may
From Providence every WEDNESDAY
he taken at all times without confinement or change

t-*

GUARANTEES

:

Dr. Roberts’ Celebrated Ointment,

trp.fi liv mail.

toP
*>g

£ive

or excesses

stamp.
Address the PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE.
No. 4 Bultinch Sr.. Boston, Mass,, opp. Revere
House.
N. B.—The author can be consulted on tbe abovenamed diseases, as well as all diseases requiring skill,
secrecy and experience. Office hours, 9 A. M. to 3
P. M.nov2deod1y.

l)R. b. P. Stoddard, Medical director, No 8 West
14th st„ New York.oetl3t4w

joints.

NUMBERS heavier Plate Iron than
any other Furnace.
It watches i's own
draft. It is sold at
a very
moderate
rate price, and will
last a lite time
UJOI
>
rr

“It offers alleviation to the

deafness, consumpCatarrh,
tion, Positively cured by DR. KECK’S
OonRnlt.attrm
Addrpss.

It is made of FOUR

HEATING

AIL

ELEGANT

Illustrated

IMPROVED

WROUGHT

Jonesport and Machiasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday
Horning at 3o clock, touching as above, arriving in Portland same night, usually connecting with
Pullman Train, ami early morning Trains for Boston and the West.
For further particulars inquire at Railroad Wharf,
Portland.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Ag’t.

misfortune may best be borne, how its physical and
moral consequences may have iheir forces turned
aside and be rendered comparatively harmless.**—
Chicago Times.
The above book contains 300 pages. 12mo., bound
in beautiful French cloth; illustrated, Price only
$1.00. Sent by mail, to all parts of the world, closely

chRO 'ION mounted,size9x11,
for SI.
Novelties and Ctrroin.is of ever
description. National Chromo Co, Phila., Pa
octl3
dJw

A

.S

indiscretions

a

Passenger t rain leave Portlmd at 2.55 p. m., arrives at Fabyan’s 8 25 p. m.
RETUKINI1NW.
Passenger train leaves Fabyan’s at 6.00 a. m., arrives at Portland 11.40 a m
Mixed train leaves No. Conway at 12.30 noon, arrives at Portland 4.35 p. m.
(All trains between No Conway and Fabyan’s will
be mixed trains.)
STAGE 4’ONNK# HON*.
At White Rock for North Windham.
At Sebago Lake tor Stundish Corner.
At Baldwin f r Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls and
Freedom.
At Brownfield for Denmark and Brldgton.
At Fryeburg for Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.

“•

CRATED OXYGEN TREATMENT!

The great interest in the thrilling history of our
country makes this the fastest selling book ever published
It contai is over 400 fine historical engrav
ings and 900 pages, with a full account of the approaching grand Centennial celebration. Send for a

SQUARE,

I* I E It C E

■

u. o. a..

Institute, Boston, entitled *The Science of
Price $1.00.
or Self Preservation.*
Vitality
the errors of youth or a too close application to business, may be restored and manhood regained. The Institute also publishes *The PhysioPrice $2.00.
logy of Woman and her Diseases
Tiie best book of the kind extant. Also another
valuable medical work treating exclusively on Men*
tal and Nervous Diseases; more than two hundred
royal octavo pages, 20 elegant engravings, bound in
Price only $2.00.
substantial muslin.
Barely
enough to pay tor printing **— London Lancet.
“The Book tor young and middle aged men to read
just now, is the Science of Life, or Self Preservation,
The author has returned from Europe in excellent
health, and is again the Chief Consulting Physician
of the Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Bultmch
Street, Boston. Mass.—Republican Journal.
“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora*? box, and
hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing of
these valu hie works, published by the Peabody
Medical institute, which are teaching thousands
how to avoid the maladies that sap the citadel of life.’’
—Phila. Eng.
“It should be read by tbe young, the middle aged
New York Tribune
and even the old
“Let all get this great work on diseases of the nervous system, just published by Peabody Medical Institute. It is as readable as a romance.**—Bangor
Daily Commercial, Jan. 12 1874.
“ibis book will put hosts of people on their
guard against the terrible consequences of habits
which are directly calculated to make a wreck of
human nature.*’—Maine Standard Jan 9,1874.

Continued

or the

PORTLAND, MAINE.

ang2_deodCrn

p”■'ll rLjJ*

Astonishing Developments.

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

New Method.

Please call and examine it before pur-

29 MARKKT

WIPE NO. 19.
BY

ob

Voutbyorthe

WEEK.

fT

etc., etc. It treats upon MANHOOD, how lost.how
regained and how perpetuated, cause and cure of
ExhiiUMt «l Vitality. Imp tency. Premature
Decline in Man, Spermatoribcea, or Seminal Losses
(nocturnal ana diurnal). Nervous and Physical Debility, Hypoclu ndria, Gloomy Forebodings. Mental
Depression, Loss of Energy, Haggard Countenance,
Confusion of Mind and Loss of Memory, Impure
State ot the Blood, and all diseases arisin from the
li*rorti of

11.30

a.

Montreal R. R

WRIT

of mature years.
“The untold miseries that result from indiscretion
Those
in early life, may be alleviated and cured.

PER

TRIPS

The Steamer LEWIS
hTON. Capi. Charlr*
Dcerinu, will leave Hail~~~
^A
road Wharf, foot of State St,
——-,-1
every THC**s**-A¥
EVENING, AT 10 O’CLOCK, after Friday,
October 15. for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle. Sedgwick, So. W. Harbor, iMt. Desert,) Millbridge,

CALLED

H. VV HEKSEY,
Treasurer and Collector.

sep2dtd

Iron

ci

!.

accor-

the date of the commitment thereof

from

w

.-

a

Iu

Discount ot Five Per Cent,
will be allowed on all taxes paid within sixty days

FURNACE.

*

me

warrant for the collection of the same.
dance with an ordinance ot the City, a

Boynton’s

ONE

PRESERVATION.
TEN by the Chief Consulting Physician of
the Peabody Medical Institute, author of a
Treatise on Diseases ol the Throat and Lungs, Physiologv ol Woman and her Di.-eases, a Treatise on
Or SELF

GgiT’Cataiogue

TAXES FOR 1875.

1875.

deodSm

i,ifi7;

science: of

Conway

follow*:

n«

Passengers for Lancaster, White field, Littleton,
St. Johnsbury, Montpelier, Burlington, St. Albans
and all points in Northern New Hampshire and Vermont connect at Fabyan’s with Boston, Concord and

ARRANGEMENT.

FALL

Life,

LEWISTON, ME.,
Corner Pine and Park Streets,

Chairman Committee

No. 199 Fore Street-

MT. DESERT & MACHIAS.

impaired by

)
September 1,
is hereby given that the Tax bills for the
FREDERICK BUCKNAM,
NOTICE
with
year 1875, Lave been committed to

«

ATTKNriON TO LADIES
DB. WELCH.
fail to get a box of Dr. Welch’s Bunion
Ointment. Parties treated at their residence per
sel8dtf
order.

Operations performed by MBS.

Don’t

gal

I>E WBTT HOUSE,

All kinds of Hot Air Furnaces put in order, and
repaired at short notice by

!

Surgeon Chiropodists,

who doubt this assertion should purchase the new
Medical Work published by ihe Peabody Medi-

DISCOUNT ON TAXES.

iMlUIIUU/t

i

Dr. WF.LCH and WIFE, of BOSTON,

Nervous ana iviemai diseases, mie surgeon

marl3-dtf

Sir—I have had Tingley’s Automatic Heater or
Heat Governor attached to my Furnace now several
years and am well satisfied with it, both as a heat
regulator and tuel saving apparatus.
Yours Respectfully,
JAMES BAILEY.

8.

L. 8.

HOTEL,

e-

foi table night’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night
Tickets and State Room9 for sale by D H. Young
No. 266 Middle street.
rhrongt Tickets to New York vi* ;he ?arlout
Sound Lines, for sale at very low tates.
Freight taken as usual.
octl*74
J. B C'OFliE, J K. General Agent.
cure a com

Treated without Pain.

21G Federal St., Cor. Temple, Portland

WEST MINST ER

$1.00.

Passengers by this Line are reminded that they

liilblains

«

OCTOBER ‘25, 1875.
TraiuN leave and arrive
at No.

(NundayM excepted).

Have located at

HOTELS.

A

the house. It saves coal. It proven s clinkers and
sifting of ashes It insures danger agaiDst fire trom
an over heated Furnace.
It saves care and time in
the management of the Furnace, and gives uniformity of temperature with every change
of weather. In fact you have only to supply the
coal and leave the Furnace to the care of the
“Governor.” Attached to Brick or Portable Furnaces old or new, and warranted to give satisfaction.

58

SPECIALTY!

Bunions,Bad Nails and

A Union Mis.

II

Throughly tested for the last four years, and is
oflered with confidence, as a perfect remedy for the
inconveniences, dangers and annoyances, arising
from Hot Air Furnaces as ordinarily managed. It is
a sure remedy for the escape of gas or smoke through

w

TIME.

Mixed train leave* Portland at 7.30

Daily, at 7 o’clock P. H., and INDIA
WHARF, BOSTON, daily al 5 P. H

FARC

hElTH.

AND

^

DISEASED OP THE FEET
A.

WHARF, Portland,

FRLNKLIN

Middle SI.

TOrtt public,.

2

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG RR.

FOBE4T CITY AND JOHN BROOKS,
will, until further notice, run alternately as follows
Learing

SPECIAL

«

RAILROADS.

JSTEAMERS.

CHANGE~OF

and Silver Ware.

J. A. MEMRIEL, & CO., 139

ifloPdiB0*

Wrought

•
Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE & CO., Oen’l Managers,
12 Sc. Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia.

janll ly

The Superior Sea Going Steamers

Mtrcci,cor.

Cor. York aud Maple

Watches, Jewelry

AUTOMATIC FURNACE REGULATOR

Richardson &

Providence

JOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

BOSTON

Office hours from 9 A. 1M. to I P HI., and
'2 I -'2 to 9 P
M
(Friday evening* and
Saturdays *-xcepied.
We shall also use in connection with the above, the
Electro Vapor Bath—so useful in Rheumatic difficulties, that often one trial will remove the most
severe cases.
oct25dtf

Heal Estat A gents.
PROCTER, No. 9t Exchange

CITY ABV ERT1SEM ENTS

ang20

Steamers,

between

419 CONGRESS STREET, PORTLAND.

W. E. L S.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Line of
Running

Booms first Door below Sloue Church,

STOVES.

Xtil.

(jyRETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4.00 p. in.
No freight received after 10 a. m. on day cf sailing.
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or

prepared to receive all persons wishing treatment !
and will keep constantly on hand all the appliances
used by her.
The public are invited to call and J
examine this branch of Medical Science,

ranged especially with

HEAT

at

N. F.
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and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
,dire t comn uuication »<» ao t from
'Portland and all other points m
Maine, with Philadelphia and beyond. Thr« ugh
rate* are given foPhiladei|»liia and all i*>iuts reached
by the Penn Central and the Phil & Reading R R.’»
and to all the pr in. ipal cities in the South and
uthaest. No Wharfage. No commission f r f » wauling.
Full mionnation given by 1). 1>. C. MINK. Agent,
29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J
b. COYLE, dr

are

Roofers-

PARKER P. BURLEIGH.
Land Agent.
eodtd

acres.

RANGE

7,

RANGE

be

Cranial Diagnosis and Electric Therapeutics,

JAMES MI Lis ER, No. 91 Federal Street

Payment is to be made as todows, viz.: For all
sale* on timber and grass on lots reserved for public
For all
uses, being those of class IV, terms cash.
other sales, one-third cash, and the balance in one
and two years, respectively, wi<h inte<est.
No timber is to be cut until permit is granted specifying the price, and time ol payment as provided in
i said Act.

L. 8.

Lot snumbered 1, containing 132 acres; North £ No
82.80 acres: South £ No 15, 81.99 acres; North £
No 18, 77.95 acres; North £ No 24, 76.80 acres; in all,
451.54 acres.
TOWNSHIP NO 12, RANGE 4, W. E. L. 8.
Lois numbered 4, containing 122.30 acres; No 7
135.78 acres; No 8, 152 57 acres; No 13, 138.18 acres;
No 16 148.25 acres; No 24, 117 71 acres; No 28,133.55
acres; No 47, 178.44 acres; No 48, 178.44 acres; No 51,
162.73 acres; No 52, 162 74 acres; in ail, 1,630.69

14,

18,

on

having learned Dr. Elizabeth J. French’s system or

Plumbers.

cases.

4,

15,

TOWNSHIP NO

Fore Street, Cor.

SAI UK DAY

every

Iron

Clyde's

400 p. m. for HALIFAX,direct,
making eon actions with the intercolonial Kailwa>,
to* Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou. ami
steamer- for Princt Edw ird Island; also at New
Glasgow, N S., with Lindsey’s Stages f-.r Capt
Bre.ou, and at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns.

oct26__dtl
MR. & MRS. GOWELL,

Photographer.

3

acres.

in

Wharf,

AUD

PHILADELPHIA.

The
favorite
Steamship
CHASE,” Capt J. Bennett, will
Grand Trunk Railway

Rooms 11 and 12 Fluent Block,

A. S. O CYIS A-CO., No SO Middle Street.
J. 81. Ij AMMON, 152 Middle Ml. ,cor. Cross.

Lot No 22, containing 38.25 acres.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
TOWNSHIP NO. 5, RANGE 6, W. E. L. S.
Lots numbered 1, containing 283 acres; No 4, 211
acres; No 5,160 acres; No 6,160 acres: No 7, 160 acres;
No 16,160 acres; No i7,160 acres; >V. part No 18, 40
acres; No 21,160 acres; No 22, 160 acres; No 29, 160
acres; No 31.160 acres; No 32, 160 acres; No 33, 160
acres; No 34, 160 acres; No 38, 245 acres; No 40, 155
acres; No 41,160 acres; No 42, 160 acres; No 43, 158
acres; No 44, 160 acres; No 49,141 acres; No 54, 160
acres; No 55, 158 acres; No 56,156 acres; No 61, 168
acres; No 63,145 acres; No 64, 160 acres; No 123,
206.50 acres; No 122, 1.62 acres; No 133, 218.50 acres;
No 134, 167.50 acres; in all, 5,334.50 acres.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY
TOWNSHIP NO. 4, RANGE 13, W. E. L. S.
Lot No 1, section 4, containing 161.52 acres.
The right is reserved to withdraw any ot the lots
from the sale in case there shall be lound any doubt
of the right to sell.
Bids to be made for the whole number of acres to
be sold in each township, for specific prices per acre

193 1fifi 70
19.V 1fifi 1Q nrrps: Nn I9.fi. 90 fi7
acres; No 131,168.06 acres; No 133,161.14 acres; No
130, 330.80 acres; No 141, 310.97 acres; in all, 6,113.53

12,

healed.

Pattern and Model Maker.
J. I. BABKIII1B, 250
of Cross, Pori lam?.

lay hands
they shall

He shall
them and

1M FrffSirct l.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 50 Exchange Mi.
Upholstering of all kinds
done to order,

17, RANGE 7, W, E. L. S.
An undivided half of a tract of land lying east of
Fish river and near the northeast corner of said
Township, containing in the whole of said tract 1,556

_

acres.

TOWNSHIP NO

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

—

leave

PHYSICIAN.

WAI. I'EB COKEY A CO., Arcade, No

TOWNSHIP NO.

-©

Lots numbered 43, containing 159.40 acres; No 46,
160 acres; No 47, 163.28 acres; No 48,161.08 acres; No
50, 93.78 acres; No 45, 157.70 acres; No 56,160 acres;
No 62, 157 acres; No 63, 160 acres; in all, 1,372.24
SOUTH

WHITNEY A MEANS, P.ml Street, opposite Park.

HOHTLAND

Prince. Edward ■
Wt Jt.hu>*. N.

connection" to

MAGNETIC

Carpenters and Bn IdciS.

LINK TO

land, Cape Breton a no

NATIB.il

Street.

rtUW.

TOWNSHIP G. RANGE

2,352.98

With

A. Qinev. Boon II, Pritilcr.’
Exchougir, No. Ill Exchange St.
MMAI.I. A snACKFOKO, No. 35 Plum

A EH*

_iSTEA

Halifax, Nova Scotia,

WM.

NO.

TOWNSHIP NO.

Kingfield. Franklin County. 320 acres.
Township No 4, it 1, W K R, Franklin County, 320

320

tww

ft

acres.

320

MAIL.

THE

acres.

V. Also the following described lots reserved by
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, in grants made
by it for the future disposition of the Legislature, and
since transferred to this State; the lots to be sold being those so reserved in the following towns and
townships, viz:
Gore adjoining Ellsworth, Hancock County, 320

TOWNSHIP

M

s

750

Lots numbered 153, containing J00 acres; No 154,
125 acres: No 150, 100 acres; No 165, 103 acres; Nc
186, 182 acres; No 189, 213 acres; west part No 190,
113 acres; No 194, 130.25 acres; in all, 1,066.25 acres.
TOWNSHIP NO 4, RANGE 5, W. E. L. 8.
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£
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acres

acres.

a

a

acres

65 acres; No34£, 105.28 acres; No 35 104.55 acres;
No 38, 118.G3 acres; No39, 124.03 acres; No 49, 194.
60 acres; No 50, 327 87 acres; No 53, 317.28 acres;
No 56£, 103.83 acres; No 59£. 103 30 acres; No 67,
158.51 acres; No 88. 159.97 acres; No97, 159.88 acres;
No 98. 160.80 acres; No 123, 212.11 acres; No 125,
263.00 acres; No 135, 217.50 acres; in all, 4,384.10
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The following lots of land, subject to the right of
the late John Goddard, his heirs or assigns, to cut
and remove pine and spruce timber therefrom, viz:
Lots numbered 1, containing 132 07 acres; No 2,
139.75 acres; No 3, 136.23 acres; No 9, 104 07 acres;
No 12, 205.76acres; No 15, 139.14 acres; No 16, 137.
98 acres; No 17, 135.94 acres; No 27, 107.12 acres;
No 31. 101.48 acres; No 32, 106.83 acres; No 32£, 106.

r*

* *
5

1,000

acres
acres
acres

of Township No 6,R2,NB K

west

Middle St.

Brick House for Sale.
residence, 15 Winter street. House of brick,

SUIT OF ROOMS with board, 45 Danforth
Street.
oct!9dtf

FAMILY SIZE.

183

my8dtf

To Let with Board.

A

500
770
230

ROBERT THAYER WILDE

Book Biuders.

Jl, RANGE 5, W. E. L. S.
Lots numbered 80, containing 160.78 acres; No 97,
123.65 acres; in all, 284.43 acres.
TOWNSHIP NO, 18, RANGE 5, W. E. L. S.
Lots numbered 180, containing 194.28 acres; No
187, 193.05 acres; in all, 3*7.33 acres.
TOWNSHIP NO. 9, RANGE 6, W. E L. S.
Section 4, containing 610 acres; E J & N YV J Section 5, 486 acres; Seeti- n 10, 610 acres; E § & is W \
Section 11, 429 acres; Section 12, 768 acres; W part
Section 14, 257.90 acres; N part Section 16, 339.04
acres; E part Sectiou 18, 310 29 acres; N E J Section
26, 177 66 acres; S E J Section 26, 177.35 acres; S E \
Section 27, 176.06 acres; N E J Section 27, 176.06
acres; W 4 Section 27, 352.13 acres; N \Y i Section
31, 137.90 acres; S E \ Neetion 32, 155 acres; Section
33, 602,18 acres; S £ Section 34, 275.43 acres; in all,
6,100 acres.
TOWNSHIP NO. 11, RANGE 6, W, E. L. S.
N E part of Section 2G, containing 256.25 acres;
Lot No 30, 150.83 acres; Lot No 31, 153.72 acres; in
all, 560.80 acres.
TOWNSHIP NO. 13, RANGE 6, W. E. L. S.
Tract ot land lying west of Portage Lake in this
township, containing 1,594 acres.
Lots No. 30, containing 112.46 acres; No 52 West
side Portage Lake, 160 acres; No 53 West side Portage Lake, 120 acres; No 54 West side Portage Lake,
96 acres; in all, 2,082.46 acres.
TOWNSHIP NO. 16, RANGE 7, W. E. L. S.
Lots A, containing 60 acres; Lot B, 60 acres; Lot
C, 60 acres; Lot D, 60 acres; Lot E, 60 acres; in all,

TOWNSHIP

be

oct!9(13w93 Exchange St.

over

Trnnt nf Innil lninff nni‘lh rtf Ton'll ell

WBKP, and
P, 387 acres.

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

stlamkhs.
_

acres.

TOWNSHIP

Somerset, 30,826 acres.
All the foregoing townships are subject to the usual reservations of lots for public uses.
IV. Also the right to take otf timber and grass
from the public lots reserved in the following described townships and parts ot townships, the right
to continue until the townships are organized into
plantations or incorporated into towns :

TOWNSHIP F, RANGE

ON

*ro LET.

house No. 36 Oak Street.

833

18, W E L S, in the County ot

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.
Township No 8, R 4, W E L S,
Township No 9, R 5, W E L S,
Township No 13, R 7. VV E L S,
Township No 17, R 10, W E L S,
W £ Township No 12. K 14, W ELS,
E pt Township No 11, R 17. W E L S,
W pt Township No 11, R 17, W E L S,
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
Township No 4. R 7,
E £ and S W J Township No 5, R 7,
SOMERSET COUNTY.
S W J Township No 3, R 4, N B K P,
Township No 4, R 5, N B K P,
Township No 3, R 5, N B K P,
Township No 7, It 16, W E L S,
Township N o 8. It 16, W E L S,
Township No 9, It 16, W E L S,
Township No 5, R 17, WEDS,
Township No 4, R 18, W E L S,
Township No 6, R 18, W E L S,
Township No 7, R 18, W E L S,
Township No 9, R 18, W E L S,
Township No 5, R 19. W E L S,
Township No 6, R 19, W E L S,
Township No 7, R 19, W E L S,
FRANKLIN COUNTY.

MEDICAL

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT & FOGU, No. 91 Middle Street.

TOWNSHIP NO. 10, RANGE 5, W. E. L. S.
Lots numbered 1. East Division, containing 69
acres; No 4, East Division. 79 acres. No 5, East Division, 82 acres; No 48, 159 acres; No 56, 129 acres;
No 64, 168 acres; North i section fc7, 147 acres; in all,

acres.

Notice.
the Lady who picked up a Cashmere Shawl, in
the woods, near Woodford’s Corner, Deering,
Thursday alternoon. Oct. 21st, will return It to Mrs.
C. F. Davis, No. 2 Elm Street, or give Information
where it may be foand, she will confer a great fkvor
oct22dlw
upon the owner.

of

4,

R

I

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

acres.

Township No 3, R 2, W K R. Franklin County, 320

Sandford’s Radical Cure for Catarrh is a
sale, certain, and permanent cure for Catarih of every form, and is the most perfect remedy ever devised. It is purely a vegetable distillation, and is

every city and town where gas is used for the
sale of the ELLIS PATENT GAS BURNER.
Very liberal terms to Agents. Inquire of €J. I*.
octlldtf
fl»A
1»J8 Exchange Bt.

an

The following described timber land held by
the State in fee and un-onditionally, viz:
Tract of land lying north of township Nol, K 8,
WBKP, and west of township No 6, Range 2, N B
K P, Franklin Countv, 8.918 acres.
II. The following land set apart ai d he’d by the
State lor Permanent School Fund, viz:
West part township No 11. R 17, W E L S, Aroostook County, 6,901 acres.
III. The right to take off timber and lumber from
the following township until 1884, as excepted in the
to the European aud North American Railway
I.

acres.

CURED.

Canvasser Wanted.
MAN of experience. Apply to E. BUSSELL
& CO., 88 Exchange St., or address P. O. Box
1683.oct20dtf

infant.
AN ofExperienced
and

viz;

acres.

A

Agents

after another, affected, inflamed,

and succumb rapidly to this frightful
monster, A peculiar acid is generated and set at
liberty by this disease, which, permeating the blood,
weakens and destroys its renovating power, and allows the system no opportunity to throw off the maluntil this poison is neutralized and expelled. It
is here that constitutional treatment becomes of the
most vital consequence, “because unless arrested at
this stage the disease will make rapid progress
towards pulmonary consumption.”—See Warren's
Household Physician. Meanwhile a soothing, healing, and astringent medicine must be applied directly
to the nasal passages, this forming the most perfect
treatment of the disease possib'e.

ulcerated,

Wanted.
ATION as Book-keeper, or a position in an
office to do writing ot anv kind. For informaF. J. ROLLINS,
tion call on
Uktuuin

one

following"

Township

Symptoms.—Obstructed breathing, partial closure
ofoneorbotu nostrils, a stopped up, “stuffed up”
feeling in the head, constant blowing of the nose, discharges from the nose of a watery or thick yellow or
greenish mucus, frequently streaked with blood.

trauscendent glance—
Her eyes, I see, are burning black—
My little neighbor, smiling, turns
And throws my unasked pity back.

Behind

N

the business of tlie land office and the disposal ot
the public la* as,” appioved February 24, 1875, the
undersigned, Land Agent of Maine, will sell at public auction at the City Hall, in Bangor, on THURSDAY, tlie twenty-eighth day of October next, at ten
o’clock A. M the
described lands and interests in lands aud timber belonging to said State,

grant
ompany, viz:
No

Catarrh.

And woman-like as young life is,
And woman-like as joy may be,
Tender with color, lithe with love,
She starts, trausflgured gloriously.

I

R"<D

C H

The sound of happy, hastening feet,
Tender as kisses on the air—
Quick as if touched by unseen lips,
Blushes the little statue there;

Superb in

Land Office,
\
Augusta. Sept. 22,1875.)
Pursuant to the provisions of “An act to facilitate

This is a constant sneeze, sneeze, sneeze, until
your head seems ready to fly off, until your nose and
eyes discharge excessive quantities of mucus, thin,
acrid and poisonous, until, unfit for business or pleasure, you number yourself among tbe most afflicted
of mortals, destined to suffer periodically the greatest distress without relief or consolation.
Every
draught, every breath of air seems an enemy in disguise This is properly called Acute Catarrh, and
commonly, Cold in the Head. Its constant recurrence is due to constitutionally weak or diseased nasal organs and enfeebled action of the perspiratory
glands. In the permanent- cure of this distressing
malady Sandfobd's Radical Cure for Catarrh
is a never-failing specific. Instant relief follows the
first dose. Its use destroys that morbid sensitiveness to atmospheric changes which predisposes people
to this disease, and is sure to prevent an attack of
Chronic or Ulcerative Catarrh.

Behind a pink geranium flower.
She sits and sews, and sews and sits,
From patient hour to patient hour.

To drop upon the quiet street,
Until upon the pavement far
There falls the sound of coming

STATE OF MAINE.

CATARRH.

BY ELIZABETH STUART THELPS.

Wandering.

LAND 8ALE.

EZING

Sfl

8, KAXGE 5, W. E. L. S.
Section 1. containing 401.93 acres; See 2, 432 acres;
EJ& NWJ Section 3, 319.50 acres, N J Section 4,
183.13 acres; N J Section 5, 206 acres; Section 0 416.
62 acres; Section 7, 588 acres; Lot A. Section 9, 164
Lot D. Section 9,
acres; Lot 0. Section 9, 165 acres;
169 acres. Nortii part of Section 10, 297 acres; Soutli
part of Section 11, 196.93 acres; Section 15, 646.01
acres; Soutli part Section 16. 478.50 acres; Section
17, 640 acres; Section 18, 658 acres: Section 21, 551.
66 acres; Section 23, 632 acies: Section 21, 647.80
acres; Section 27, 575.73 acres; Section 30, 672.40
acres; Section 33, 557.68 aores; Section 35, 217 acres;
Road Lots numbered 1. containing 139.08 acres; No 2
128.18 acres; No 4, 127.79 acres; No 7, 132.84 acres;
No 8, 132.84 acresr No 9, 132.96 acres; No 11 144,47
acres; No 20, 142.06 acres; No 22, 132 97 acres; No 24.
137.35 acres; GoreLol, 163.29 acies: in all, 11,429.72
TOWXSHIP XO
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B. B. NAMl'NON. Astnit
TO Lons Wharf, Bo.ton.
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